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Prologue
In the beginning there was thought. Because
of thought, reason came into being. A different
reason exists for each of us . . . why we came to
Eastern, why we stayed here, why. . . .
Perhaps it was the search for new friends or
for that "special one." It could have been for the
growth and development of the intellect. And it
may have been to extend the fun and pleasure of
high school days.
One reason, however, was consistent among
all of us—the desire to satisfy our search for Life's
unanswered questions.
Every moment of life cannot be captured in
a yearbook, but through it, memories of Life at
Eastern can be awakened. The 1962 MILE-
STONE, by preserving some of these treasures
within its pages and inside a permanent cover,
tells us in one word that Life is . . . TRAN-
SITION.
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"1 went to the woods because I wished to live de-
liberately, to front only the essential facts of life, and
see if I could not learn what it had to teach."
—Henry David Thoreau
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The ever-present change of seasons is expressed
on our beautiful campus as we, ourselves, change.
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T he old . . . Vet's Village, the new . . . Brockton.
. . . concrete evidences of a great college
on the move.
Alumni Coliseum
Martin Hall
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Some changes we never notice . . . others are called to
our attention by some memorable events, such as the visits
to Eastern's campus by Vice President Lyndon B. Johnson . . .
and . . .
General Carlos P. Romulo, Ambassador from the Philippines.
For ove,r ax hjjl|g:entury Eastern has dedicated
* herself foiihe training of qualified leaders for our
Commonwealth jShl our Society.
*',•%. * Many have betn instrumental in the growth of
this institution. We cannot recognize them all.
However, we do acknowledge Robert R, Martin and"
"*
^ the Honorable Bert T. Combs as leaders who are
guiding out' College^and our Commonwealth to meet
*#>*^jthe threats and chaHejgges^ of our times, and ju||
asHhav have, we Slso, dedicate ourselves ...
Dr. Robert R. Martin, President of Eastern Kentucky State College
... TO A GREATER KENTUCKY THROUGH
Honorable Bert T. Combs, Governor of Kentucky
DUCATION
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"1 left the woods for as good a reason as I went then
Perhaps it seemed to me that 1 had several more lives to
live, and could not spare any more time for that one. . . .
If you have built castles in the air, your work need
not be lost; that is where they should be. Now put the
foundations under them. . . ."
—Henry David Thoreau
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Student Life
.
Dottie Mathews
Mary Jo Radden
Editors
IN THE FALL . . .
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The rush began September 10, 1961. By the end of the
week, 4,200 students had arrived on campus to join Eastern's
family circle. They had journeyed from every corner of Ken-
tucky and from many other states as well. The customs
and mores they brought with them made them differ in
respects, but immediately they began growing toward a com-
mon goal—graduation from Eastern.
The campus was filled with students of all classifications,
but those with the most eager, yet puzzled, faces were the
freshmen. This was their week to become oriented to life
at Eastern and this was a week they will remember.
The First Tasks Were Unloading* . . .
and preparing it
would be .is familia
After the cunfusion of converting to dorm life had
ceased, the students began orientation. They listened
in awe as they were given .1 description of Freshman
week festivities.
. . . Many New Acquaintances Were Made
The excitement of the freshmen
remained alive all through their
special week. Each day brought
new thrills and each thrill en-
hanced their successful adjustment
to this new life.
The students turned co less formal enter-
tainment as they enjoyed a street dance
in the Science Building parking lot.
By the evening of the sock hop, many
lasting friendships had already begun
taking form.
Registration Climaxed The First Week
Scudcnt number 4,110 registering for
classes was President Martin, being en-
rolled by registrar, Mr. Mattox.
1
. Eastern Was Trie Seene Of Continued
Physical
The cost of Eastern's physical expansion this year was
estimated at $15,000,000. This growth consisted of con-
structing the new and renovating the old. The students'
pride in the new buildings is rivaled only by their esteem
for the traditional ones made new.
The Donovan Building neared construction as back-to-school days ap-
proached.
President Martin, Governor Combs, and H. L. Do
eating the new laboratory school.
Additional apartments for the married couples were erected in Brockton.
V
Growth
Learn by doing . . . these girls are prac
ticing this educational
The audio-visual method of education brings variety and
lation to the students.
Mental
The students' mental growth is encouraged by films, lec-
tures, and laboratory experience. By studying the arts and
the sciences, Eastern students grow in their appreciation of
beauty and their accumulation of facts. The thoroughness
of a well-planned curriculum insures success and happiness to
the future graduate.
Essential Elements Are Study
As term paper time draws near,
use library facilities.
The various methods of studying . . . and
the various
ocations . . . the chief occupation of
students requires many
pensive hours. But these are profitable, only if
relief is sought
through . . .
And Recreation
mm
... a well-planned time budget. Recreation and relaxation
come in varieties of methods and locations, also . The care-
free moments clear the mind for the serious hours of study. . 3*dfif I
Football is King . . .
/
Students -how enthus
A nonc-jarrini; tackle draws the attention of the audience packed in
H.inscr Stadium.
decorate goal posts for the first
Thirty-nine hii;h school bands participated in half-time ceremonies at
Eastern's first Band Day.
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. . . And Homecoming The Main Event
Students viewed the Disciples Student
Fellowship float which won the first prize
for originality.
The enthusiasm of homecoming was conceived in the
minds of students as early as the first week of classes. The
enthusiasm gathered momentum as that last week before the
big game arrived. The students devoted their free hours to
building floats and planning the festivities. This was the
work and the week they loved. The enthusiasm was culmi-
nated and released in one afternoon as the students watched
the team battle its opponent in the climaxing game.
With 1961's Being Eastern's Largest.
Burnam Hall received the award tor the
best decorated dormitory as Colonel
Eastern defeated Colonel Western in a
tradmonal duel of "The Old South."
Homecoming queen l\u Dean, her court, and their escorts arc shown during halt -time ceremonies.
November brought . . .
Sadie
Hawkins
Week . . .
. . . Trie Turkey Chase
The proud winner of the cross-country
run clutches his prize which, n.itur;
was a turkey.
Drama Presentations
The Little Theatre Club provided the opportunity for
would-be actors to develop their stage ability and the ex-
perience of working in every phase of the theatre—acting,
directing, staging, and producing. In addition to producing
several one-act plays this year, the LTC helped to conduct
the Regional High School Drama Festival, held on campus in
February, during which fourteen high schools presented
thirty-minute, one-act plays.
lames Whales is the villain, Charlcnc Roc, the accomplice, and Rita
•-purlin, the doomed, in tin- scene from "The Lesson."
One of the superior winners of the drama festival was the east of
Lafayette Hi-h School, with their presentation of "Who is Sally?"
IN THE WINTER
Eastern's snow-covered campus provides the beauty and
intrigue of silhouettes. During the day, it is a picture with
brilliant colors and bustling subjects. As evening approaches,
the colors become subdued and the subjects modify their
pace. And as the dark night arrives, stillness does also.
The silence is broken occasionally by the traditional
chimes of the tower clock and the silhouette in black and
white is interrupted from time to time by a girl and a boy
as they linger for a moment under the beams of a streetlight.
Christmas Brought Serenity . . .
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The presentation of Handel's "Messiah"
3 §
by the powerful 2 2 S -voice chorus gave
students an opportunity to participate in
A one of the most impressive traditions of
* Eastern.
The spiritual celebration of Christmas is not neglected
at Eastern. It is reflected in such events as the singing of
the "Messiah," the Freshman Women's Dinner, and the
Hanging of the Greens. These are among the many activities
during the holiday season that provide the students an oppor-
tunity to participate in the celebration of the sacred anni-
versary.
ttendance in history enjoyed
i Women's Dinner during
istmas week festivities.
The Hanging of the Greens manifested
the dignity and serenity characteristic of
the Christmas celebration.
And Gaiety
The Anniversary Ball was .1 gala event of the Christmas
season. It celebrated President Martin's first year at Eastern.
The grandeur of the ball was enhanced by exciting music,
colorful gowns, and a crowded dance floor. Ralph Marterie's
performance marked the second consecutive year that a
nationally-famous orchestra was brought to the campus at
the college's expense.
Snow Play . . .
Whether it's the constructive art of building a snow-
man or the frantic game of snowball fighting, all agree winter
means great fun at Eastern. And while the ground is still
frosted with white, what better way is there to bring the
fun indoors than with . . .
Whoops . - . another casualty
. . . And Ball
The dancers enjoy small calk while th.
band takes a break.
dancers sway co the melody of .. slow
. . . an evening of dancing. With the cooperation of the
weatherman, the scene was set for the Snowball Dance. The
jolly snowman .ind his mate looked |iist like their friend who
was left standing outside. I he\ will be remembered even
during the warm summer days.
President Martin poses with the Snowball Court |on Draud, Com
Mullins, Hill Gocddc, Sands Huff, Queen |udith Allen, le.inne Sande
.nid ( harles Met onus
Campus Date
The telephone rings and heads bob out of every
door. Then a name resounds through the hall and
a face lights up. In moments, a date is made.
Dating on the campus takes many forms—serious
study in the library, hearty exercises at the bowling
alley, a late snack or soda at Jerry's, or a sauntering
walk around campus, all of which is climaxed by
farewells at the women's dormitories. Sharing these
with someone special makes them more fun and less
routine, as Jamie and Beth share a date with us.

The New Semester Brought
.
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. . . Hell Week
The process of registering had to be repeated in mid-
winter. Many new faces appeared but some old ones were
missing. New activities also appeared—the Bloodmobile came
to campus for its first visit, "Hell Week" introduced the
semester with laughter and fun, the Valentine Dance was
held, spring honors programs were planned, and work on
McGregor Hall was begun. Routine had been interrupted
and tension released.
Re gi s tration
Their registration preliminaries completed, students rush to enroll in
classes that are probably already filled.
With noses to the floor, the pledges race to the finish li
The Bloodmobile . . .
stem students do .mother good deed as the Bloodmobile is introduced
the campus.
Valentine
Dance . . .
Brandt Coleman was crowned king of the
Valentine Dance by Barbara Edwards,
president of Collegiate Pentacle. His court
is: Danny Hanson, Bonnie Edwards, Jane
Toppass, Bill Allison, and Mildred Taylor.
Plans For Women's Honors Day
McGregor
Hall . . .
Work was begun on six-story" McGregor Hall in Februa
In Oscar's Den . . .
familiar faces pick up the card game they dropped last semester
But Dorm Life Continues . . .
Although a new semester brings new classes, new teach-
ers, and new friends, the student can find security in the
familiar faces of his friends in the dorm, for here life re-
mains the same. Lessons still have to be studied; clothes have
to be washed, and bridge games still must be played. How-
ever, the mundane is always interrupted by the unexpected
—
and this is the fun of living in a dorm.
Some of them arc studying,
some of them aren't.
-*—
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Life in the dorm is always hectic—sharing the mirror on the night of a
big dance, cramming three wardrobes into two closets, answering the phone when
it's always for someone else, trying to sleep to the tune of a typewriter. But
the reward is sufficient—companionship as it was never known before.
"It's too bad I couldn't bring Mother
along to do this."
Oh. what girls must do to be beautiful!
A refreshing break in the midst of a study
session.
Life Was Not Confined To The Campus . . .
Richmond, a friendly college town of about 13,000,
provided Eastern students with simple, old-fashioned Southern
hi spiuhtv. The students bought in its shops, ate in its
restaurants, attended its theatres and worshipped in its
churches. The merchants showed their appreciation by pro-
viding free refreshments during registration week in the fall
and part-time work for many in its downtown shops. This
historic Blue Grass community always remains close to the
hearts of all graduates.
Shopping is .1 favorite Saturday afternoon
pastime for Sail v Meadors and Anna Grace
Combs.
I'll bet I can find a yellow tabbed-collar
ere." Inn Stivers says to Student-Clerk
Hue\ Robbins at Bob's.
Richmond provides churches of numerous
denominations.
Tense muscles, strained faces .
Basketball Provided Many Memories
The basketball season was marked by a triple disappointment—the breaking of
the home floor winning streak, the home floor loss to Western, and the resignation of
Coach McBrayer. But the season had its bright moments, too, as the team recorded
important victories under the leadership of a new coach.
Eastern Attracted Prominent Lecturers
1 lie asscmbh programs and other college-sponsored functions were designed
to entertain and instruct the student body. Presentations given by guest-., facult)
members, and students ranged from a folk song recital by )ohn facob Niles to a
lecture on astronomy by Harlow Shapley. Other programs on the agenda this
year included concerts by Eastern's b.xnd, orchestra, and choir, and addresses by
Stanley Kunitz, Jesse Stuart. Thruston Morton, and The Right Reverend Felix
V Put.
featured .it one of the Community Con-
certs held during the year in Brock Audi-
tunum was the San Francisco Operatic
Quartet.
Dr. Lyman Ginger, Dean oi U.K.'s College
<>t Education, shakes hands with his next-door
neighbor, Don Webb, a freshman from Lex-
ington.
John Jacob Niles demonstrates his unusual
instrument, the dulcimer.
S,
And Entertainers
Canine About
Campus
1 he canine-about-campus at Eastern . . . the most popu-
lar and most versatile . . . he's rather slow, but never late . . .
he's rather old, but never out of date . . . he attends classes
regularly, marches with the band, and has a special seat on
the statre during movies. He's our "Mo."
The end of a long, hard day . . . Mozart at home
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EASTERN PRESENTS ITS
CLASSIC ROYALTY. POISE, PER-
ONALITY, AND POPULARITY
rVERE THE REQUIREMENTS FOR
THE TITLES OF ESTEEM. SOME
WERE SELECTED BY POPULAR
VOTE AND SOME BY JUDGES.
THESE ARE EASTERN'S ROY-
ALTY.
THE KING AND QUEEN OF THE 1961
PROM . . . MISS JANET WESLEY AND
MR. LARRY KNARR.
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. . . A Young Man's Fancy Turns
... to daydreaming in the warm sun,
to lengthy talks with his favorite girl, and
to making plans for the spring activities.
. . . at the Junior Senior Prom
. . . We Bestowed Honors
We honored our men and women who had the
ambition and perseverance to become Eastern's
leaders in scholarship and fellowship.
. . . and the highest honor, the Honorary Doc
torate of Law Degree, was conferred upon Vic
President Lyndon B. Johnson.
It Wasn't Grant Who Took Richmond, It Was
To the gr.1du.1tcs, June 1, 1961,
meant the end of one life and the
beginning of another. On this one dav
.ill the memories of the past and all
the hopes of the future are blurred
bv the confusion of the moment.
The cafeteria was the scene of a luncheon honoring the Vice President.
A tour of Eastern's campus was a ho on the agenda.
During a busy day, there was still time for small talk with
Kathy Darling.
k A
IN THE SUMMER . . .
The students enjoyed the mild,
balmy summer days—they were not
so hot and miserable as usual, but just
warm enough for summer fun.
There Were
Many
Activities
The twenty-sixth season of the Stephen
Foster Music Camp attracted high school
students from sixteen states.
Even as early as July 15, 1961,
plans were being made for the
1962 MILESTONE. The discus-
sion at the summer get-together
was centered around the qualities
of a good yearbook.
Another World Statesman Visited Eastern
The colorful graduation procession enters the Amphitheatc
General Carlos P. Romulo who received Eastern's second Honorary Doc-
torate oi Law Degree after delivering the summer graduation address
congratulated each graduate person
A student checks the Master's cloak oi a friend
Other days of youth ant
In thy gracious halls;
When thy sons and daughters scattered
Turn again to thee,
Still thy lamp is brightly lighting
Us afar, that We may see.
Ji_
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Administration
and Faculty
e |i\i Barrett
• Evelyn Craft
Editors
Board of Regents
The Board of Regents, the governing body of the college,
is headed by the State Superintendent of Public Instruction.
The group is comprised of outstanding men in the Common-
wealth, duly appointed by the Governor.
The function of the Board of Regents is to meet quar-
terly and to deal with matters on every phase of administra-
tion.
Wendell P. Butter, a Frankfort resident, is State Superintendent of
Public Instruction and Ex-Officio Chairman of the Board of
Regents.
Members of the Board of Regents participate with President Martin and
President-Emeritus O'Donnell in ground breaking ceremonies for Combs
and McGregor Halls. Left to right: H. D. Fitzpatrick, President Martin.
Earle B. Combs, Thomas B. McGregor, \V. F. O'Donnell, and F. L. Dupree.
Governor Combs joins Superintendent Butler
stone of the new Donovan Building.
in laying the corner
Harlc B. Combs, Sr., insurance executive, is
former Eastern student and major league bas
ball star, who resides in Richmond.
F. L. Uupree is a businessman from Harl, 11 I). Fitzpatrick, Jr.. a graduate <>t" Eastc
is a Preston burg banker.
Robert B. Hensley is a Louisville attorney. Thomas B. McGregor, a former Circuit Judge,
is now a Frankfort attorney.
Dr. Russell I. Todd resides in Richmond,
where he practices dentistry-
Mr. Spears Turley, a resident of Richmond,
serves as Treasurer of the Board.
Miss Lois Colley, secretary to the Presider
serves as Secretary of the Board.
Eastern has been fortunate through-
out its history to have outstanding
men of wisdom and forethought to
serve on the Board of Regents. The
present Board, like others, encourages
full speed ahead on the many projects
of Eastern in order to help Eastern
grow in size and quality.
The
President
One of the outstanding contributors to edu-
cational progress in Kentucky's history, Robert
R. Martin became the first alumnus to head
Eastern, when he assumed the responsibilities as
the sixth president on July 1, 1960.
Formerly the State Superintendent of Public
Instruction and Commissioner of Finance of the
Commonwealth, the dynamic chief administrator
has directed a tremendous expansion program that
includes great physical, as well as academic
growth, with an expanded curriculum and an en-
larged, well-qualified faculty.
Recipient of Eastern's first "Outstanding
Alumnus Award" in 19 S 6, President Martin was
a leader in the drafting of the Foundation Pro-
gram for Education Law and worked for its en-
actment at the General Assembly. As Superinten-
dent of Public Instruction, he implemented the
law and as Commissioner of Finance, he super-
vised the preparation of the Executive Budget,
which provided for the highest level of financial
support for education in the state's history.
President Martin and the First Lady pose for the Milestone
photographer beside the beautiful fireplace in the main re-
ception room ^i the Blanton House.
Robikt R. M
President
W. F. O'DoNNLLL
Prcsident-Emeritm
President - Emeritus
During his nineteen years as president, Dr. W. F. care of Eastern's rapidly growing population. Dr. O'Donnel
O'Donncll saw Eastern grow from a college of 9S1 students continues to take an active interest in many campus activitie
in 1941, to an enrollment of 3,000 in 1960. Just prior to and is still in inspiration to the college,
his retirement, he began a huge building program to take
Dean of the Faculty
Directing Eastern's academic growth is the Dean of
the Faculty and two associate deans of instruction. This
newly reorganized academic structure is in its first full year
of operation. Responsible to the Dean of the Faculty are
the Associate Dean of Instruction for Teacher Education and
the Associate Dean of Instruction for Graduate Studies.
DEAN OF THE FACULTY, Dr, William J. Moore, has served Easte
since 1928. His interest in the college its faculty and students, has bei
invaluable as Eastern has grown in quality, as well as in quantity. De.
Moore's sense of humor and friendliness is a great asset that aids him
solving scores of problems each year.
ASSOCIATI DEAN OF INSTRUCTION
FOR TEA( 111 R I DU< A HON, Dr. J.
Dorland Coates, is responsible tor the selcc-
ricula. The son of Fastern's third president,
he sersed as director of the training school
ASSOCIATI 1)1 AN OF INSTRUCTION
lOR GRADUATE STUDIES, Dr. Cum I.
Orr, supervises and .ids.ses all graduate stu-
dents and certifies them for the Master's de-
cree He also serves as chairman of the
Graduate Council. Dr. Orr came to Eastern
this year from Ashland, where he served as
director of the University of Kentucky Ex-
tension Center.
DIRECTOR OF IN-SERVICE EDUCA-
TION, Mr. I). J. Carty, is in charge of cor-
respondence and extension work. He serves
also as head of the Placement Bureau.
Student Affairs
Heading the College student affairs program is the office
of the Dean of Students, the official organization for estab-
lishing and regulating policies which pertain to student
organizations on the campus, and maintaining over-all super-
vision of student personnel services and programs.
Dean of Students, Dr. Henry G. Martin, serves as co-
ordinator for the various student programs, including the
student welfare program. Closely associated with the Dean
of Students' office is the office of the Dean of Women,
where the over-all supervision of policies regarding the women
students is administered by Mrs. Emma Y. Case. Mr. M. E.
Mattox, Registrar, is responsible for admissions, registration,
and the official instructional records and grades of each
student.
DEAN OF STUDENTS, Dr. Henry G.
Martin, is responsible for jll student per-
sonnel services. His conscientiousness in super-
vision and counseling lias gained him high
esteem among the men students on campus.
REGISTRAR, M. E. Mattox, will
rvice to Eathirty-eight years ot si
June, at which time he will retire. Hi
never too busy to give time to the many
dents seeking his advice. His loyalty
Eastern has been appreciated by most of
presidents and his service has been insi
mental in the College's great growth. In
tirement. he will continue to be an inspira
to Eastern happy family
DEAN OF WOMEN. Mrs. Emma Y. Cast.
who has been a "mother" to thousands of
Fastern coeds since 19:*, will complete thirtv-
seven years of outstanding service in June,
when she retires. The beloved dean of women
has offered guidance and advice to both men
.\nA women students, and has devoted her
sears to helping Eastern's students become
better citizens. Eastern will miss Dean Case,
but will never forget her.
Business Officers
These functions of the College program that arc <>t .1
business 01' tin.inci.il nature are organized under and executed
by the Business Department. The department is headed by
a Business Agent who is directly responsible to the President.
Phases of the business activity include purchasing, receiving,
disbursement, accountability, and maintenance and operation
ot plants. I he department was established for the purpose of
providing the services, facilities, and equipment necessary for
the academic program of Eastern to be carried on.
BUSINESS AGENT, Mr G. M. Brock,
functions and records of the College and
and Stores. He lias served Eastern since
ponsiblc for all financial
as Director of Purchasing
DIRECTOR OF BUILDINGS
AND GROUNDS, Mr Rai ph
( oni 11 . is responsible for the
maintenance and upkeep of the
beautiful I astern campus.
I1IRI I TOR HI AUXII IARV
I NT1 RPRISI S AND SI RV-
K I s, Mr I ,mi s O. Kim,, is
in charge of the business aspects
of those enterprises involving
housing, food, bookstore, and
concessions, as well as serving
( ollcgc administration.
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR Ol
B U I I DINGS AND
G R O L' X I) s. Mr. Larri
Martin, assists Mr. Conlcc and
is cspecialb concerned with the
be lutitis ition of the campus.
HIRI ( IOR OF ACCOUNT
ING A \ I) BUDGI TARY
CONTROL, Mr. William
Sm 1 1 h. |r . is responsible
the collection, disburscm
and accounting of all fundi
the College, and participate
compilation of the budget.
_____^___._
College
Developement
The College Development program of Eastern is respon-
sible for various means ot communications between the Col-
lege and the public. Telling the store of Eastern through
m.iss communications is the direct responsibility of the Di-
vision of Publicity and Publications. The College-Community
Relations Director is responsible tor recruiting and bringing
groups to the campus, and the Director of Alumni Affairs
responsible tor liaison between the College and its alumni.
Coordinator of the program is the executive administrative
assistant to the President.
EXECUTIV] AUMIN1STRATIV1 ASSISTANT TO Till PRESIDENT,
Mr. J. C. Piniii. works closely with the President in .ill administrative
matters, and series as coordinator of the College Development program.
He had formerly served as Director of the Division of Records and Re-
ports for the Si.vie Department of Education before coming to Eastern.
Mr. Powell is the unheralded administrator who follows through with
many of the College's important projects in the expansion program
DIRECTOR OF COLLEGE-COMMUNITY
RELATIONS. Mr. John I. Viam, is ac-
tive in bringing groups of prospective students
and professional persons to the Eastern
campus. tie is constantly on the road in
helping to tell the Eastern st,,rv to the public.
DIRECTOR Ol PUBLICITY AND PUBLI-
< ATIONS, Mr. Don mi. R. Iiush, ,s re-
sponsible for .ill m.iss communications through
publicit) and publications, tie maintains a
general supervision of the student publications
of the ( ollege, the Proems and the Milestone.
i mi \( i 11. HnStMON, completed his first
e.ir it this new position ,11 Eastern. He has
ceil active in forming alumni groups through-
iii Kentucky and in strengthening the
l.imni Association.
Administrative
Assistants
Miss Kathleen Bams
Night Supervisor, Burnam Hall
Mrs. Lalry Ballard
Hostess, Student Union Building
Mr. Phillip Cuzick
Security Officer
Mr. Raymond Gabbard
Maintenance Department
Mr. Charlie Fo^ llr
Maintenance Department
Mrs. Julia He^lltt
House Director, Sullivan Hall
Mrs. J. W. Hill
Director of Cafeteria
Mrs. Mary B. Hill
House Director, Case Hal!
Mrs. Myrtie B. Holder
House Director, Burnam Hall
Mr. Earl Kidd
Supervisor, Mechanical Maintenance
Mr. Addis Kindred
Maintenance Department
Mr. Emmett Million
Maintenance Department
Mr. E. B. Xoland
Cashier, Business Office
Mrs. Nellil \X\ Pendley
Assistant House Director, Case Hall
Mrs. Helen Perry
Administrative Asst. to Dean of Students
Mr. James R. Price
Maintenance Department
Mrs. Ellen Smathers
Night Supervisor, Sullivan Hall
Mrs Alma Todd
Housekeeper, Burnam Ha
I >-}'
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Agr i cu Iture
The place of agriculture in our modern society has made
scientific farming methods necessary. The young man who
wishes to be a successful farmer needs a solid background of
facts and theories as well as actual practical application.
The purpose of the Agriculture Department is to pro-
vide this training and to prepare vocational agriculture
teachers. Eastern offers a two year program of curriculum
leading to the degree in Agriculture at the University of
Kentuckv.
James W". Stocker
Head, Department or Agricultur
I \( kso.n Taylor
Associate Professor of Agriculture
Vera
Assoc
Ec
bL'CHHOl Z
Professor of Home
Willie Moss
Associate Professor of Ho
Economics
Evelyn Slater
Associate Professor of Ho
Economics
Home Economics
The primary purpose of the Home Economics program
is to train voung women to become well-intormed and ef-
ficient homemakers. In addition to preparing voung women
for their roles as wives and mothers, the Home Economics
Department provides curriculum for a non-professional de-
gree, which trains the individual to pursue her special in-
terests, whether thev be as home demonstration agents,
dietitians, or consumer guides, and for a professional degree
that prepares her for the teaching profession.
Mars. R. Bcrrier
Head, Department of Home
Economies
The study of mankind has fascinated man throughout
the centuries. The student of biology seeks to uncover some
ot the mysteries of life and its origin. Through lectures and
private investigation, the biology student better understands
his position in the world of countless living organisms.
Thomas A. Hutto
Assistant Professor of Biology
A. L. Whitt
Associate Professor of Biology
Harold L. Zimmack
Assistant Professor of Biology
A Biological Science class uses tl
natural facilities in the amp
theater to study plant life.
f
Chemistry
I he basic component to the material progress that
Americans value so highly is the field of chemistry. The
Department of Chemistry functions to give to the student
professional training and to provide a knowledge of the com-
plexity of the objects and processes which surround the in-
dividual.
A high percentage of Eastern's graduates are admitted
to medical .\nd dental schools each year.
Ml RI UITH | t c\
Head, Department of t licmiscr
Thom \s C. Hi rndon
Associate Professor of Clicmis
DaR NELL S.\L1 I R
Associate Professor of Chemistry
Cl ii ion A. Bxsn
Ass..cute Professor of Plv
Physics
Physics serves the modern world in many ways. By the
tools of physics the phenomena of light, electricity, heat,
sound, and mechanics are examined and shown in their inter-
relations. Besides its practical, professional slant, the Physics
Department is an interpreter of the student's physical sur-
roundings.
J. G. Black
Head, Department of Plivsics
Commerce
Because of the expansion in national and world economy,
business is one of the most important segments of our society.
From the smallest monetary transaction to the most complex
corporate operation, business principles and practices are
present, for they provide the foundation for further expansion
and development. Eastern offers curriculum leading to de-
grees in accounting, secretarial practice, and general business.
William J. Moori
Head, Department of Comn
Commerce
Richard G. Chkisman
Associate Professor of Economics
Joan Dawson
Instructor of Commerce
Eugene F. Egnew
Instructor of Commerce
Fred A. Engle, |k.
Assistant Professor of Commcrc
I in in G. Ford
Daisy B. French
Assistant Professor o!
Norvalini. C. Hale
Assistant Professor oi
Janet Hikhard
Bently J. Mu TON'
Assistant Professor of Commerc
I mogi M Hogg
Instructor of Commerce
Alex Gentry McIlvaini
Associate Professor of Con
Margaret H. Mum ki -i
Associate Professor of Commerc
Ed5i i R. Mount/.
Instructor of Comn
Ki rmii Pa eti asoN
Ass, stun Professor of Coi
K. R. Ri< haros
Associate Professor of Commerce
John Wii son
Instructor of Co.
The Art Department has a two-fold purpose of training
young men and women to become public school teachers,
while enriching the cultural development of the student body.
Housed in the newly renovated Cammack Building, the
creativity of the student is challenged through the offering
of a wider range of activities, which include the facilities of
a new art library.
Art
I-KI ORK k 1". Gil I S
Head, Department of Art
The new art library provides useful information fl
mmmm
Galaor Carboneli.
Associate Professor of Art
Randoi pii Dozti \
Dwight Dean Gatwood
Associate Profe
Willard Thomas NU Hone
Assistant Professor of Art
C 1 R \[ 11 Mill I K
Instructor of Art
Dan Shinui i now i i
Instructor of Art
Juanita Toon
Instructor of An
English
Communication is essential in the complex world in
which we live. It is necessary that the individual learn to
express his ideas effectively to those he meets. Thus, the
English Department fulfills m\ important role in the college
society, for here the masses of freshmen come with trained,
and untrained, abilities to communicate. It is the Depart-
ment's challenge to prepare them to think, write, and speak
effectively.
In addition to this function, the Department trains
qualified teachers and provides avenues for creativity through
writing, debating, and dramatics.
Aimee Alexander
Instructor of English
Mary C. Baldwin
Assistant Professor of English
Allen C. Brock
Assistant Professor of English
Pearl I. Buchanan
Associate Professor of English
Hazel L. Chrisman
Assistant Professor of English
Lorraine Y. Baird
Assistant Professor of English
Paui Frazilr
Assistant Professor of English
Gl ORCIA A. Hit 1
Assistant Professor of English
Gerai d L. Honaker
Instructor of English and Drama
Saul Hounchi 1
1
Professor oi English
Paul F. Janz
Assistant Prole* of English
Phillip H. Manmn
Associate Professor of English
William L. Keene
Professor of English
Bruce McWhorter
Instructor of English
John Lei son
Instructor of English
ivNo R. Rhodes
\ssociate Professor of English
Arthur J. Mancus
Instructor of English
Foreign Languages
The Language Lab provides an opportunity for the interested student to ,
gain fluency rapidly.
Janlt Murbach
Head, Department of Foreign
Languages
Bin Mi A. Padilla
Assistant Professor of Foreign
Languages
Not only is the knowledge of one's own language neces-
sary in our society, but the ability to communicate must
extend beyond our own. The Foreign Language Department
offers studies in French, Spanish, German, and Latin.
One of the greatest assets to the academic program is
the new Foreign Language Laboratory. Here the student
gains ability to speak the language fluently by listening to
himself and correcting his errors.
Geography And
Geology
Geography and Geology are a valuable part of any per-
son's education. Today students leave school and enter .1
world which is interested and involved in local and world
affairs. 1 here is a need for broad and sympathetic under-
stand 1 n g a n d \ u dgment
.
Offered to the students arc courses in the principles of
Geography, and in Regional and World Geography. Courses
in Geology give to the student knowledge of the earth's ele-
ments, plants, And animals.
L. G. Kl N N AMI R
1 lead, Department of Gi nd Geography
Vl R.A V. R.A1 I IGH
Assistant Professor of Geography
Mary F. Rit hards
\ssociatc Professor of Geograpl
RONAl D S. T.A"! 1 OR
Instructor of Geography and Geol
Students in Mrs. Richard's Geography
class find their studies enjoyable, .is well
as valuable to their academic development.
IJAM BER<,1
istant Professor of History
John \V. Cookl
Assistant Professor of History
HARD D. GlVENS Cl-YDl ). IlWIs
istant Professor of History and Professor of History
Anthropology
David R. Counts
Instructor of Histo
Gforge W. Robinson
Assistjnt Professor of History
History
Anthropology
And Sociology
Due to the complexity of the society in which we live,
it has become imperative that we understand the forces
which have created and which sustain such a society.
Eastern's History, Anthropology, and Sociology Department
seeks to instill in each student an understanding of these
forces. Anthropology impresses upon the student the science
of civilization; History instructs him in the patterns of civili-
zation; and, through Sociology, he sees the problems of people
living in civilizations.
Fid 1)1 RICK D. Ot,DEN
Head, Department of Political
Science
Quentin B. Keen
Associate Professor of Social Scienc
Political And Social Sciences
Out of the need of organization developed the
Political and Social Sciences. Through utilizing the
knowledge stated in these sciences, man seeks to
promote peace, justice, and social progress. The Po-
litical and Social Science Departments place before
the student courses in American and foreign govern-
ment. International Relations, political theory, and
political and public administration.
D. T. Ferrell
Head, Department of Education
Education
Eastern's reputation as a teacher training institution has
long been established. Even though the curriculum has been
expanded to embrace other professional training, about
seventy-five percent of Eastern's graduates still enter the
educational profession. The Education Department serves to
train young men and women to work in all phases of the
school system. It trains teachers, supervisors, administrators,
and guidance counselors who will direct the education of
future generations.
Charles E. Aebersold
Assistant Professor of Education
Charles F. Ambrose
Associate Professor of Education
Margaret E. Ankeney
Professor of Education
T. L. Arterberry
Assistant Professor of Education
Fred A. Encle, Sr.
Professor of Education
Richard Jacgers
Professor of Education
W'ii i is M. Parkhurst
Assistant Professor of Education
James G. Snowden
Associate Professor of Education
W'ii i lam A. Sprague
Associate Professor of Psychology
Leonard F. W'ooi.um
Associate Professor of Education
Industrial Arts
The Industrial Arts Department provides the oppor-
tunity for the student to use his hands .is well .is his mind.
The program includes training in mechanical drawing which
prepares students for careers in the fields of architecture and
designing. The courses in woodworking and general metals
give the students practical and creative experience.
Ralph W. Whai f.n
Head, Department of Industrial Arts
Homi r Davis
Associate Professor of Industrial Arts
Thomas Myers
Assistant Professor of Industrial Arts
Dale R. Patrick
Assistant Professor of Industrial Arts
John D. Rowlett
Professor of Industrial Arts
William E. Sexton
Instructor of Industrial Arts
WlLLARD SwiNFORD
Assistant Professor of Industrial Arts
The John Grant Crabbe Library.
Library Science
As part of Eastern's academic expansion, courses in li-
brary science were offered for the first time during the
1961 summer session. The student has an opportunity to
learn the basic fundamentals of library science through study-
ing school library management, classifications and cataloging,
and references.
Housed in the John Giant Crabbe Library, the students
find the 110.000 volume library an excellent laboratory for
their work.
Dick M. Allen
Head Librarian
Mary S. Dickerson
Assistant Librarian
Nancy G. Mill] r
Assistant Librarian
Nancy R. Park
Assistant Librariai
Mary C. Yundt
Assistant Librariai-
Meaning is given to figures when plotted graphically in Smith Park
Head, Department of Mathemati.
Matlunatics
Mathematics is one of the oldest mental disciplines known to man. 1 hrough it
he has predicted and explained much of the phenomena of our universe. 1 he Mathe-
matics Department offers a wide choice of courses to meet the needs of students in
such varied fields of endeavor as education, chemistry, physics, and astronomy.
Bun Flora
Instructor of Mathematii
Gus Lee Franklin, III
Instructor of Mathematics
Aughtum S. Howard
Associate Professor of Mathematics
Al\ in McGi.asson
Assistant Professor of Mathcmat
Sydnj v J. Stf.phf.ns
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Joy L. S^offord
Instructor of Mathematics
Jami s E, Van Pi ursem
Head, Department of M
Music
The Music Department provides a well-rounded curricu-
lum that prepares its major students for both teaching and
professional careers. It enriches the culture of the students by
sponsoring concerts, adds to their enthusiasm by perform-
ances at athletic events, and fulfills their entertainment de-
sires by providing an outstanding array of musical programs
throughout the year. Among the most impressive projects
sponsored by the Department is the annual presentation of
Handel's "Messiah," at Christmastime.
Landis D. Baker
Assistant Professor of Music
Jane Campbell
Assistant Professor of Music
Donald G. Henrickson
Assistant Professor of Music
Frances M. McPherson
Assistant Professor of Music
Nicholas J. Koenigstein
Assistant Professor of Music
Robert L. Oppelt
Assistant Professor of Music
Harold E. Robison
Instructor of Music
Blanche S. Seevers
Assistant Professor of Music
Brown E. Teleord
Associate Professor of Music
Lyle C. Wolerom
Assistant Professor of Music
Chari ts T. Hui.i m s
Head, Department of Health and Physical Educ
Health And
Physical Education
The physic.il fitness of our citizens has been of great
concern on both the national and local level. The Health
and Physical Education Department seeks to provide a means
whereby the students can keep their bodies, as well as their
minds, alert. Not only docs this department function as a
means to promote physical fitness, it trains young men and
women to become teachers in an area which we all have
much concern.
James E. Baechtoid
Assistant Professor of Physical Education
Assistant Basketball Coach
Patty \V. Boyd
Instructor of Health and Physical Education
James Cullivan
Assistant Professor of Health and Physical Educa
Donald Daly
Instructor of Health and Physical Education
Assistant Football Coach
alth and Physical Education
Fred Darling
Associate Director of Health and Physical Educat
Gertrude M. Hood
Assistant Professor of He
Paul S. McBrayer
Basketball Coach
Glenn E. Presnell
Head Football Coach
Robert J. Synovitz
Assistant Professor of Health and Physical Educa
Jrss R. White
Associate Professor of Health and Physical Educat
Colonel Joe M. Sanders
Head, Department of Military Scicnc
Military Science
The purpose of the Military Science program is the train-
ing of able-bodied men to become officers in the United
States Army.
The ROTC program is sponsored by the college under
the regulations and supervision of the U.S. Army. The Basic
Course consists of compulsory two years' service, but this
does not obligate the student to enter the Advanced Course.
Successful completion of the four-year program, and a six-
week summer training camp, qualifies the graduate to receive
a commission as a second lieutenant in the United States
Army Reserves or the Regular Army.
Captain William D. Smith
Assistant Professor of Military Sc:
Captain Edward L. Queeny
Assistant Professor of Military So
Captain Carl L. F.spy
Assistant Professor of Military Sc
Captain John A. Simpson
Assistant Professor of Military Sc
Captain Donald H. Jordan
Assistant Professor of Military Sc
M/Sgt. John Bonner
Sergeant-Major
SFC Carrol R. Kknm
Instructor
SFC Virgil Auterson
Supply Sergeant
SFC Rafeul Arnau
Assistant Supply Sergeant
Sergeant Willis Brickey
Rifle Team Coach
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THE DONOVAN BUILDING is pictured nearing completion in chis
aerial photo, looking toward the growing Eastern campus from Lancaster
Road. Dr. Hirman Li i. Donov
Laboratory
School
"It is here that creative teaching will be done. In this
building, young teachers will learn the art of teaching and
they will go out from here to teach the vouth of our state."
These were the words of Dr. Herman Lee Donovan, ex-
president of Eastern and president-emeritus of the University
of Kentucky, when he helped to break ground for the mag-
nificent Donovan Building.
The Laboratory School plant, called by architects "one
of the finest in the nation," and "a plant that will be modern
IS years from now," was occupied last fall by 42 J children,
ranging from kindergarten, the only one in the state associ-
ated with a college, through the twelfth grade.
The Donovan Building, a "showplace" that has attracted
hundreds of visitors to the Eastern campus, is truly a "dream
come true," in the words of President Donovan.
I
Mr. Dixon
Director, L.i
Laboratory School
The Laboratory School, housed in the modern Donovan
Building, serves as .in integral p.irt of Eastern's teacher
training program. Through actual classroom teaching, under
the supervision of experienced teachers, student teachers are
given the opportunity to put facts anil theories into practice.
The opportunity is provided here for potential teachers
to meet and solve educational situations which they will en-
counter in the actual practice of their profession.
Miss Ann Alvis
Sixth Grade
Miss [aNI ! I'.i I I /I
Third Grade
Miss L.YNILL BRISTER
Kind ergarten
Miss Al.rNE K. Carroll
Four h Grade
Mr. Jack C r i i C H
Histc rv
Mrs. Wiii.a H \RMON
Engl sh
Miss Mary Katherine Ingels
Fren. h-Spanish
Mrs. Mabel Jennings
First Grade
Mrs. Anna K. Kadlec
1 irM Grade
Mr. Jack Lawson
Guid ancc Couns loi

The Dorris Museum
contains scores
historical interest.
of documents ,nd
ancient relics of
Dr. J. T.
Dorris
Dorris Museum
The Corns Museum
was named for * ^der^
of «He Eastern^^ ^ LUst in the historical
in 1953. Since
he came
Kentucky led to his
collects of td.es,
papers a ^ ^ ^^
Upon retirement, he organ
zed c
rf ^
wnich had been
temporary house l*M*^
^.n^C ^Tu^Therrheca^ of theUniversity Building. 1 nc ^^
energy and foresight
of one man . . . ur. j.
In Appreciation Of
DR. SAUL HOUNCHELL, soft-spoken master of the
English language, and of the literatures, retires from a dedi-
cated teaching career that has extended over more than a hall
century. His service to education includes tours of duty as
a rural teacher in Clay County, as a teacher and principal,
and later president, at Oneida Institute, as a teacher at East
Texas State I c.ichcrs College, and interrupted service at
Eastern that began in 1933. He has served as associate pro-
fessor, and later as professor, of English at Eastern, consecu-
tively since 1946.
MR. M. E. MATTOX, Registrar, has devoted thirty-
eight years to Eastern as the loyal keeper of the official aca-
demic records. Though kept busy by his many administrative
responsibilities, he h.is managed without reservation to give
counsel to any student seeking his aid. As he leaves Eastern,
there will remain behind nunv memories, and a memorial of
brick and mortar, M.utox Hall, to remind students for many
vears to come of his unselfish service.
MRS. EMMA V. CASE, Dean of Women, adviser, coun-
selor, teacher, friend, and "mother" to the thousands of
Eastern graduates, with whom she has been associated, leaves
mi active career that includes thirty-seven years of service
to Eastern. Founder and guiding force behind many campus
organizations and activities, including ( WINS, Collegiate
Pentacle, K 1 1 , and OAKS, the honor societies. Dean Case,
even in retirement, will still be an inspiration to Eastern
and its students.
Halls Of Learning
Pictured on these pages arc the halls th.u provide the
environment where the learning process is cultivated. Many
.ire buildings that have served Eastern since its origin; others
were completed only this year. Among the older buildings,
many have been renovated.
The University Building, the oldest classroom building
on campus, and the Cammack Budding have been converted
from model laboratory schools to college classroom buildings.
The new Donovan Building, pictured elsewhere in this section,
houses some college classes in addition to being the laboratory
school for student teachers. A new fine arts building is on
the drawing board, and new science labs in the Memorial
Science Building were occupied this spring. Whether they be
new or old, Eastern's classroom buildings accomplish the
purpose for which they were built.
Weavir Health Building
Hi

Jgfi
Seniors
• Don Dix
• Phyllis Fisher
• Lois Webb
Editors
Seniors Class Sponsors
In appreciation of four years of dedicated guidance
and friendship, the 1962 senior class and the MILE-
STONE dedicate the senior class section to Dr. and
Mrs. Harold S. Zimmack. class sponsors.
Seated: Barbara Sammons, Treasurer; Dot tie
Mathews, Secretary. Standing: Hugh Bradford, Vice
President; Harvc Turner, President. Senior Class Officers
SENIORS
Chloi: Ann Adams, Winchester
A.B.—Music
[van Gay Adams, Jeremiah
B.S.—Elementary Education
Bertha Christine Agee, Richmond
A.B.—Social Science
N i i i [i |i>i (i Am rs, Allen
A.B.—Art
Messiah Chorus
Marilyn Brlci Alexander, South Ft. Mitchell
B.S.—Commerce
1 i o Ai len, Hamilton, Ohio
B.S.—Elementary Education
Clay County Club, Young Republican Club, Veterans
Club.
Ki, m ski. ( . Amuuroi s, Middlesboro
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts ( lub.
Mii\ in In Amundsin, Louisville
A.B.—Social Science
ROTC Cadet C lub.
|iNMi Margari i Anderson, Mackville
B.S.—Elementary Education
Roc mi is Isni Atkinson, Cynthiana
B.S.—Elementary Education
Robert William Bsiiis, Frankfort
B.S.—Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi, Vocational Conference 1 lost.
Lydia Gaii Baldock, Mii1<llcbur«
B.S.—Commerce
Siema lau Pi.
Bradford Roi Ballenger, Jamcsfoun
A.B.—Art
"E" Club, Physical Education Club.
Margaret Q. Barczuk, Frankfort
B.S.—Elementary Education
Kappa Delta Pi (President), SNEA, Who's Who.
Issns Hi mis Barrett, Middlesboro
B.S.—Chemistn
Physics Club, Math Club, Photo Club, K.I.I'., O.A.K.
Student Council, Milestone Staff, Who's Who.
James Edward Barton, London
B S.—Mathematics
Pershing Rifles, AUSA, Physical Education Club.
Eunici Cokm i i B.siis, Blacker
A.B.—Elementary Education
Maimil Flanagan Baxter, Palafka, Florida
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts Club. SXEA.
OF 1962
Beverly Wilson Beadi i s, Richmond
B.S.—Elementary Education
Robert Allan Becker, Louisville
B.S.—Commerce
Pi Omega Pi (Vice President), Band, Biology Club.
George Coett Begley, Booneville
B.S.—Elementary Education
Helen Pinkston Bell, Harrodsburg
A.B.—English
Canterbury Club.
James Robert Beli , Dayton, Ohio
B.S.—Commerce
Baseball, "E" Club, Newman Club (Vice President),
Sigma Tau Pi.
Sandra Wilma Bell, Covington
B.S.—Elementary Education
Gary Wayne Bentley, Neon
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Helen Louise Bentley, Virgic
B.S.—Elementary Education
Y.W.C.A., Big Sisters, SNEA.
Harold Grady Bernard, ]amcstown
B.S.—Commerce
Shiri i v Morris Bill, London
B.S.—Elementary Education
Barbara Ann Binder, East Bcrmtadt
A.B.—Social Science
Charity Helen Bishop, Booneville
B.S.—Elementary Education
Rex Bishop, Louisville
B.S.—Commerce
Charles Edwin Black, London
B.S.—Chemistry
Gene Randolph Blacks elder, Gainesville, Florida
B.S.—Commerce
Football, "E" Club (President).
Wileord Allen Bladen, Richmond
A.B.—Social Science
Student Discussion Group (President), World Affairs
Club.
Billy Shaw Blankenship, Crab Orchard
A.B.—Art
Kappa Pi (Secretary, Treasurer), Cadet Officers Club,
A USA.
Henry T. Blankenship, Crab Orchard
A.B.—History
Physical Education Club.
SENIORS
John Radford Bi \nkenship, Rii^cll Springs
B.S.—Mathematics
Louis Joseph Boatright, Pinciillc
B.S.—Elementary Education
World Affairs Club.
Shirley Christini Bolin, Oil Springs
B.S.—Home Economics
Y.W.C.A., Home Economics Club.
Diwm Eugeni Bond, Cucburn, Virginia
A.B.—Social Seance
\'eterans Club.
Nelle Lavonni Bonny, Irvine
B.S.— 1 lementary Education
Wesley Foundation (Vice President), Kappa Delta Pi,
Who's Who.
Gary Edwin Booth, Campton
B.S.—Chemistry
O.A.K.
Donald Ahuki Bornhorst, South Ft. Mitchell
A.B.—Social Science
Newman Club. O.A.K.
Donald Edward Bow i inc. Nen Boston, Ohm
B.S.—Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi, Young Republican Club. Veterans Club,
Pi Omega Pi.
H I I A BOW LING, Bybee
B.S.—Elementary Education "
Patricia Lot Bowling, Monroe, Ohm
A.B.—English
SNEA, Young Republican Club.
|\\iis Raymond Bowman, Booneiillc
B.S.—Physical Education
Hugh G. Bradford, Kaccland
B.S.—Commerce
Pi Omega Pi (President), Pi Tau Chi, Wesley Founda-
tion (President), Senior Class (Vice President), College
Choir, Milestone Staff, Band, SNEA, Who's Who.
Carter Ron i Brandenburg, Richmond
B.S.—Physical Education
Basketball, Baseball, "E" Club
Sandra Frances Brinker, Cynfhiana
B.S.—Commerce
KYMA (Treasurer), Sigma Tau P., Who's Who.
W. A. Broaddi s, Jr., Bcica
B.S.—Commerce
Sum b\ Cii m Bro( k, Bi rca
B.S.
—
Industrial Arts
Roberi P. Brockman, Vamlalia, Ohio
A.B.—Social Science
Caroi Fairchild Brown, Whitcsbitrg
B.S.—Elementary Education
Homecoming Attendant. Snowball Queen, Band Ma-
jorette, Blue Crass Bowl Represenative, KYMA, Big
Sisters, Letcher County Club, ROTC Sponsor.
="=
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Johnny Elbert Brow n, Laconia, Indiana
B.S.—Physical Education
Physical Education Club (Treasurer), Cadet Officers
Club, Young Republican Club.
Margaret Creech Brown, Lee City
B.S.—Elementary Education
Mary Elizabeth Brown, Liberty
B.S.—Commerce
Collegiate Pentacle, Pi Omega Pi, Wesley Foundation.
Mary- Sue Brown, Albany
B.S.—Elementary Education
SNEA.
Norma Ruth Brow n
B.S.—Elementary Education
Phyllis Jean Brown, Noctor
B.S. Home Economics
Home Economics Club
Robert Lee Brown, La Grange
A.B.—Social Science
Young Democratic Club.
William Chester Buchanan, Newport
A.B.—Art
Kappa Pi (President), SNEA, Veterans Club (Presi-
dent), Photography Club (Vice President), Vocational
Conference.
Lois Todd Bumgardner, West Somerset
B.S.—Elementary Education
Judith Ann Burgess, Richmond
B.S.—Elementary Education
Patricia Ann Burgin, Dayton, Ohio
B.S.—Elementary Education
Y.W.C.A., Big Sisters, Messiah Chorus, KYMA, Mile-
stone Staff.
Donna Rose Burke, Myra
A.B.—Art
Emu y Carol Bush, Richmond
A.B.—Social Science
Kappa Delta Pi, Collegiate Pentacle.
John W. Butler, Independence
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
Physical Education Club.
Phyllis Ann Cain, Buckhorn
B.S.—Elementary Education
Anita Carol Caldwell, Paint Lick
A.B.—Social Science
Y.W.C.A., Big Sisters, Messiah Chorus, SNEA Collegi-
ate Pentacle Kappa Delta Pi, Milestone (Co-Editor),
B.S.U., Student Publication Board, Vocational Con-
ference, Who's Who.
Shelby Gerald Calmes, Irvine
B.S.—Commerce
Charles Frank Campbell, Jr., Louisville
A.B.—Music
Music Club (President), Band, Orchestra, Choir.
SENIORS
Harry [amis Campbell, Dayton
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
Pershing Rifles, Rifle Team, Cadet Officers
(Treasurer)
.
James A. Campbell, Mobile, Alabama
B.S.—Commerce
"E" Club (Treasurer), Eootball
Janet Locknane Campbell Winchester
B.S.—Elementary Education
Lorenl Campbell, Bnlan
B.S.—Elementary Education
Nancy Marie Campbell, Gray
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club (President)
Student Union, Cwens.
Clyde Carroll, Ah a
B.S.—Commerce
OAKS.
Club
Y.W.C.A., Baptist
Glenda Sl i Cash, Columbia
A.B.—Art
Rebecca I.. Catron, Ashland
A.B.—English
Charles Stephen Caudill, Manchester
A. 15.—Art
Kappa Pi, 1 ittle Theater Club.
Kenneth B. Caudill, Salycrsiillc
B.S.—Elementary Education
World Affairs Club.
\\"i Mil i i Caudill, Salycrsiillc
A.B.—Geography
George Albi rt Chandi i r, Kockhuhl
B.S.—Elemental}' Education
Linda Sutton Chaney, Richmond
A.B.—English
Virginia Carolyn Chapman, Covington
B.S.—Elementary Education
Big Sisters, SNEA.
Doris Jean Chesnut, East Bcrnsfadt
B.S.—Elementary Education
Messiah, Sigma T.iu Pi, SNEA, Laurel County Club.
Chare is Kenneth Childers, Wheelwright
A.B.—Social Science
Barbara Ann Ci \rk, Winchester
B.S.—Commerce
Charles R\y Clark, /Ji/""
A.B.—Social Science
OF 1962
Jack O'Nan Clarke, Mr. Sterling
B.S.—Commerce
Nick Clatos, Paintsville
A.B.—Geography
World Affairs Club.
James O. Clemons, Jackson
B.S.—Elementary Education
Janice Madeline Cochran, Pittsburg
B.S.—Elementary Education
Alan Brandt Coleman, Cleves, Ohio
A.B.—Social Science
Baseball, KYMA, AUSA, OAKS, KIE, Cadet Officers
Club, Wesley Foundation, Who's Who, Men's Dorm
Council (Secretary).
Aneva Gail Collins, Elkhom City
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club, Big Sisters, Baptist Student
Union.
Imogene C. Collins, Wbitesbtirg
A.B.—English
Paul Glen Combest, Liberty
B.S.—Commerce
Pershing Rifles, Cadet Officers Club, Rifle Team
(Captain )
.
Lillie Mae Combs, Booneville
B.S.—Home Economies
Baptist Student Union, Y.W.C.A., Big Sisters, Home
Economics Club (Historian).
Maurice Combs, Vicco
A.B.—Social Science
W. Merrill Combs, Winchester
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts Club.
Wayne G. Conley, Russell
B.S.—Biology
Football, Track, "E" Club.
Edvcard Durant Conrad, Berry
A.B.—Social Science
Harrison County Club
James Fred Cooper, Danville
A.B.—Social Science
Nancy Baker Cooper, Somerset
A.B.—English
Baptist Student Union
Georgia Nadine Cornett, Richmond
B.S.—Elementary Education
Russell Lee Cornett, Florence
B.S.—Commerce
Sherrill Barger Cornett, Richmond
B.S.—Elementary Education
SNEA, Young Republican Club.
SENIORS
Larry Ellis Corum, Manchester
B.S.—Elementary Education
Lucille W. Cottongim, Evarts
B.S.—Elementary Education
Jewell Gretchen Cottrlll, Wallins Creek
B.S.—Elementary Education
World Affairs Club, SXEA.
Marie Turner Couch, Jackson
B.S.—Elementary Education
Doris Arllni Cox, London
B.S.—Elementary Education
Ellin Hms Coy, Richmond
A.B.—Art
Kappa Pi.
Evilvn Yiriiiann Craft, Frankfort
A. B.—English
Cwens (President), Milestone Staff, Biology Club, Big
Sisters, Y.W'.C.A., Who's Who, Queen Athena, ROTC
Brigade Sponsor, Class President, Baptist Student Union.
John B. Creech, Someriillc, Ohm
A.B.—English
Donald Lewis Croutcher, Bcrea
B.S.—Biology
Biology Club, Golf Team.
Troi Curry, Whcclu right
B.S.—Industrial Arts
William Louis Curry, Covington
B.S.—Commerce
Baseball.
Bobbi Lee Dailey, Mt. Vernon
B.S.
—
Industrial Arts
Pall Luglni Daugherty, Lexington
B.S.—Commerce
Baseball.
Roblrl Elwood Daughlrty, Bcatfyiillc
A.B.—Geography
fo-itE Garner Daulton, Nanc)
A.B.—English
(,\ri Thomas Dawn, Burlington
B.S.—Chemistry
Band, College Choir, Messiah, Biology Club, KIE.
Lynn Alice Day, Cumberland
B.S.—Commerce
Y.W'.C.A., Harlan County Club, Young Republican
Club.
Daris Jean Dever, Louisyille
B.S.—Elementary Education
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William Bennett Dillion, London
B.S.—Commerce
Don Tucker Dix, Hazard
B.S.—Chemistry
Physics Club (Secretary), OAKS (Secretary), Milestone
(Class Editor), KIE (Treasurer), Who's Who.
Charles G. Dixon, Barbouri ille
B.S.—Commerce
Barbara Anne Dobson, Manchester
A.B.—English
Canterbury Club, Clay County Club, SNEA, Demo-
cratic Club.
Geraldine Gale Dodd, Richmond
B.S.—Elementary Education
George Gilman Bigelovt Dopp, Erlanger
B.S.—Commerce
Pershing Rifles, AUSA, Progress Staff (Business Mana-
ger), Men's Dormitory Council, Physical Education
Club, Cadet Officers Club, Who's Who.
fttfti Donald H. Dotson, McCarrB.S.—ChemistryBillie Joe Dull, Waynesburg
A.B.—Geography
World Affairs Club, Veterans Club.
Max Black Duncan, Jr., Richmond
B.S.—Commerce
Dwight Wade Eastridge, Casey Creek
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Men's Dormitory Council (Vice President).
Barbara Ann Edwards, Louisville
B.S.—Mathematics
Collegiate Pentacle (President), Cwens, Pi Tau Chi,
Kappa Delta Pi (Treasurer), Student Council,
Y.W.C.A., Big Sisters, Wesley Foundation (Vice Presi-
dent), Who's Who, Mathematics Club (Secretary).
Shirley Aretta Edwards, Harlan
A. B.—English
Canterbury Club.
Donald Bruce Elam, Loyall
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts Club, Harlan County Club.
James O. Elam, Louisville
B.S.—Geography
World Affairs Club, Physical Education Club.
Joan S. Elkin, Berea
B.S.—Commerce
Pi Omega Pi.
Bill James Elkins, Jenkins
A.B.—English
Football, Who's Who.
James Thomas Embree, Winchester
A.B.—Social Science
SNEA.
Wayne Stuart Endicott, Paintsvillc
A.B.—Geography
SENIORS
Thomas F. Ensslin, Stanford
A.B.—Art
Kappa Pi.
Cecil Clyde Estes, Williamsburg
B.S.—Mathematics
Young Republican Club.
Arthur Ray Eve, New Middletown, Indiana
A.B.—Music-
Band, Music Club, MENC, College Dance Band, Or-
chestra, Messiah Chorus.
Bill Glenn Eyersole, London
B.S.—Mathematics
Richard G. Eversole, Jackson
B.S.—Biology
Biology Club (Vice President).
Tommy Delwin Farmer, Harlan
B.S.—Commerce
James Lee Farris, Lawrcnceburg
B.S.—Physical Education
OAKS, Kappa Delta Pi, Progress Staff, Milestone Staff,
Young Republican Club, Physical Education Club,
Who's Who.
Nettie Sue Farris, London
B.S.—Physical Education
Physical Education Club, Y.W.C.A., Laurel County
Club.
Ronald Lawrence Farris, Lebanon
B.S.—Commerce
\Iii\i\ Thomas Fields, Kings Creek
B.S.—Mathematics
Mathematics Club, Physics Club.
Rudoi pii A. Fish, Berea
A.B.—Geography
Phi i i is Li i F'isi n r, W'nn /n/ii
A.B.—English
Milestone Staff (Class Editor), Collegiate Pentacle,
Kappa Delta Pi, Canterbury Club.
Gi i nda Christine Flanagan, Fanbusb
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club, World Affairs Club, Kappa
Delta Pi, Y.W.C.A., Burnam Hall House Council, Bap-
tist Student Union.
Dorcas Jane Floyd, Wallins Creek
B.S.—Commerce
Harlan County Club, WRA, Young Republican Club,
Baptist Student Union.
Wanda McQufrio Flynn, Lancaster
B.S.—Elementary Education
|\nhi Eudell Fox,, In me
B.S.—Home Economics
Y.W.C.A., Home Economics Club, Big Sisters. SXEA.
Gary Phillip Fraley, Sandy Hook
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
Baseball Team, Physical Education Club, OAKS.
Fred Harris Francis, Richmond
B.S.—Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi.
m —— «--»*.
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James F. Francis, Garrett
A.B.—Health and Physical Education
Physical Education Club, World Affairs Club (Vice-
President )
.
Judith Kay Franklin, Ashland
B.S.—Elementary Education
Cwens, Student Council, Canterbury Club, Vocational
Conference.
Nancy Nolan Frazier, Catlettsbtirg
B.S.—Elementary Education
SNEA, Y.W.C.A., Wesley Foundation, Freshman Class
Secretary, Burnam Hall House Council.
James Daniel Fugate, Campion
B.S.—Mathematics
Janice Sue Fulkerson, Valley Station
A.B.—Music
Music Council (President), Messiah Chorus, Music Club
(Secretary), MENC (Treasurer), College Choir, Bap-
tist Student Union.
Robert D. Gabbard, Guerrant
B.S.—Elementary Education
fctAfc
Ben F. Gardner, Salyersville
B.S.—Commerce
K1E, OAKS.
Ray Farrell Gardner, Mt. Eden
B.S.—Commerce
Basketball Team.
Janice Lee Garner, Russell Springs
B.S.—Mathematics
Mathematics Club, SNEA.
Nila Faye Garner, Russell Springs
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
WRA, Physical Education Club, Mathematics Club.
Linda Lasater Gassaway, Richmond
A.B.—English
Sullivan Hall House Council (President), Baptist Stu-
dent Union, Cwens, Canterbury Club (Secretary),
Kappa Delta Pi, Collegiate Pentacle, Messiah Chorus,
Big Sisters, College Social Committee, Milestone Staff
(Co-Editor), Who's Who, Student Publications Board,
Hall of Fame, Vocational Conference.
Nancy Elizabeth Gatton, Louisville
B.S.—Elementary Education
Wesley Foundation, D.S.F.
Bobbie Evelyn Gentry, Tompkinsville
B.S.—Commerce
World Affairs Club, Memorial Hall House Council,
KYMA Club, Young Republican Club.
Bill Clarke Gex, Florence
A.B.—Social Science
Young Democratic Club, World Affairs Club, West-
minster Fellowship, Milestone Staff, Vocational Con-
ference.
Lowell Gibbons, Oaks
B.S.—Elementary Education
SNEA.
Billy Paul Gibson, Burnside
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts Club.
Charlene Gibson, Dcma
B.S.—Home Economics
Y.W.C.A., Home Economics Club, Big Sisters.
George Lawrence Giles, Carrollton
B.S.—Mathematics
SENIORS
1A*A
Sharon Foster Gilrf.ath, Stearns
B.S.—Elementary Education
Y.W.C.A., Big Sisters.
Sheila Carol Gilreath, McKec
B.S.—Physical Education
Big Sisters, Y.W.C.A., WRA (Business Manager),
Physical Education Club, Camping Club, Kappa Kappa
Sigma, American Association for Health, Physical Edu-
cation, and Recreation.
Betty Bruce Gilson, Russell
B.S.—Elementary Education
Big Sisters, Y.W.C.A.
Robert Lewis Goi s, Fort Thomas
B.S.—Chemistry
Football, Swimming, "E" Club (Secretary).
Ihi nun Martin Gooch, Waynesbure
B.S.—Commerce
Jane Kirtli s. Graham, Carrollton
B.S.—Home Economics
Collegiate Pent.icle, Kappa Delta Pi, Home Economics
Club, Music Club.
Richard B. Green, Pikcville
B.S.-^-Biology
Biology Club, Caduceus Club.
Thomas Wayne Greene, Grays Knob
B.S.—Commerce
John Edward Gum, London
B.S.—Commerce
Janice B. Glnni i i , Banner
B.S.—Elementary Education
KVMA.
Raymond Alan Haoer, Nicbolasvillc
B.S.—Physical Education
Physical Education Club.
Bobbie Sue Halcomb, Ulvah
B.S.—Elementary Education
Russell Fletcher Hai e, Richmond
B.S.—Commerce
Suzanne Hale, Mount Olivet
A.B.—English
Canterbury Club, Belles Lettres (Editor), Kyma Club
(President )
.
Joyce Osborne Halsey, Eubank
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club, Baptist Student Union, Who's
Who.
Eva Mai Hamblin, Bitckborn
B.S.—Home Economics
Y.W.C.A., Big Sisters, Messiah Chorus, Baptist Student
Union, Home Economic? Club.
Hollie Hamilton, Flcmingsburg
B.S.—Industrial Arts
OAKS, Industrial Arts Club.
Aaron Chandler Hammond, Morrow, Ohio
A.B.—Art
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Mary Ellen Hampton, Artemus
B.S.—Home Economics
Y.W.C.A., Home Economics Club
John David Hancock, Richmond
A.B.—History
Albert Clark Harberson, Booncvillc
A.B.—Social Science
Wesley Foundation, Sigma Tau Pi, Young Democrats
Club.'
Wayne Ottinger Hatch, Richmond
B.S.—Physics
Physics Club, Pershing Rifles, Swimming Team.
David R. Hatfield, Middlesboro
B.S.—Physical Education
"E" Club.
Myrtle Alma Smitei Hateield, Louisville
B.S.—Elementary Education
Peggy Lou Hateield, Stanford
B.S.—Biology
Biology Club.
Alma Lou Hays, Gray Hawk
B.S.—Elementary Education
Big Sister, Baptist Student Union, SNEA.
Brenda D. Hays, Gray Hawk
B.S.—Elementary Education
World Affairs Club, Young Republican Club, KYMA
Club.
Butch Clark Helton, Wheelwright
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
Physical Education Club, Young Republican Club.
Ann Henderson, Richmond
B.S.—Elementary Education
Betty Faye Henderson, Mt. Vernon
B.S.—Elementary Education
Don L. Hensley, Sand Gap
B.S.—Mathematics
Jones Bennett Hiatt, Mt. Vernon
B.S.—Elementary Education
Linda Carole Hibbard, London
B.S.—Home Economics
Laurel County Club, Home Economics Club.
Charles Elmer Highfield, Dayton
A.B.—Social Science
Carol Rae Hill, Ncuport
A.B.—Social Science
Episcopal Canterbury Club, Band.
Nancy Carole Hill, Cincinnati, Ohio
B.S.—Elementary Education
W.R.A., Young Democrats Club, SNEA.
SENIORS
taffe
Bii iv Holbrook, Jr., Allen
A.B.—History
Wesley Foundation, Pi Tau Chi, Canterbury Club.
Robert Wesley Holtzclaw, Stanford
A.B.—English
Alpha Psi Omega, Little Theatre Club (Vice President),
Canterbury Club, Pershing Rifles, Cadet Officers Club.
Douglas P. Horn, Paintsrille
A.B.—Music
Music Club.
Carl L. Howard, Alia
B.S.—Physical Education
Football Team, "E" Club.
Gayle Glenn Huff, Ages
A.B.—Social Science
Mary Elizabeth Hutchcraft, Lexington
B.S.—Elementarv Education
Shirley Deloris Huwel, Cbasscll, Michigan
A.B.—Social Science
William Francis Huwel, Newport
B.S.—Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi.
Judith Ann Isaac, Richmond
A.B.—English
Kappa Delta Pi.
Shelby Jean Jasper, Mt. Vernon
B.S.—Elementary Education
Allen W. Jenkins, Richmond
B.S.—Mathematics
Anni Stanley Johnson, Winchester
A.B.—English
Cheerleader, KYMA Club, W.R.A., Y.W.C.A., Canter
bury Club, Big Sisters. Burnam Hall House Council
Ideal Junior Coed, Student Council (Secretary), Who'
Who, Kappa Kappa Sigma (Secretary, President).
Barbara Ann Johnson, Monticello
B.S.—Elementary Education
World Affairs Club, SXEA.
Beulah Evans Johnson, Connerscille, In, liana
B.S.—Elementary Education
Earl Louis [ohnson, Bellcvue
A.B.—Music
'
Band. College Choir, Music Club, MEXC Student Chap
ter. Mathematics Club.
James Willis Johnson, Jcffcrsoniillc
B.S.—Commerce
Music Club, MENC Student Chapter, Band, Collegi
Choir, Episcopal Canterbury.
Tommy Cecil Johnson, Garrett
B.S.—Elementary Education
Walter J. Johnson, Booneiille
A.B.—Social Science
<^R
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Joyce Vivian Jones, Corbin
B.S.—Elementary Education
Big Sisters, Y.W.C.A., SNEA
Naomi Katherine Jones, Richmond
B.S.—Elementary Education
Kappa Delta Pi, Off-Campus Club.
Rita Faye Jones, Cynthiana
A.B.—English
KYMA, Canterbury Club, Y.W.C.A., Baptist Student
Union.
Jeffrey Earl Juett, Fort Thomas
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Band (Feature Twirler), Industrial Arts Club, Com-
mander of ROTC Band, Wesley Foundation, AUSA.
Phil E. Kaelin, Jr., Louisville
B.S.—Commerce
Amelia Ruth Keck, Gray
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club, SNEA, International Relations
Club, Y.W.C.A.
Corliss Gene Keesy, Greenville, Ohio
B.S.—Music
Music Club, OAKS, Band, Messiah Chorus, Who's Who.
Everitt Wayne Kendall, Carrollton
B.S.—Mathematics
Who's Who.
Judy Elizabeth Klndle, Dayton
B.S.—Elementary Education
Freshman Counselor, ROTC Sponsor.
Eunice Smith Kendrick, Whitesburg
B.S.—Elementary Education
Clifford Eugene Kerbs., Berea
B.S.—Commerce
Pi Omega Pi.
Florris Killion, Tuttlc
B.S.—Elementary Education
Barbara Ellen Kinder, Richmond
B.S.—Chemistry
Baptist Student Union (Secretary), Biology Club, Off-
Campus Club.
Barbara Ann LaBlanc, Portsmouth, Ohio
B.S.—Physical Education
Carolyn Stewart Lakes, Sand Gap
B.S.—Elementary Education
Emma Lee Lakes, Livingston
B.S.—Home Economics
Baptist Student Union, Messiah Chorus, Home Eco-
nomics Club, Milestone Staff.
Phyllis Joyce Land, Richmond
B.S.—Elementary Education
SNEA, Y.W.C.A., Baptist Student Union.
Edward Leon Lanham, Gravel Switch
B.S.—Commerce
SENIORS
Joseph Edward Laskowski, Scran/on, Pennsylt ania
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
Newman Club, Physical Education Club, Varsity Foot-
ball.
GinoRD S. Lee, Alia
B.S.—Commerce
Harlan County Club, Sigma Tau Pi.
Frankie Sue Lefeler, Covington
B.S.—Elementary Education
Melva Jean Linyille, Hazard
B.S.—Elementary Education
Big Sisters Club, SXEA, Y.W.C.A., ROTC Sponsor.
Mary Alene Lipscomb, Richmond
B.S.—Elementary Education
Kappa Delta Pi, Collegiate Pentacle (Secretary).
Edith Lockard, Jackson
B.S.—Commerce
Charlotte Jean Long, Boonciillc
B.S.—Elementary Education
Frank Leon Longliy, ///, Cropper
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Men's Dorm Council, Industrial Arts Club.
Mona Carmen Lott, Louisville
B.S.—Elementary Education
\ .W.C.A., Wesley Foundation, Young Democrats.
Edward Loughran, Sassafras
A.B.—Geography
Anna Thaler Luddy, Fort Thomas
A.B.—English
Progress Staff, Little Theatre Club.
Kearney Maurice Lykins, Jr., Kenova, West Virginia
A.B.—History
Veterans Club (President), World Affairs Club.
Mary Ann Lyons, Maysiille
B.S.—Home Economics
Cwens, Y.W.C.A., Home Economics Club, Kappa Delta
Pi, Collegiate Pentacle.
Xelson T. McCall, Winchester
B.S.—Chemistry
Baptist Student Union, Caduceus Club.
Charles Kenneth McCormick, Alexandria
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts Club.
William G. McDowell, Xicholasi illc
B.S.—Biology
Ruth Wilson McElyeen, Paint Lick
B.S.—Commerce
M. Douglas McFarland, Jamestown
A.B.—Social Science
7 ~ "* ^*e">^**
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Elizabeth P. McGuire, Stanford
A.B.—English
Larry Roger McKinney, Lebanon
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
Physical Education Club, Pershing Rifles.
Larry L. McMillin, Cynthiana
B.S.—Mathematics
Men's Dorm Council.
Huston Francis McQuerry, Crab Orchard
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
Physical Education Club, Pi Omega Pi.
F. Richard Majancsik, Louisville
A.B.—Music-
Band, College Choir, Messiah Chorus, Musi
Episcopal Canterbury, SNEA (Treasurer).
Ettazene Manns, Gauge
A.B.—Social Science
Club,
Robert William Mansfield, Louisville
B.S.—Commerce
Swimming Team.
Patricia Ann Marcum, Richmond
B.S.—Elementary Education
Off-Campus Club (Vice President, President).
Suzanne Marcum, Lagrange
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
Cwens, Kappa Kappa Sigma (Secretary), W.R.A.
(Secretary), Physical Education Club (Secretary),
Y.W'.C.A., Collegiate Pentacle (Treasurer), Who's
Who, Baptist Student Union.
Bonnie Reynolds Martin, Garrett
B.S.—Elementary Education
Carlyn Sue Martin, Allen
B.S.—Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi, Big Sisters.
Myrti r Irene Masters, Richmond
B.S.—Elementary Education
Dorothy Marie Mathews, Glasgow
B.S.—Commerce
Pi Omega Pi (Vice President, Secretary), Senior Class
Secretary, Memorial Hall House Council, Senior Coun-
selor in Sullivan Hall.
Loretta Faye Maupin, Manchester
B.S.—Elementary Education
Neal Odean May's, Lexington
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Anna Pearl Merritt, Richmond
A.B.—Music
Student Union Music Council, Milestone Staff.
Shirley Ann Metcalfe, To/z
A.B.—English
Young Republican Club, Harlan County Club, W.R.A.
Jacqueline Ann Meyer, New Providence, N. /.
A.B.—English
KYMA, Episcopal Canterbury (President).
SENIORS
Joyce Ann Middleton, Richmond
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club, Kappa Delta Pi, Collegiate
Pentacle (Chaplain).
John Roger Miller, Burdine
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
Dorm Council, Physical Education Club.
Anita Margaret Mills, Richmond
Patricia Louise Miracle, Middlesboro
B.S.—Commerce
Pi Omega Pi, Sigma Tau Pi, Milestone Staff, Big Sisters,
Y.W.C.A.
Stanley William Mitchell, Maysville
B.S.—Elementary Education
Little Theatre Club, SNEA.
Christa Belle Montgomery, Louisville
B.S.—Elementary Education
Disciples Student Fellowship (President), Kappa Delta
Pi (Vice President), Milestone (Sub-Editor), Orchestra,
Y.W.C.A. (Religion Chairman), Collegiate Pentacle
(Service Chairman), Cwens, Pi Tau Chi, Who's Who.
James Ray Montgomery, Middlesboro
B.S.—Commerce
Pershing Rifles (Finance Officer, Executive Officer),
Milestone (Business Manager), ROTC Brigade Staff
(S-4 Maior), World Affairs Club, Cadet Officers Club.
Glennis Evans Moore, London
B.S.—Elementary Education
Dewey Morgan, Manchester
B.S.—Elementarv Education
Philip Ray Morgan, Monticello
B.S.—Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi, Young Republicans Club, Baptist Student
Union.
Velma Ruth Morgan, Newport
B.S.—Elementary Education
Big Sisters.
Doris Peters Morris, McWhorter
B.S.—Elementarv Education
Willard B. Morrison, Jr., Harlan
B.S.—Commerce
Young Republican Club.
Franklin Delano Morrow , Harlan
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
Elmer Haskel Mullens, Jr., Shclhiana
B.S.—Biology
Biology Club (President), Caduceus Club.
Roland Dyche Mullins, Mt. Vernon
A.B.—Social Science
Diana Joy Munson, Frankfort
B.S.—Elementarv Education
Y.W.C.A., Who's Who, Big Sisters.
Mary Forrest Murray, Crestwood
B.S.—Commerce
Band, Drum & Sandal, W.R.A., Y.W.C.A.
— "
Linda Ann Murrell, Irvine
B.S.-—Elementary Education
Kappa Delta Pi (Secretary), SNEA (Secretary), Cwens
(Junior Advisor), Who's Who, Case Hall House Coun-
cil.
Marilyn Sue Murrell, Ashland
B.S.—Elementary Education
Y.W.C.A., Big Sisters, SNEA, Messiah.
Sharon Sue Musen, La Grange
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
W.R.A. (Vice President, President), Physical Education
Club (Vice President), Y.W.C.A., Camping Club
(Treasurer), Baptist Student Union, Milestone
(Women's Sports Editor).
Ella Faye Music, Allen
A.B.—Music
Cwens, Music Club, MENC, Choir.
Ralph Edward Newman, Ashland
B.S.—Elementary Education
Pershing Rifles (Commander, Pledge Officer,
Sergeant), Cadet Officers' Club, Dorm Council.
Ruey Alton Newsom, Robinson Creek
B.S.
—
Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts Club.
Staff
First
Dolores Cornelius Nichols, Gray Hawk
B.S.—Elementary Education
Raymond Thomas Nichols, Somerset
B.S.
—
Industrial Arts
K.ipp.i Iota Epsilon, Omicron Alpha Kappa, Wesley
Foundation (President, Treasurer), Industrial Arts Club
(Program Chairman), Pi Tau Chi (Treasurer), Voca-
tional Conference Publicity, Who's Who.
Susan Frances Nipp, Ashland
B.S.—Mathematics
Math Club, Physics Club, Student Council.
Lester Wendell Noe, London
B.S.—Elementary Education
Floyd Allen Norton, Williamstown
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
Herman Gary Norton, Dry Ridge
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Band, Industrial Arts.
LouaNNA Norton, Mt. Vernon
A.B.—Social Science
World Affairs Club.
Frank Nunez, Detroit, Michigan
B.A.—English
Canterbury Club, Veterans Club.
Dorothy Caroline Oaks, Lancaster
B.A.—Social Science
Y.W.C.A., Disciple Student Fellowship (Secretary-
Treasurer), Pi Tau Chi, Progress Staff, Milestone
Staff, Library Committee.
Linda McConnell O'Dell, Louisville
A.B.—English
Gerald Conard Osborne, Eubank
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
ROTC Officers' Club Physical Education Club, Bi-
ology Club.
Geraldine Floyd Osborne, Eubank
B.S.—Elementary Education
W.R.A. Club, Physical Education Club, Biology Club.
SENIORS
John Wesley Osborne, Russell Springs
B.S.—Biology
Biology Club, Cadet Officers' Club, K.K.S., Distin-
guished Military Student.
Roger Kent Osborne, Virgie
A.B.—Social Science
Ilene Osbourn, Sanders
A.B.—Music
Music Council, College Choir, Messiah Chorus, Music
Club.
Lawrence Allen Parks, Arlington, bulimia
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
Physical Education Club, "E" Club, Varsity Basketbal
Shelby Jean Parman, London
B.S.—Commerce
Laurel County Club (Secretary).
James Jordan Pearce, Crestwood
B.S.
—
Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts Club, Student Union Board.
Marcia Ann* Pearson, Minneapolis, Minnesota
B.S.—Elementary Education
SNEA (Vice President).
Brenda Louise Perry, Lau renceburg
B.S.—Elementary Education
Patricia Kathryn Perry, Whitley City
B.S.—Elementary Education
John Peters, Louisville
B.S.—Commerce
ROTC.
Curtis Lee Pile, Shepherdsville
A.B.—Social Science
SXEA, Veterans Club.
Carroll Thomas Potman, Jr., 'Danville
A.B.—Social Science
Georgia Witt Poll, Closplint
B.S.—Elementary Education
Gilbert Lee Polston, Jabel
B.S.—Elementary Education
Linda Mahan Porter, Ashland
B.S.—Elementary Education
SXEA, Wesley Foundation.
Sam W. Porter, Ashland
B.S.—Commerce
Wesley Foundation, Milestone, AUSA, Cadet Officers
Club.'
fosLYN Victor Portmann, Lexington
B.S.—Chemistry
Swimming Team (Co-Captain), Cadet Officers' Club
(Secretary), Association of the United States Army
(Secretary), Dorm Counselor.
Jack D. Portwood, Lexington
A.B.—Social Science
l—'—*—.-—
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Patricia Cathers Poteet, Dayton, Ohio
B.S.—Physical Education
W.R.A., Physical Education Club.
Arthur Lee Potts, Richmond
B.A.—English
Westminster Fellowship (President), ROTC Rifle
Team, Messiah.
Phyllis Ray Stamper Powell, Lonisiillc
B.S.—Elementary Education
Baptist Student Union, SNEA.
John Andrew Prall, Damillc
B.S.—Elementary Education
Milestone Staff (Sports Editor), Men's Dorm Council
(President), Baptist Student Union, SNEA.
Roger Wayne Prewitt, Richmond
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts Club.
Mary Jo Radden, Lexington
B.S.—Commerce
Pi Omega Pi, Milestone Staff, Y.W.C.A.
Ballard Blaki "Ratliff, Pikcville
B.S.—Commerce
James Rkid Raw lings, Maysvillc
B.A.—Social Science
Cadet Officers' Club, Association of United States
Army, World Affairs Club, Young Democrats Club.
Barbara Carol Reesi r, Louisville.
B.S.—Commerce
Wesley Foundation (Social Chairman), KYMA, World
Affairs Club, Pi Omega Pi, Disciple Student Fellowship.
Ai i ni Ri > noi i>s, Se< o
B.S.—Home Economics
Disciple Student Fellowship, SNEA, Home Economics
Club, Republican Club, Letcher County Club.
Ruby Deletriah Banks Rice, Dayton
B.S.—Elementary Education
Secretary-Treasurer of Future Teachers at Lee's Junior
College.'
Ki nt O'Lynn Richards, ]amc\town
A.B.—Social Science
Omicron Alpha Kappa, Young Republicans Club, Bap-
tist Student Union.
Cletis Richardson, Prcstomburg
B.S.—Commerce
Pershing Rifles.
Ralph Richardson, Russell Springs
B.S.—Industrial Arts
"E" Club.
Tommie Burchltt Richardson, Prestonsburg
B.S.—Elementary Education
Yicki Lee Ricketts, Valley Station
B.S.—Elementary Education
Milestone Staff.
Bitty Jane Riddell, Belleiuc
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club, SNEA, Y.M.C.A.
An_ne Con nell Robb, Nicholas i ille
B.S';—Elementary Education
NEA, Baptist Student Union, 1st Attendant of Home-
coming Queen (61-62), Pershing Rifles Sponsor
(60-61), Member of the Court of Military Ball
(60-61), ROTC Sponsor (61-62).
SENIORS
Elaine Norris Robbins, Richmond
B.S.—Home Economics
Cheerleader, Home Economics Club, KYMA Club.
Hugh Francis Robbins, Richmond
B.S.—Commerce
Marilyn Virginia Robinson, Booneville
A.B.—Social Science
Nancy Marie Rodgers, Carrolltcm
B.S.—Mathematics
Math Club (Secretary), Little Theatre Club (Treas-
urer!, Music Club, Who's Who, Alpha Psi Omega.
Barbara Kavl Rose, Berea
B.S.—Elementary Education
Y.W.C.A. (President), Cheerleader, KYMA Club.
John Alex Rose, Winchester
B.S.—Mathematics
Shirley Anne Ross, Dayton, Ohio
B.S.—Elementary Education
Baptist Student Union.
Oval C. Roy, Cains Store
B.S.—Elementary Education
Melyin Douglas Russell, London
B.S.—Chemistry
Caduceus Club.
Rubeana Ryan, Albany
B.S.—Biology
Young Republicans Club.
Judy Ann Salyers, Jackson
A.B.—Social Science
Barbara Ann Sammons, Newtown, Ohio
B.S.—Physical Education and Health
W.R.A. (President, Vice President, Intramural Direc-
tor), Camping Club (President), Physical Education
Club (Vice President), Treasurer of Junior and Senior
Class, Who's Who.
Richard John Sanko, Irvington, New Jersey
A.B.—Art'
Dorm Counselor, Alpha Alpha Psi.
William Ray Satchwill, Aurora, Indiana
B.S.—Physical Education and Health
Physical Education Club.
Sterling Saunders, Carlisle
A.B.—Social Science
Conley Elwood Saylor, Mi. Vernon
B.S.—Mathematics
Edward Andrew Schmitt, Jr., Louisville
B.S.—Mathematics
Betty Lou Schooling, Louisville
B.S.—Elementary Education
OF 1962
Charles Wayne Scott, Stanford
B.S.—Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi.
Janis Carpenter Scoville, London
A.B.—English
Cinterbury Club.
Norris Lee Seale, Harlan
B.S.—Commerce
Sigma Tau Pi.
Yirgie Loretta Sell, Albany
B.S.—Elementary Education
William Thomas Senn, Louisville
B.S.—Mathematics
K.I.E.
Harriet Louise Sesline, Cincinnati, Ohio
B.S.—Elementary Education
Y.W.C.A. (Treasurer), Big Sisters, Milestone.
Charles Dudley Sharp, Damillc
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Helen Louise Sharp, Huntsville, Tennessee
B.S.—Elementary Education
Laurel County Club, SNEA.
Paul Milton Sheets, Paintsiille
B.S.—Chemistry
Robert Arnold Shelton, Frankfort
B.S.—Commerce
Roger Dean Short, Meally
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts Club.
James Edwin Showalter, Louisville
B.S.—Mathematics
Student Council (President), OAKS, Men's Honorary
( Parliamentarian ) , Mathematics Club, Physics Club,
Who's Who.
Estella Manos Sideris, Toronto, Ohio
B.S.—Elementary Education
Barbara Sutton Smith, Vest
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club.
Clifford Smith, Garrard
B.S.—Elementary Education
Juanita Jackson Smith, Pinevillc
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club.
Judy- Margot Smith, Moscow, Ohio
A.B.—English
June Smith, Burning Springs
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club.
SENIORS
Lillian S. Smith, Corbin
B.S.—Elementary Education
Marcella Parks Smith, Louisville
B.S.—Elementary Education
Charles Landon Snovcden,
B.S.—Commerce
Pi Omega Pi.
eattyi ille
Linda Lou Spalding, Burgin
B.S.—Physical Education
W.R.A., Physical Education Club,
Club, Memorial Hall House Council
Ruth Carol Spurlin, Richmond
B.S.—Elementary Education
Disciple Student Fellowship.
Jetta Lee Stamper, Bcattyville
B.S.—Elementary Education
K.K.S., Newman
(President)
.
Lonnie Clay Stamper, Irvine
B.S.—Elementary Education
William Steinhaler, Neu Albany, Indiana
A.B.—Social Science
Rupert Keith Stephens, Russell Springs
B.S.—Physical Education
"E" Club, Varsity Basketball.
Virginia Elloltse Stephens, Pine Knot
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club.
Gary Moefett Stevens, Lawrcnceburg
B.S.—Mathematics
Math Club (Vice President), Omicron Alpha Kappa.
Donald Leotis Stivers, Louisville
B.S.—Mathematics
OAKS (Vice President), Math Club (President), Stu-
dent Council, Newman Club (Vice President), Rifle
Team, Pershing Rifles, President of Junior Class, K.I.E.
(Vice President), Physics Club, Who's Who.
James Stivers, Eminence
B.S.—Commerce
Student Council, Milestone (Editor of Organizations),
Sigma Tau Pi, Pi Omega Pi.
David Isaac Stuart, Pinevillc
A.B.—Social Science
Sally Jo Sullivan, Clcves, Ohio
A.B.—English
Nesba Moore Sumner, Louisville
B.S.—English
Paul R. Sutton, Vest
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts Club.
Oleta June Tackett, Vjrgic
B.S.—Elementary Education
Pike County Club, Young Democrats, World Affairs
Club.
OF 1962
Phyllis Coyle Tate, Lexington
A.B.—Art
Kappa Pi, Little Theatre Club.
Jean J. Taylor, Richmond
B.S.—Elementary Education
Morris Milton Taylor, Jr., Eubank
B.A.—Geography
World Affairs Club, SNEA, Wesley Foundation, As-
sociation United States Army.
Opal Lee Taylor, Harrodsburg
B.A.—Social Science
Betty Sebastian Ti-rry, Buckhorit
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club, Big Sisters, Y.W.C.A.
Phyllis Ann Terry, Jackson
B.S.—Elementary Education
Nancy Tester, Harlan
B.S.—Commerce
Harlan County Club.
Martha Jean Thomas, Richmond
B.S.—Elementary Education
Newman Club.
Thelma C. Thomas, Richmond
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club, Kappa Delta Pi.
Charlie Thompson, Pineville
A.B.—Geography
World Affairs Club, Ohio Valley International Rela-
tions Club (Vice President).
Goldie Mae Thompson, Pineville
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club.
John Marshall Thompson, Frankfort
B.S.—Commerce
Thomas Burton Thompson, Prestonsburg
B.S.—Physical Education
Kenneth Eugene Tippett, Anchorage
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
Physical Education Club (President), Vice President of
Sophomore and Junior Class, Canterbury Club (Circu-
lation Manager.
Jane Webster Toppass, Frankfort
B.S.—Elementary Education
Milestone (Secretary), Y.M.C.A. Cabinet, Case Hall
Dorm Council.
Paul Dean Towler, Richmond
B.S.—Commerce
Omicron Alpha Kappa, Sigma Tau Pi.
Nancy Merle Tremaine, Stanford
A.B.—Chemistry
John Hardy Tribble, Erlanger
B.S.—Commerce
Kappa Iota Epsilon, Sigma Tau Pi (Vice President).
Harve Ethern Turner, Frankfort
B.S.—Education
Pershing Rifles, AUSA (President), President of Senioi
Cl.iss, ROTC (Brigade Commander), Men's Dorm
Council (Vice President, Dorm Supervisor), Who's
Who, Milestone (Military Editor), Progress (Military
Editor).
Ann Ta\ lor Turpin, Richmond
A.B.—English
SNEA, Canterbury Club.
Carl D. Tuttle, Frankfort
B.S.—Commerce
Thelma Tuttle, Winchester
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club, Big Sisters, Y.W.C.A., Baptist
Student Union.
Julia Penn Underwood, Perryville
B.S.—Elementary Education
Wesley Foundation, SXEA, Pi Tau Chi (Secretary).
Ann Parker Upchurch, Richmond
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club, Y.W.C.A., Wesley Foundation.
Jack Gilbert Upchurch, Richmond
B.S.—Commerce
Pi Omega Pi, "E" Club, Varsity Basketball.
Robert Bakr\ Van Hook, Bcrca
A.B.—Art
Dallas Van Hoose. Jr., Paintsiille
A.B.—Geography and Geology
World Affairs Club, Physical Education Club, Eastern
Cadet Officers Club, The Lt. John Nick Combs Chap-
ter of the Association ot the United States Army,
ROTC (Company Commander), Track Team.
Paul Edwin Van Hoose, Paintsiille
B.S.—Elementary Education
Pershing Rifles,' Sigma Tau Pi, Cadet Officers Club,
Golf Team.
Joanne Van Peursem, Richmond
B.S.—Mathematics
Westminster Fellowship, Music Club, Mathematics
Club, Collegiate Pentacle, College Choir, College Or-
chestra, Messiah Chorus. Who's Who.
C. Louis Vaughan, Ashland
B.S.—Elementary Education
Veterans Club.
Carole Ann Vlach, Erlangcr
A.B.—English
Canterbury Club.
George C. Vernon, Richmond
A.B.—Art
Gerald Viars, London
B.S.—Science
Gvpsie Elizabeth Vinson, W'ayland
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club, Big Sisters, Y.W.C.A.
Jeremiah Harold Wagner, Annapolis, Maryland
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Industrial Arts Club (Vice President), KYMA Club
( Vice President)
.
Ronald Daniel Wallace, Fort Thomas
A.B.—Social Science
Pershing Rifles (S-4), AUSA, Cadet Officers Club.
SENIORS OF 1962
Alan Reid Walters, Ashland
A.B.—Art
Milestone Staff.
Thomas Edwin Warth, Fort Thomas
B.S.—Math
Math Club (Vice President), Pi Omega Pi.
Mvrna Joan Poynter Watkins, Keavy
B.S.—Home Economics
Home Economics Club (Reporter).
Betty Deaton Watts, Jackson
B.S.—Commerce
Bruce Lester Webb, Whitesburg
A.B.—Geography
World Affairs Club, Letcher County Club.
Lois Webb, West Van Lear
B.S.—Mathematics
Math Club (Treasurer) , Y.M.C.A. (Treasurer) , Messiah
Choir, College Choir, Big Sisters, Cwens, Pi Omega
Pi, Pi Tau Chi (President), Milestone (Class Editor).
Maxaline Burns Weddle, Richmond
B.S.—Commerce
Charles Linton Wells, West Van Lear
B.S.—Commerce
Kappa Iota Epsilon, Omicron Alpha Kappa.
James Dennis Wells, II, Pain/sville
B.S.—Chemistry
Jimmie Wells, Brownsville
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Diane M. Wenderoth, Dayton
A.B.—Social Science
Y.W.C.A., Big Sisters, Social Committee.
James A. Wesley, Liberty
B.S.—Industrial Arts
Ruth Anne West, Richmond
A.B.—Music
Choir, Orchestra, Messiah Chorus, Music Council (Sec-
retary, Vice President), Music Club, MENC, Voca-
tional Conference, Baptist Student Union.
Larry Albert Wetenkamp, Cincinnati, Ohio
B.S.—Physical Education
Football Team (Manager), Track Team, "E" Club
(Vice President), Student Council (Vice President),
Physical Education Club, Canterbury Club.
Jacqueline Kearns Whalin, Richmond
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
Physical Education Club, W.R.A.
Donald Ray Whitaker, Cynthiana
B.S.—Mathematics
Band, Math Club (President), K.I.E., Progress Staff,
Omicron Alpha Kappa (President), Milestone Staff,
Messiah Chorus, Who's Who, Pi Omega Pi.
Tommy' Wayne Whitaker, Richmond
B.S.—Commerce
Easter Wilkerson, Crestwood
B.A.—Physical Education
W.R.A., Physical Education Club, Baptist Student
Union.
SENIORS
Bobby Lee Williams, Bcrea
A.B.—Social Science
Edna Kathleen Williams, Whitley City
B.S.—Commerce
James S. Williams, Paintsville
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
KYMA Club (Vice President, President), Physical Edu-
cation Club, "E" Club.
Mary Ellen Willis, Scott Depot, West Virginia
B.S.—Commerce
Y.W.C.A., SNEA, Sigma Tau Pi, Who's Who, Home-
coming Queen.
Donald Prewitt Willoughby, College Hill
B.S.—Biology
K.I.E., Young Democrats Club.
Edmund Dean Wilson, Mt. Vernon
B.S.—Industrial Arts
David Cole Winburn, Winchester
B.S.—Physical Education and Health
Physical Education Club.
Ray Berry Wireman, Ashland
B.S.—Commerce
John Omer Witt, Jackson
A.B.—History
Canterbury Club, Young Republicans Club, College
Orchestra, World Affairs Club.
Melba Meeks Woodrum, Midway
B.S.—Elementary Education
Judith Carol Woods, Richmond
B.S.—Elementary Education
Baptist Student Union, Progress Staff, Canterbury Club.
Ronald Darrell Wooton, Hazard
B.S.—Commerce
Judy Camille Works, Cynthiana
A.B.—English
Wesley Foundation, Canterbury Club, Young Demo-
crats Club.
Ruth B. Wurick, Richmond
B.S.—Elementary Education
Lowell Eugene Yeager, Richmond
A.B.—Art
Harvey Yeary, Middlesboro
A.B.—History
Varsity Football, "E" Club.
Robert B. York, Laurcnceburg
B.S.—Commerce
OAKS (Treasurer), Sigma Tau Pi, K.I.E.
Joseph Eugene Youngo, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
B.S.—Health and Physical Education
"E" Club, Varsitv Football.
HOURS OF STUDY . . .
Classes at Eastern are as many and varied as the people
who attend them, and the avenues of learning lead to a
liberal arts degree with emphasis on general education or
professional specialization.
Some students study in their rooms while others prefer
to study in the deserted classroom or the library. Some spend
hours in preparation for each day's classes, while others wait
until exam week and cram.
Students in physics class use a resonance apparatus to measure the velocity
of sound in air.
To supplement the classroom work, the library provides ample material
for both faculty and students on the subjects of their choice.
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. . . In Quest of Knowledge
The student is aware of the im-
portance of learning, and no matter
where or how he studies, he bene-
fits in some way from his stay at
Eastern.
Language students find the new foreign
language laboratory an aid in theit learn-
ing to speak German, French, and Spanish.
fjeg^ • -;.
;
Lead to GRADUATION !
There are times when an occasional student dozes, as the is ready to meet the challenge of the new week and the
daily routine becomes monotonous. There are times when task of preparing for what lies ahead—a transition from the
it seems as if the week will never end, and the week end world of college to the world that lies beyond,
will never come, but after the fun is over, the good student
A coed adjusts the mortarboard
Allan Thomas Abell
Clementsville
Graduates
Chung Hae Hong
Seoul, Korea
David Glenn Hood
Harrodsburg
Ledger Howard
Pineville
Merwyn L. Jackson
Richmond
Raleigh Eugene KiLLior*
Tuttle
William Kincer
Lexington
Juanita A. LostY
Alexandria
Ralph Newman McMainl
By hoc
Clive Arthur Moss, Jr.
Williamsburg
x
-
/ \ i
Graduates
George D. Purdv
Bradfordsville
Donald Ray Snyder
Richmond
James Ronnie Williams

Honors
• Chrjs Montgomery
Editor
Who's Who Among
Students In American
Universities and Colleges
r
Thirty-three of Eastern's outstanding seniors were selected for membership
to Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges. These
students were chosen on the basis of their significant contributions to college
life, leadership ability, and academic achievement.
-
Margaret Quarles Barczuk
Elementary Education
Chemistry
Nelle LaVonne Bonny
Elementary Education
Irvine
James Hi nry Barrett
Chemistry
Middlesboro
Hugh George Bradford
Commerce
RaceUnd
TTV
.
—
Sandra Frances Brixklr
Commerce
Cynthiana
Anita Carol Caldwell
Social Science
Paint Lick
Alan Brandt Coleman
Social Science
Clcves, Ohio
Evelyn Virthann Craei
English and Biology
Don Tucker Dlx
Chemistry
Hazard'
George Oilman Dope
Commerce
Erlanger
Barbara Ann Edwards
Mathematics
Louisville
3ili_ James Elkins
English
Jenkins
James Farris
Physical Education
Lawrenceburg
Linda Lasater Gassaway
English
Richmond
Joyce Osborn Halsey
Home Economics
Eubank
Ann Stanley Johnson
English
Winchester
Carless Gene Keesy
Music
Greenville, Ohio
Everitt Wayne Kendall
Mathematics
Carrollton
Suzanne Marcum
Physical Education
LjGrange
Anna Merritt
Music
Richmond
Christa Belle Montgomery
Elementary Education
Louisville
Linda Ann Murrell
Elementary Education
Diana Joy Munson
Elementary Education
Frankfort
Raymond Thomas Nichols
Industrial Arts
Somerset
James Jordan Pearce
industrial Arts
Crcstwood
Nancy Marie Rodgers
Mathematics
Carrol Iton
arbara Ann Sammons
Physical Education
Newtown, Ohio
James Edwin Showalter
Physics
Louisville
Donald Leotis Stivers
Mathematics
Louisville
Hakvv E. Turn! r
Education
Frankfort
Joanne Van Pi uhsi \
Mathcmatit \
Richmond
Donald Ray Whitaker
Mathematics
Cynthiana
Mary Ellen Willis
Commerce
Scott Depot, West Virginia
The 1962 MILESTONE Presents the First
Senior Selected For THE HALL
OF FAME
Mrs. Linda Lasater Gassaway
This is a new honor awarded to the senior student who
has contributed most to Eastern Kentucky State College—as
a student, as a citizen of the college community, as an
active member of worthy campus organizations—to that
person most typical of the ideal senior.
The selection was conducted in such a manner as to be
entirely free from campus politics. A secret scholarship
committee was appointed by the President to study appli-
cants submitted by Collegiate Pentacle and Omicron Alpha
Kappa, women's and men's senior honorary societies. Meet-
ing on three different occasions, the committee studied the
records closely of the persons nominated and made this an-
nouncement: "The Scholarship Committee is happy to name
Mrs. Linda Gassaway to be the first senior to be admitted to
the Hall of Fame. The Committee believes this is a fine
way to recognize scholarship and that the Hall of Fame
people will continue to bring honor to Eastern in the years
ahead."
HONOR ROLL
At the beginning of the 1961-62 school year, the Student Board
of Publications approved a recommendation by the editors of the
MILESTONE that a part of the Honors section of the yearbook be
devoted to honoring those seniors who had excelled academically in
their chosen field. These students were selected by the then, heads of
the eight divisions of the college and were ]udged on the following
criteria. The person must have a first major within the division and
must have the highest over-all standing based on the sophomore and
junior years of college. On these pages we present the 1962 Honor
Roll of Seniors.
W. A. Broaddus
Applied Arts and Sciem
James Showalter
Biological and Physical Siifiu-
Marcaret Barczuk
Education
HONOR ROLL
Nancy Rodgers has the highest academic
standing in the senior class.
Gary
in t
McBee has a perfect 3.00 standing
2 junior class. David Powell, with
rfect standing, is not pictured.
These students ha e maintained a 2.S or
better standing foi two sears. From left:
Kvlc Wallace, Ba rbara Sowders, Patricia
Van Pcurscm, Bre nda Bailcv. Emma Lou
Gcorec Bettve R iv. luduh Burks. Lvn
Lonotrect. (cannic Sanders. Judy Wilson.
Arlenc Cilieo.
Sandra Nunnelley has a perfe
standing in the sophomore class.
These students have maintained a 2.5 or
better standing for one year. Row One:
Robert Wilkerson, Judy Sallce, Linda God-
bey Wood, Geraldine Wells. Row Two:
Pauline Howard Ross, Sue Ellen Robinson,
Beverly Carnes. Row Three: Margaret R.
McAfee, Roberta Cox, Janice Keeton.
Row Four: Linda Sue Morns, Mary Jo
La Fuze, Beverly Skaggs. Row Five:
Arthur T. Hausberger, Kenneth L. Kearns,
Gerald Miracle. Row Six: Allen J.
Hamon, George Wilcox. Not pictured:
Sally Johnson.
Collegiate
Pentacle
Left to right: Chris Montgomery, Evelyn Craft, Linda Gassaway, Phyllis Fisher, Vice President; Nancy
Rodgers, Barbara Edwards, President; Joanne Van Peursem, Mary Ann Lyons, Jane Graham, Joyce Halsey,
Emily Bush, Mary Elizabeth Brown, Sue Marcum, Treasurer; Joyce Curry. Not present: Arlene Lipscomb,
Secretary.
Collegiate Pentacle is an honorary organization for senior women whose mem-
bership is chosen on scholastic standing, leadership, and character.
Omicron Alpha Kappa is an honorary organization for junior and senior men
whose membership is chosen on scholastic standing, leadership, and character.
Row One: Ronnie Wolfe, Gerald Harris, Don Scherer, Nealitan Rippy, Linton Wells, Russell Dejarrette,
James L. Farris, Gary Blount. Rou Two: Don Dix, Secretary; Donald L. Stivers, Vice President; Robert
York, Treasurer; James Barrett, Ben F. Gardner, William Blount, Don Whitaker, President. Row Three:
John Vetter, Kent Richards, Kyle Wallace, Doug Scutch field. Tommy Nichols, Kenneth Kearns, John
Baldwin. Row Four: Garv Stevens, Jim Show-alter, Don Cain, Don Bornhorst, Hollie Hamilton, Gerald
Miracle.
Row One: John Amburgey, Wendeall Grit ten,
Showalter, Arthur Hausberger, Cecil Winders, C
Two: Larry Bates, Donald Spicer, Allen Hamc
Robert Thomas, Charles Mounce.
ogcr Muething, James Gash, George Proctor, Don
rge Wilcox, Charles Hensley, Gerald Kemper. Row
Charles Pezzarossi, Thomas Rippy, Robert Doekel,
Kappa Iota Epsilon, an honorary society for sophomore men, strives to promote
leadership, scholarship, and citizenship on the campus.
Kappa Iota
Epsilon
\, <
"
Cwens, a national honorary society for sophomore women, sponsors the annual
Freshman Women's Christmas Dinner in addition to the many other services it renders
to the college.
Row Otic: Phyllis Halbleib, Patricia Griffith, Jewell Campbell, Carolyn Puckctt, Beverly Gillis, Melinda
Hines, Lula Fulton, Mary LaFuze, Sandra Nunnelley. Row Two: Jo Ellen Chilton, Sally Johnson, Beverly
Carnes, Linda Sue Morris, Treasurer; Joan Palmer, Karen Flynn, Londa Lewis, Vice President; Beverlv
Skaggs, Gloria Elliott, Sharlene Conley, Secretary; Linda Murrell, Junior Advisor. Ron' Three: Melva
Groot, Julie Houston, Joan Hoi ton, Judy Driskell, Jane Woodall, Tid Editor, Peggy Karem, President;
Geraldine Wells, Judy Sallee, Barbara Baker, Sue Campbell, Jackie Zimmer, Evelyn Craft, Senior Advisor.
Row Four: Mary Jane Arnold, Marian Bazzy. Nat present: Donna Ent.
5*M^2ffl:
CWENS
-L^-Cl JjJJcl -L' t? ±\ cX Caldwell, Glenda Flanagan, Joyce Curry MiddleCon, Chris Montgomery, Vice President. Ron Two: Janet
Breeze, Advisor; Thelma Thomas, Margaret Barczuk, President, Judith Issac, Emily Carol Bush, Naomi
Jones, Nelle Bonny, Mabel Jennings, Jane Graham, Historian; Linda Murrell, Secretary; Nancy Rodgers.
Not present: Allene Lipscomb and James Farris.
Kappa Delta Pi, a national education honorary, promotes high professional, in-
tellectual, and personal standards.
Pi Tau Chi, a national religious honor society, recognizes students of all de-
nominations who make outstanding contributions to the religious life of the campus.
Ron On<: Lois Webb, President; Jeannine Spurlin, Vice President; Julia Underwood, Secretary; Tommy
Nichols, Treasurer; Hugh Bradford, Barbara Edwards, Davis Adams, Jr., Geneva Ault, Billy Holbrook,
Jr., Edscl Mount/, William Poore, Willis Parkhurst, Sponsor; Chris Montgomery.
Left to right; Hugh Bradford, President;
Mary Elizabeth Brown, Bobbie Reeser,
Patricia Miracle, Judy Wilson, Dot tie
Mathews, Secretary; Mary Jo Radden,
A. G. Mclllvaine, Advisor; Brenda Skelton,
Lois Webb, Mary Ann Eversole, Carolyn
Evans, Barbara Sowders, Treasurer, Robert
Becker, Vice President.
Kappa Pi, a national art society,
promotes art interest among college
students and stimulates higher
scholarship with the purpose of
recognizing potential and profes-
sional ability.
Row One: Judith Burks, Charlene Mc-
Cormack, Sally Sullivan, Julie Rachford,
Secretary; Melinda Hines. Row Two:
Carol Johnson, Sharon Martin, Hays Coy,
Betty Hancock, Susan Stout, Jeannie
Sanders, Linda Arnsperger, Jeannine Spur-
lin, Phyllis Tate. Row Three: Charles
Caudill, William Buchanan, President;
Fred Giles, Sponsor; Mearl Risner, Vice
President; Danny Blackburn, Billy Blank-
enship. Treasurer.
Pi Omega Pi, a national honorary
society for teachers in the field of
Commerce fosters high scholarship
in business and professional life.
Pi Omega Pi
Kappa Pi

Organizations
Jim Stivers
Editor
STUDENT GOVERNING COUNCILS
Student Council
The Student Council was formed to foster worthy traditions, encourage high
ideals of conduct, promote a richer cultural experience, secure within our institution
unity, cooperation, and mutual understanding and respect, and provide a greater oppor-
tunity for the practice of democratic principles.
Major activities of the Student Council this year included governing student
behavior at social events sponsored by the college, publication of council meeting's
minutes for distribution to students, sponsoring a radio program, "The Voice of
Eastern," and continued work toward a better constitution and a successful
judiciary court.
Phil Br*ian Jamls Shou aitlr
President
BlLI Al 1 IsON
Treasurer
Ann Stanley Johnson
Secretary
—
The student council serves Eastern
students through social as well as
governing activities. A big success in
student council activities was the free
dance during homecoming week.
Dr. Clyde J. Lewis, adviser, aids the stu-
dent council in its work through his
support and counseling.
Class Representatives
Jim Werk and a pretty friend show t hi
as they dance to the swinging music
Bishop.
Ron One: Joanne Conley, Peggy Karem, Sue Campbell, Betty Gorley,
Barbara Sammons, Mildred Taylor, Gladys Wood, Beverly Skaggs, Evelyn
Craft. Row Two: Ray Scarton, Jim Stivers, Don Stivers, Ronnie Elliott,
James Barrett, Jay Host, George Wilcox, Don Dix, Bobby Leigh, Steve
K.bler, Jerry Simpson, Bob Sellers.
Up
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Sullivan
House
Council
K«« Owr: Brenda Stewart, 2nd floor annex; Ruth Keller, 2nd floor; Sandra Dee Pinson, basement;
Beverly Keith, 4th floor; Hally Ann Hutchins, 3rd floor; Lee Ann Stratton, Vice President. Row Two:
Clydia Case, President; Janet Bell, Social Director; Pam Oliver, 1st floor; Sandra Eversole, Secretary;
Barbara Nolan, Treasurer.
The Council endeavors to serve as a guide for the actions of freshmen women
at all social events sponsored by this organization. One of the many activities spon-
sored bv the council is the White Rose Formal during the spring semester.
Burnam
House
Council
Acting as a governing agency for Burnam Hall, the Council strives to set high
ideals for residents to follow while on campus and to take with them when they leave.
Rou One: Joan Palmer, Social Chairman; Melinda Hines. Ron Tun: Martha Walker, President; Mildred
Poyle, Jo Ellen Chilton, Sally Johnson, Treasurer; Sharlene Conley, Secretary; Phyllis Tirey, Ann Gordon
Scott, Peggy E. Hill, Mary Betty Ogden, Xancye Prather, Betty Jo Guthrie. Rou Three: Julie Houston,
Sally Joe Proctor, Vice President; Jackie Zimmer.
H §m
Row One: Janet Wilson, Secretary; Diana Munson, Co-Social Chairman; Linda Murrell, Vice President;
Barbara Sammons, President; Sue Marcum, Treasurer; Jetta Stamper, Jane Toppass, Co-Social Chairman.
Row Two: Carol Holbrook, Jeanette Webb, Suzanne Pelsor, Sheila Gilreath, Lina Martin, Nell Lovett.
An organization seeking to attain a greater understanding among Case Hall
residents and those who come in contact with its influence, the Council promotes
a friendly atmosphere and a warm greeting to all who enter within the halls of Case.
Case Hall
House
Council
The outstanding event of the year to House Council representatives and officers is the installation service
in which each young lady is charged with her duties for the coming year.
f «vr fin
Councii Members—Ron One: John Miller. John A. Prall. Row Two:
Virgil Bolcr. Gerald Harris. Roy Quinn. Herbert Jennings, Gareth Hollar,
John \V. Adams. Roil Three: Ernest Hill, Scott S. Craft, Ronald D.
Wallace. Gerald T. Kemper. Larry L McMillin. Bill Allison, Joslyn V.
Portman, Richard J. Sanko. Johnny E. Brown. Ron Four: Allan Thomas
Abell. Counselor; Mike McPhail, Brandt Coleman, Allen E. Combs. Charles
F. Campbell. Jr., Donald Ray Witt, Dwight W. Eastridge, James Lawrence
Paccy, Danny Witherspoon.
J\(I. O I~i S I )O I* 111 The c°unc 'l is -ln organization of students acting as a general governing body for
.ill men residing and visiting in residence halls. Its purposes include working for im-
C„ _ • -§ provement of campus living conditions and supporting the highest standards of con-ouncil A „duct among all men.
Dormitory Super \ isors—Donald G. Henrickson, Robert J. Synovitz,
Officers—Alan Brandt Coleman, Secretary; Dwight Eastridge, Vice Presi- Dean of Students Henry G. Martin, Charles Ambrose, Clarence D.
dent; John A. Frail. President; George Beckett, Treasurer. Harmon.
I i
Rem Oh.': Sharon Bee, Fred E. Meece, Larry U. Bate'., Arlene Calico, Margene Hatch, Judy Gayle
Bottom, Beverly Rouse, Secretary; Robert S. Laranie, Sponsor; Sandra Nunnelley, Treasurer; Gary
Thomas Dawn, Tommy Owens, Larry Wells, Jimmy Taylor, Doug Scutchfield, Gladys Woods, Betty
Gotlcy, Barbara Kinder, Eula Jean Noble, Janelle Watts, Pat Patterson, Virginia R. Ivie. Row Tito:
H. H. LaFuze, Faculty; L. Cheryl Taylor, Carolyn Schottland, Faculty; Wayne Conley, Larry P.
Rogers, Thomas A, Hutto, Faculty, Sue Campbell, Sanford L. Jones, Joe Dunkum, Jimmy Houston,
Charles Miller, H. L. Zimmack, Faculty; A. L. Whitt, Jr., Faculty; Elmer H. Mullins, President;
John W. Osborne, Dan Schreiber, Faculty; Richard Eversole, Vice President.
The Biology Club strives to stimulate individual and campus interest in Biology
through classroom work and club projects.
Mr. Whitt checks Elmer Mullins's work.
Beverly Rouse and Larry Rogers work in
Biology Lab.
Biology
Club
'.
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Ron One: Bruce Milburn, Royce Killen, Richard Amburgey, Shcrnll
Clifford, Edgar Berry, Parliamentarian; D.ile Patrick, Sponsor; Bobby
Barlow, James Lawrence Pacey, Robert L. Payne, Donald \Y\ Garner,
Richard While. Ron Tun: Id Hints, K. L. Nolan, G. Collins, Jimmie
Wells, Ruey Newsom, J. C. Morrow, Tommy R. Brown, Bill P. Gibson,
James J. Pearec, Willram W. Ramsey. John Wallace, Bob Sellers. Bobby-
Dunning, Benny Bryant. Row Three: Holhe Hamilton, Phil D. Johnson,
Samuel G. Jackson, Larry M. Elliott, Don Dykes, Co-Program Chairman;
Tommy Nichols, Co-Program Chairman; Frank L. Longley, James R.
Lewis, John C. Thomas, Eddie B. Murphy, Bill Bailey, Jeff Juett, Harold
Stephens, Kenny Sharp, Gerald E. Orme, William B. Madden.
Industrial
Arts Club
The Industrial Arts Club encourages the development of high professional
standards and craftsmanship in the industrial arts.
The World Affairs Club is an organization that promotes interest in both.
National and Foreign Affairs. Their aim is to stimulate and promote interest in current
events whether they be domestic or foreign.
World Affairs Club
Row One: Glenna Mulhns, Jimmie Lou Manning, Pat Webb, Vickie Drye,
Bettyc Ray, Louanna Norton. Donna Sue Howard, Faye Spencer, Caroline
Cakes, Marilyn Alexander. Roit Two: Carol Rae Hill, Julia Rachford,
Sara Kays, Sal lie Stubbs, Bobbie Reese r, Helen Bent ley, Gina Buckner,
Mary George Lockard, Opal Lee Taylor, Elizabeth McGinnis. Rou Three:
Danny Blackburn, John A. Prall, Elmo Wade Evans, Noah Hughes, John
David Sims, Gary McBee, John Witt. Row Four: Gerald Harris, Dorey
Reece, John Reed, Paul, Fuller, Don Coffey, Publicity Director; Charlie
Thompson, Vice President; Curtis Pile, Jim Rawlings, Jim Thornburn,
Gerald White. Wilford Allen Bladen. Steve Kibler, Morris Taylor, David
A. Taylor.
Ron- One: Clifton A. Basye, Sponsor; Gary Bloui
Bailey, John Baldwin, Susan Nipp, W. U. Snedega
President; Charles
David W. Brewer,
Robert Wilson, Tommy Noe, Larry Short, John Vetter, Vii
Don Dix. J. G. Black. Not present: Mike Morrissen.
The Physics Club is composed of physics majors and minors who are interested
in expanding their knowledge and gaining a more complete view of this field. Appli-
cations of physics are studied through guest speakers on the programs and trips to
various industries.
Physics Club
The purpose of the Mathematics Club is to increase interest in mathematics,
to interpret to others the importance of and the benefits to be derived from the study
of mathematics, and to afford ourselves the opportunity of gaining a proficiency above
and beyond that usually achieved in the traditional courses.
Mathematics
Club
Row One: Janice Garner, Judy Driskell, Beverly GilHs, Sally Johnson,
Dianna Sue Taylor, Jewell Campbell, Julia Mae Clos, Lois Webb, Susan
Nipp, Nancy Rodgers, Secretary; Aughtum Howard, Robert Wiekerson,
Norma Benton. Row Tito: Barbara Edwards, Smith Park, Sponsor;
Joanne Van Peursem, Lynn Hardy, Bill Ray Howard, Bill Baber, Jim
Barrett, Ray Scarton, Don Whi taker, Thomas E. Warth, Earl Louis
Johnson, Ben Flora, Jr., Alvin McGlasson, Gus L. Franklin. Row Three:
John Mitchen, Ernest Agee, Gary Stevens, Vice President; Donald Stivers,
President; Charles Hensley, Gary Blount, Larry Short, Larry Cole, Bill
Blount, John Baldwin, Treasurer; Sydney Stephens, Jr.
Row One: Lynette Long, Mary Murray, Brcnda Skelton, Sandra Collins,
Carol Barnett, Judy Wilson, Janet Wilson, Duane Ellen Wilkinson, Joyce
Goodin, Joyce McKechine, Secretary; Jeralyn Thomas, Treasurer; Darrell
C. Baker, President; John Hardy Tribble, Vice President. Row Two:
Jane Black, Carol Hollon, Lena Shouse, Elizabeth Stephens, Carole Walker,
Joanne Ewing, Joan Palmer, Marilyn Alexander, Lynn Alice Day, Dorcas
Floyd. Row Three: Fred A. Engle, Jr., Sponsor; Robert B. York, Jennings
Ray Daniel, Gordon Philpot, Bob Shelton, Garry Miller, Carlyn Sue Martin,
W. J. Moore. Row Four: Eddie Joe Horn, Wilford Fee, Philip Morgan,
Bill Huwel, David McCrosky, Marcus Wm. Kuley, Stephen Bruce Schaefer.
Row Five: Richard A. Jones, Paul D. Towler, Russell Dejarnette, Fred
Compton, Gary Gibson, Don Skinner, Charles Williams. Row Six: Benny
Shadoan, Bob Bailey, Fred Francis, Berry Wireman, Richard Ernst, Orris
Johnson, Wm. F. Hamlin, Gifford Lee. Row Seven: Warren Davis, David
Rust, Donald E. Bowling, Kenneth C. Cundiff, Jim Bell, Ferry Riches,
Norris Scale, Jim Stivers.
Sigma
Tau Pi
Sigma Tau Pi has as its purpose to aid the general welfare in the Department
of Commerce, and to provide opportunities for social and educational growth.
Laughter and hard work are a part of Sigma Tau Pi during Homecoming.
The Canterbury Club's mem-
bership consists of English majors
who seek to promote the interests
of their field. Their primary pur-
pose is the publication of "Belies
Lettres."
Canterbury Club
)r. Gris t enjoys hot chocolate wit i Canterbury Club members Sh irley
dwards, Phyllis Fis ler, Janis Scov ille, Carole Veach, Rita ]o les, and
inda Gj ssaway.
Row One: Janis Scoville, Joyce McKechnie, Shirley Metcalfe, Suzanne
Hale, Editor Belle Lettres; Barbara Sowders, Treasurer; Sharon Vader. Ron'
Two: Evelyn Craft, Carolyn Brittain, Larry Louise Strange, Melinda
Hines, Edith Lockard, Carole Vcach, Program Chairman; Ann Turpin,
Shirley Edwards, Alda Canessa, Linda Gassaway, Secretary. Row Three:
Phyllis Halbleib, Nancy Turner, Melva Lee Grott, Janice Keeton, Mary
Carpenter, Brenda Skelton, Virginia Cowan, Virginia Ivie, Barbara Dobson,
Brenda Owens, Mary Ann Lackey, Janet Bivens, Irnogene Witt, Phyllis
Fisher, President. Rote Four: Linda Chaney, Mary Ann Nelson, Kearney
M. Lykins, Jr., Phillip Mankin, Sponsor; John Creech, Ken Tippctt, Don
Coffey, Byno R. Rhodes, Sponsor; Ronnie Wolfe, Vice President; J. Larry
Walker, Arthur Lee Potts, Philip Morgan, John Parrish, Frank Nunz,
George Proctor, Tom Henderson.
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Rou One: Barry Smith, Publicity Secretary; Clifford Wallace, Vice Presi-
dent; Gary Holdsworth. Treasurer; Janice Fulkerson, Secretary; Charles
Campbell, President; Mr. James F. Van Peursem, Sponsor. Rou Two:
Gene Keesy, Steve Olson, Danny Witherspoon, Robert McElroy, Danny
Eberlein, Steve Stigers, Arthur Eve, Jerry Riches, Larry Lusby. Rou
Three: Nancy Rodgers, Bennie Kay Smith, Ruth West, Evelyn Chapman,
Barbara Dennison. Marsha Hinkle, Neva Montgomery, Angelene Duncan,
Marv Lynn Brentlinger, Debby Murrell, Ilene Osbourn, Carol Hinkle, Amv
K. Goodwin, Glenda Ann Hewlett. Charlotte Sharp. Rou Four: Xancv
Pollev, Alice Jane Hall, Ruth Ann Erevin, Melinda Sue Hutchinson, Marv
Mackey, Sherra Rinkston, Mary Stinson, Joanne Van Peursem, Marianne
Vaughan Janet Marten, Melanie Wood, Nuna Holloway, Patsy Cosby,
Karen Flynn, Barbara Bunch. Rou Fire: Don Barnes, Bill Mason, Frazier
McKinney, Earl Johnson, Gerald Bennett, James Johnson, Dwight Gatwood,
Ed Ditmer, Bill Calvert. Joe Ball. William Reed, Richard Majancsik,
Michael Gardner. Rou Six: Jenelle Carlisle, Shelley Saunders, Jane
Graham, Elizabeth Shelbourne, Judy Leach, Sharon Foster, Sarah Sarles,
Karen Marx, Mona Willoughby, Joyce Oakes. Barbara Banes, Betty Lou
Crisp, Carol Whitfield, Nancy Shine.
Mvisic Club
The Music Club endeavors to develop greater interests in the fine arts and to
offer more opportunities to the musicians of Eastern.
MENC
This is a student chapter of the National Organization whose purpose is to
provide opportunities for professional development. We achieve this by acquainting
the students with leaders in the music field through participation in programs and per-
forming at contests with MENC student members of other schools.
Rou One: Don Barnes, Bill Calvert, Robert A. McElroy, Barry Smith,
Gary Holdsworth, Arthur Ray Eve, Bill Mason, Earl Johnson, Phillip
Ashcraft. Ruu Two: Charolette Sharp, Danny Hanson, Janice Fulkerson.
Secretary-Treasurer, Marv Mackev, Nuna Holloway, Barbara Banes. Betty
Lou Crisp. Carol Whitfield, Evelyn Chapman, Mary Stinson, Janet Martin,
Melanie Wood, Karen Marx, Karen Flynn, Harold Robinson, Faculty
Sponsor. Rou Three. Neva Montgomery, Ruth West, Debby Murrell,
Frazier McKinney, Danny Eberlein, Clifford Wallace, Barbara Bunch,
Nancy Polley, Joyce Oakes, William H. Reed, Bennie Kay Smith, Nancy
Shine, Barbara Dennison.
Row One: Jo Ann Conley, Secretary-Treasurer; Emma Lou George,
Geraldine Wells, Reporter; Gladys Woods, Betty Gorley, Eula Jean Noble,
Carolyn Begley, Barbara Kinder. Row Two: Leroy Catron, Elmer H.
Mullins, Philip E. Mansfield, James E. Chaney, Doug Scutchfield, George
Wilcox. Row Three: Nelsi
Melel. Richard B. Green, La
Cox, Counselor.
Caduceus Club is a club which fastens relationships between students in the
allied medical arts. An interest in the medical arts and a 1.75 over-all standing are
necessary for membership. Various representatives of fields and schools of medical
arts are asked to speak to the club in the course of the year.
The Home Economics Club was organized by Ruth Dix in 1931 to create a
closer relationship among its members and the Department. For membership one must
be a home economics major or minor and take an active part in the club.
i Thomas McCall, Joe Dunkun, Fred E.
ry P. Rogers, Larry D. Bates, Meredith J.
Caduceus
Club
Home
Economics
Club
Row One: Judy Roberts, Elaine Robbins, Aneva Gail Collins, Betty
Riddell, Jeannette Webb, President; Charlene McCauley, Carol Sue Ray,
Donna Bowman, Marietta Scalf, Sandra Wilson, Diane Keith. Ron' Two:
Betty Lou Terry, Peggy Gibbs, Anna Baker, Joan Duhuy, Nell Lovett,
Treasurer; Jo Ellen Chilton, Historian. Row Three: Emma Lee Lakes,
Charlene Gibson, Myrna Joan Watkins, Sallv Parker, Marsha Fields, Sylvia
Hall, Chaplain, Patricia Griffith, Gilberta Potts. Row Four: Janet
Diamond, Nancy Nippert, Marilyn Davidson, Susie Render, Joan Justice,
Donna Karsner, Martha Miracle. Rou Fit c: Estalene Kennedy, Betty
Joyce Parrott, Secretary; Janas Osborne, Carol Sue Mize, Virginia Begley,
Ann Gordon Scott, Parliamentarian. Row Six : Cozette Wilson, Linda
Johnson, Betty Martin, Antoinette Keleman, Vice President.
Ron One: Jackie Robinson, Butch Helton, Larry McKmnev. Kenneth
Tippctt, President, Sharon Musen, Vice President; Sue Marcum, Secretary;
Mynna Young, Treasurer; leroy F_. Simmon, Pat Vable. Roic Two:
George Arnold, Sheila Gilreath, Wanda Davenport, Judie Sheehan, Joan
Maggard, Pat Poteet, Nettie Sue Farris, Fa ye Garner, Pat Taulbce. Roil'
Three: Judith I. Burks, Barbara Severs, Ernest C. Dalton, Kay Whitaker,
Jackie Whalin, Selma Ann Sickman, Fran Stock, Judy Gayle Bottom,
Bradford R. Ballenger. Row Four: Pamela Oliver, James Peniston, Jim
Russell, Ray Hager, Ronnie Kuhl, Benjamin L. Price, Jr., James L. Farris.
Rnu hit (: Ray Gardner, Henry Blankenship, Johnriy Lcdford, Ginny
Walker, Shirlee Bates, Muff Jennings, Joyce Potter, Larry Parks. Row
Si\: Tony Lanham, Jim Williams, Joe Youngo, Stiver Kibber, Bill Goedde,
Ron Mendel, Toni Sharp.
Physical Education Majors and Minors Club
The Physical Education Club
promotes a better understanding
in the field of physical education
and creates a feeling of fair play
in every-day life. Major activities
include the sponsoring of family
fitness nights and other physical
education events which will pro-
mote good health as well as team
spirit.
Ray Hagcr and Kenny Tippctt provide the
finishing touch for "planting" Western
during Homecoming. The Physical Edu-
cation Club docs a fine job of decorating
the health building each year for Home-
coming.
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Left to right: Carl Wells, President; Lynn Webster, Secretary and
Treasurer; Jack C. Graver, Vice President; Hare. Id F. Reece, Nelson
Thomas McCall, Ronald Wayne Ro
The Agriculture Club's purpose is to study diligently the economic and social
problems that pertain to farming and to devise measures whereby the economic status
of the farmer may be improved and his standard of living elevated.
Phillips. John W. Shepherd.
Agriculture
Club
The SNEA is a national organization designed to create a professional attitude CTi "PV[ CJ^ \
toward the field of education. It seeks to inform students in this field of the oppor-
tunities for service and promotes the establishment of high ideals in education.
Row One: Patricia Nevels, Marcia Pearson, Vice President; Linda Flora,
President; Ainu Hays, Judy Sallie, Roberta Cox, Brcnda Skelton, Myrtle
Perry, Yirgie Sell, Helen I . Bentley, Janet Fisk, Treasurer. Ron Two:
Rose Marie Schulce, Carolyn Hiscl, Kay Raymer, Sallie Stubbs, Julie
Rachford, Card Odle, Su/annc Pelsor, Pat Watson, Phyllis Alexander.
Row Three: Susan Conglcton, Sherry Conglcton, Lois Scent, Lois Ferguson,
Frances Schuler, Anne Ingram, Emily Cook, Sharon Cope, Ann Swinford.
Row Four: Joanne Van Pcurscm, Barbara Fd wards, Ruth Ann Harvey,
Linda Murrell, Secretary ; Mary Beth Perry, Barbara Johnson, Jackie
Zimmer, Ron Fur: Maurice Combs, Otis Miracle, Jr., James Rhem.
ACTIVITY CLUBS
Roii- One: Gerald T. Kemper, Gerald E. Orme, James H. Barrett, Donna
Jean Smith, Treasurer; Sue Campbell. Betty Jane Vice, Secretary; Edd C.
Baker, Edward N. Farmer, Charles Hensley, President. Ron Tito: Johnny
B. Rowlett, David Burberry, Gerald Eugene Foley, Charles Wayne Walters,
Donald J. Catron, Custer Lee Wright, Vice President; Paul E. Grig
Lynn Webster, Richard Eversole, Stanley Mullens, H. H. LaFu
Sponsor.
I—> T~* {"v -j- s~\ (^1 1 1 \^\ The Photo Club is an interesting organization for those who wish to learn more
about cameras and how to take and print pictures. Its bi-monthly programs deal with
different phases of photography, and two or three field trips each year.
Y. W. C. A.
Cabinet
The Y.W.C.A. Cabinet, whose purpose is to promote spiritual attitudes on
campus, consists of Y.W.C.A. officers and committee chairmen. The Y.W.C.A. spon-
sors such campus activities as "Hanging of the Green,"' Easter Sunrise Service, and
Religious Emphasis Week.
Rou One: Evelyn Craft, Secretary; Chris Montgomery, Religious Emphasis Chairman. Row Two: Diana
Munson, Second Vice President; Ruth Ann Jones, First Vice President; Jane Toppass, Ways and Means
Chairman; Lula Mae Fulton, Publicity Chairman; Jenny Lou Tallent, World University Service Chairman;
Harriet Sesline, Treasurer; Susan Stout, Membership Chairman; Barbara Raye Rose, President; Sheila
Gilreath, Big Sister Chairman.
Little
Theatre
Club
Ron One: Lois Ann A r ring ton, Nancy
Rodders, Treasurer; Jim Flaig, Loretta
Estridge, Secretary; Anna T. Luddy. Row
Two: Charles S. Caudill, Bob Holtzclaw,
President; Lesley Sandford, Adrienne Le-
febvre, Gerald Honaker, Sponsor.
The Little Theatre Club gives
the students practice in the pre-
sentation of plays and promotes an
interest in, and appreciation of,
good drama.
Music
Council
The council's objective is to pro-
mote musical and other cultural
activities in the Student Union
Building.
Koto One: Barbara Bancs, Secretary; Betty
Lou Crisp, 2nd Vice President; Ilenc Os-
bourn, Janice Fulkcrson, President. Ron
Two: Ruth Anne West, 1st Vice Presi-
dent; Bennie Kay Smith, Carol Whitfield.
Anne Merritt, Melanie Wood, Treasurer.
Rou Three: Joyce Oakcs, Barbara Bunch,
Patsy Cosby, Nancy Policy.
Y. M. C. A.
Tlu- Y.M.C.A. strives to pro-
mote a Christian atmosphere among
the men students at Eastern by
setting high standards of spiritual
leadership.
Row One: Lynn Webster, President;
James W. Stocker, Sponsor; Carl B. Wells,
Secretary-Treasurer. Row Two: Larry
Phillips, Thomas Talbot, Reporter; Gerald
T. Kemper, Ed Pemberton.
K. Y. M. A.
Club
The purpose of this organization
is to encourage strong enthusiasm
among the students to actively
support the athletic program of the
college and to sponsor such other
activities as are deemed proper and
good for the reputation and con-
tinuance of the organization.
Row One: Beulah Davis, Bobbie Reeser,
Sandy Brinker, Treasurer; Patti Byrne,
Secretary; Joanne Ewing. Row Two: Su-
zanne Hale, President; Judy Jones, Beverly
Brumfield, Betty Dance, Linda Keith.
Row Three: Wilford Fee, Beverly Ann
Cox, Carol Steinhauer, Patricia Keeling,
Bonnie Hupp. Row Four: Judy Roberts,
Antoinette Kclemen, Carol Odle. Ruth
Ann Jones, Janice Ingram, Jeanne Sanders.
Roil Five: Bill Allison, Catherine Kunkel,
Sherry Congleton, Carole Conyers, Diane
Kramer. Rnu Six; Paul Fuller, Gerald
Harris. Dan Blackburn, Roger Smith,
Wendell Roberts. Rou Seven: Tom Mc-
Hone, Sponsor; Harold Black. Not
pictured: Dolan Motely, Vice President.
Aiding the KYMA Club in their support ot the athletic program are
Eastern's cheerleaders: Leslie Sanford, Mary Ellen Klatte, Sandy Hoff,
Linda Wood, Helen Dolt, Judy Sheehan, Barbara Rose, and Anne Stanley
Johnson. President Martin crowns Pat Dean Homecoming Queen of 1961
as Judy Sheehan and Dolan Motley look on.
d
Ron- One: Willis Parkhurst, Sponsor; Frank Patton, Leo Allen, John W. Adams, Whit Smith, Noah
Hughes, Gene Blackwelder, Barbara LaBlanc, Secretary and Treasurer; Kearney M, Lykins, President;
Bill Gross, Fred Baker, Vice President; Johnny Thompson, Dewitt Bond. Row Two: Richard Moore,
"William B. Mahan, Carl F. Powell, Norris Scale, Scott Craft, Bob Shelton, Rex Cloud, K. L. Nolan,
William Bohaning, Thomas J. Spalding, Jim Thambiny, Philip Morgan, Gilford Lee, Frank Nunez, Re-
porter.
Veteran's
Club
The Veterans Club strives to benefit and further the advantages of the veterans
on campus by assisting them in their quest for an education.
The Westminster Fellowship is an organization, sponsored by the Presbyterian
Church, whose aims are to create a more Christian attitude on campus and to provide
its members with a church home away from home. Westminster
Row One: Joanne Van Peursem, Martha Walker, Vice-Moderator; Mrs. James Auet, Campus Christian TT^ i^ 1 1 i^\ \\7 ^m! \~\ 1 T^
Life Worker; Arthur Lee Potts, President; Jackie Zimmer, Secretary-Treasurer; Alice Jane Hall. Row * V3/ -I A Vj VV O _L A ± J^
Two; Mildred Taylor, Linda R. Johnson, Carol Kelly, Carolyn D. Wiedmar, Mary Louise Dennis, Mary
Jo Hart, Lucy Irwin, Judy Ogden, Jill Turner, Chung Hae Hong.
•_
Wesley
Foundation
The Wesley Foundation is a
Methodist religious organization
that seeks to aid students through
spiritual and social guidance.
Big Sisters
Rou One Susan Stout, Julia P. Underwood, Melinda Craft, Roberta Wilderson, Henrietta Scalf, Joyce
Burkhart. Rou Tun: Jill Tackett, Evelvn Chapman, Bobbie Reescr, Cecilia Ann Craft, Judy Roberts,
Barbara L. Wills. Rou Three: Ethel Shields, Julia Clos, Lesley Sanford. Bonnie Sue Edwards, Ladonna
Cheryl Taylor, Mary Frances Kallam. Rou Four: Barbara Edwards, Vice President; Mary Jo LaFuze,
Vice President; Gilberta Potts, Nelle Bonny, Jane Clos, Beverly Cox. Row Five: Donald Ray Witt, John
Thomas, Tommy Nichols, Treasurer; Hugh Bradford, President.
The Big Sisters is a function of
the Y.W.C.A. This organization
serves as an aid to Freshman Girls
to help them adjust to college life.
Each freshman girl has a Big Sister
who counsels her personally.
Row One: Leslie Sandford, Pat Burgin, Mary Ellen Hampton, Jackie Zimmer, Julie Houston, Myrtle
Perry, Shirley June Whi taker. Sheila Gilreath, Mary Alice Allen, Barbara Rosep, Judy Gayle Bottom,
Patti Byrne, Mildred Taylor, Elizabeth Allison. Rou Tito: Ruth Lipscomb, Joanne Van Peursem, Norma
Benton, Ethel Shields, Carol Odlc, Judy Ogden, Hays Coy, Joan Justice, Jane Toppass, Patti Miracle,
Beverly Skaggs. Rou Three: Brenda Hays, Bobbie Gentry, Barbara Edwards, Betty Ogden, Jill Tackett,
Dorothy Yount, Sandy Brown, Karne Marx, Mary Mackey, Kay Jones, Joyce Jones. Row Four: Barbara
Kaye Rose, Anne Connell Robb, Lynn Alice Day, Judith Schneble, Ann Gordon Scott, Mary Louise
Stinson, Londa Leah Lewis, Florann Randolph, Janet Bivens, Terri Groves, Barbara Bunch, Pat Vahle.
Rou Fnc: Harriet Sesline, Bonnie Talliver, Judy Clark, Nancy Sea, Gilberta Potts, Lula Mac Fulton,
Mary Rose Feltner, Sharon Vater, Betty Becker, Pat Taulbee, Clara Mae Thomas, Betty Joyce Parrott.
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Fellowship and workmanship are joined together as
done by James Hall, Wendell Dunn, Bill Langford,
work on a foat is
and Beverly Carnes.
Disciples Student
Fellowship
The Disciples Student Fellowship provides opportunities
for worship and fellowship for students of the Christian
Church.
Row One: Richard Hite, Recording Secretary; Margene Hatch, Caroline
Oakes, Lois Scent, Sandra Bands, Patsy Kellian, David Gaunce, Jr., Beverly
Carnes, Bill Langford, Dwight Gatwood, John R. Talbot, Minister to
Students. Row Two: Chris Montgomery, President; Joyce Ann Guerra,
Norma Benton, Jo Anne Harrison, Ann Spencer, Barbara Reeser, Judy
Driskell, Pat Nevels, Anita Yaden, Beverly Gillis, Corresponding Secre-
tary; Betsy W. Hamilton, Larry W. Cole, Vice President; Nancy Elizabeth
Gat ton, Larry L. Lusby. Row Three: Sherry Congleton, Mona Wil-
loughby, Lula Mae Fulton, Officer; Philip Nevius, Linda Allen Dunavan,
Mike McPhall, Larry Jackman. Row Four: James Hall, James Killian,
Wendell Ray Dunn. Row Vive: Emma Sue Noland, Jennifer Marcum,
Judy Burks, Mary Stinson, Charlene McCornack, Tom Henderson, Sandy
Goudlett, Nancy Sea. Ron Six; Phoebe Moores, Susan Congleton, Michael
Mathews, Sandra Nunnellcy, Judy Vest, Bobby Barlow. Row Seven:
Charles Hightower, David Adams, Jr., George Proctor.
Newman
Club
Ruu Our: Gerald Harris, President; Bill Calvert, Judy Jones, Pat Taeuber, Antoinette Kelemen. Catherine
Kunkel, Mvrna Menninger, Bernadette Gieszl, Barbara Gabriel, Frances Schuler, Helen Teresa Fagan.
Run Two: Robert L. Thomas, Edward Holsclaw, Thomas R. Schoborg, Linda Spalding, Kay Nunn,
Allan Thomas Abell, Rose Jane Gandolfe, Mary Fllen Klatte, Letitia Ann Midden, Sue Sherman, Sharon
Shepherd, Ann Fagan.
The Newman Club strives to en-
rich spiritual and temporal lives of
the Catholic students.
Young Republicans' Club
The function of the Young Re-
publican Club is to train young
people in the political field and to
keep them informed in political ac-
tivities.
Rou Owe: Jo Ann Conley, Charlotte Henderson. Lois June Stewart, Bobbie Gentry, Brenda Hayes, Bobbie
Reeser, Sharon Cope, Glenda Ann Hewlett. Jo Ellen Chilton. Secretary. Ron Tuo: Leroy Hall. President;
Mary Beth Hall. Robert Taylor, Lanv Jackman, Vice President; Joyce Olexio, Judy Sallee, Muff Jennings,
Reporter. Helen Bentley, Betty Estes, Cecil Estes, Parliamentarian; Fred A. Engle, Jr., Sponsor; Caroline
Oakes, Harvey Yeary, Kent Richards.
Students enjoy the B.S.U. Lounge as they offer an invitation to others.
Row One: Jane Black, Janet Fisk, John Mitchen. Lena Shouse, Shirley
Whitaker, Glenna Asbury, Marie Baker, Ruth Lipscomb. Row Tito:
Bettie Shelbourne, Jewell Gulley, Mary Hackworth, Jennifer Lowe, Ruth
Ann Harvey, Alma Hays, Ruth Brown, Janice Keeton, John Baldwin,
Clara Thomas, Louise Lyons.
Mr. Lyons explains new material to Jack Graves as fellow students look on.
Rou One: Dwight K. Lyons, Jack C. Graves. Row Tito: James Pacey,
Sharon Dugger, Peggy Gibbs, Glenna Mullins, Anna Baker, Terri Groves,
Arlene Calico. Row Three: Anna Combs, Mary Ann Lackey, Brenda
Bailey, Ronnie Wolfe, Danny Hanson, Vicky Long.
Baptist
Student
Union
Eastern's Baptist Student Union
serves as a tie between the Baptist
students and the local churches in
the college center. Daily vespers,
choir rehearsals, and socials are
d in the BSU Center, 32 5 S.
Second Street. Jack C. Graves is
president, and Dwight K. Lyons is
director.
Rou One: Christine Smith, Mary Ruth Hays, Barbara Sowders, Sharon
Cope, Janet Diamond, Mary Lou Ely, Nancy Campbell, Merle Casada,
Sharon Foster, Jimmie Lou Manning, Lois Ferguson. Row Tito: Betty
Dance, Margaret McAfee, Emily Cook, Margie New, Vernie Perkins, Judy
Sallee, Debbie Murrell, Emma Delk, Patricia Ruling, Toby Ann Ligon, Ola
Neeley, Anna Cox, Judy Leach, Ava Baker, Shirley Ellis, Laura Bell
Strong, Arthur Walker, Ernest N. Perry, James F. Brewer. Row Three:
Nelson R. McCall, Johnny Holmes, Charles Spicer, David White, Kent
Richards, Robert Vickers, Donald Stapp, Barbara Wilson, Judith Woods,
Charlie Wells.
Ron Our: Brad Ballenger, Ray Scarton, Carter Brandenburg. Maurice
Payne, Jimmy Chiltum, John Morrison, Neal Rippy, Tom Simpson, John
Vetter, Jum Williams, Jim Campbell, Elvin Brinegar. Rou Tuo: W. J.
Gcedde, Tony Lanahm, R. E. Emmons, Tom Sharp, Joe Youngo, John
Thomas, Eddie Spenik. Ernie Dalton, Steve Kibler, Bob Goes, Larry Parks,
Ben L. Prive, Don MacDonald, Richard Wallace, Ken Goodhew, Dennis
G. Sprous. Harvcv Vary, Carl Howard. Ron Three: Dave Quick, Jim
Bell, Wayne Conlev, Paul Motley, Gene Blackwelder. Ray Gardner, Dave
Hatfield, James Keller.
Varsity "E" Club
Club members are .ill athletes who have earned a varsity
letter and who wish to join. The purpose is to promote
good will, friendship, and understanding among the athletes,
fellow students, and the faculty. During each year the club
sponsors several social events for the student body including
the annual Dad's Day Program. One of the biggest respon-
sibilities of the Varsity "E" Club is ushering at all the ath-
letic contests on campus.
Gene gets volunteers tor a committee during an "E" Club meeting
Ray Gardner lends a hand to an Eastern football fan before game time.
The "(an" is Dr. J. Dorland Coates, Sponsor of the club.
Row One: Tommy Farmer, Jerry Wayne Simpson, President; Jim Russell, Joe Bill
Clark, Don Dizney, Vice President; Jerry Metcalf, Thomas Greene, Gayle Juff, Jim
Bates. Row Two: Linda Parsons, Carolyn Sue Brit tain, Lois June Stewart, Sandra
Faye Cope, Cecillia Ann Craft, Myrtle Perry, Dorcas Floyd, Secretary; Mary Lynn
Myers, Barbara Hayes Bunch, Beverly Martin, Lenora Burchett, Linda Martin,
Margaret Ball. Row Three: Norris Lee Seale, Gifford Lee, Don Parsons, Wilford
Fee, Paul Christian, Herbert Angel, Bill Cain, Harold Black, Roger Smith, Jim
Molley, D. B. Smith, Butch Barge. Row Four: Pat Dean, Emma Lou George,
Geraldine Lind Compton, Lynn Alice Day, Shirley Anne Metcalfe, Antoinette
Kelemen, Cecilia Camacho, Phyllis Stewart, Opal Lou Jackson, Sandra Reed, Sue
Ann Landford. Not pictured: Judy Peters, Treasurer.
Harlan County
The purpose of the Harlan County Club is to
promote fellowship and good will among Harlan
County students and to assist them in their educa-
tional endeavors and functions as a unit in recre-
ation and extracurricular activities.
COUNTY CLUBS
Row One: Sherra Pinkston. Row Two: Janet Fisk, Jane Gayle Black, Suzanne
Pelsor, Opal Lee Taylor, Janet Catlett, Elizabeth McGinnis. Row Three: David
McCrosky, Wendell Grit ton, Gary Bent ley, Bobby Dunning, James E. Gash, Eddie
Bo Murphy, David A. Taylor, Barry L. Vandivier, William G. Shewmaker, Carroll
Perkins.
Mercer County
The Mercer County Club acts as a good will am-
bassador to Mercer County from Eastern. Major
activities include building a float for Homecoming
and inviting notable speakers to regular meetings of
the club.
Laurel County
Providing .1 home-like atmosphere away from
home is just one of the purposes of the Laurel County
Club. Students from Laurel Count v have joined
together to serve the interests of their home county
and their college.
Rati One: Athene Fredericks, Barbara Binder, Reporter; Joyce Vivian Jones, Jean
Chestnut, Mary Ruth Nicholson, Tommie Lou Cornett, Secretary-Treasurer; Ruby
Lois Magee, Linda Hibbard, Shelby Parman, Helen Sharp. On the bench; Sally
Chetnut, Nettie Sue Farris (black sweater). Ron Two: Judy Weaver, Social Direc-
tor; Fred A. Engle, Jr., Sponsor; Frank Byrley, Reporter. Row Three: ^X'lllard
Bowling, President; Larry Brock, Sergeant-at-Arms; Clifford Smith, Eldon Depew,
Robert Durham, Social Director; Janis Scoville, Donna Hibbard.
Clay County
Clay County Students is ,t group whose purpose
is to serve the interests of their club members while
serving Eastern.
Rom One: Darlene Hooker, Juanita Racier, Joyce Evelyn
Ferguson, Carolyn Bennett, Esabella Brown, Barbara Dalison,
Carol Hollon. Reporter; Linda Bledsoe, Secretary; Gladys
Woods, Treasurer; lennings Daniel, President. Rou Two: Ann
Gillis Caldwell, Linda Lloyd, Verda Ashley, Ernest Hill, Paul
Allen, Jack L. Aller, Gordon Philpot. Row Three: Charlie T.
McWhoster, James F. Size-more. Baxter Bledsor, Jr., Larry M.
Elliott, Larry Corrun. Vice President.
Row One: Ilcne Osbourn, Judith McNamara, Delma Bennett, Sherra
Pinkston, Henrietta Seal t, Shirley Harmon, Neva Montgomery, Charles
Wells, Daniel Eberlein, William Calvert, William Lee, Bohaning, James
Hall, Susan Stout, Evelyn Chapman, Sandra Eversole, Carol Hinkle, Vir-
ginia [vie, Row Two: Nancy Gat ton, Susan Stinson, Nancy Shine, Jo
Nell Whitehouse, Vernie Perkins, Mary Hall, Donald Spicer, Davie Roberts,
Benjamin Price, Robert Lawrence, Thomas Coffey, Jerry Smith, William
Reed, Mary Kallam, Laura Strong, Sandra Alberg, Cheryl Cottongim,
Terrill Jean Groves. Roic Three: Sheralyn Hatfield, Angleene Duncan,
Dana Frame, Janice Fulkerson, Jenelle Charlisle, Patricia Keller, James
Hanson, Danny "Witherspoon, Gearv Holdsworth, Charles Campbell,
Dwight Gatwood, William Mason, Jack Bailey, Ruth West, Ruth Garner,
Patricia Cornelison, Deborah Murrell, Virginia Cowan, Carol Ann Whit-
field. Row lour; Mona Willoughby, Charolette Sharp, Phyllis Robinson,
Patricia Cosby, Alice Hall, Jane Bicknell, Ruth Hays, James Hutcherson,
Roger Fryer, Randal Smith, Henry White, Donald Barnes, Hugh Bradford,
Paul Walters, Benny K. Smith, Barbara Hart, Patricia Van Peursem,
Carol Brown, Judith Leach, Toni Marie Sgroi. Row Fii c: Carol Rice,
Ruth Ann Lipscomb, Juanita Blanton, Mary Williamson, Mary Mac key,
Mel in da Hutchison, Karen Flynn, Joyce Oakes, James Johnson, Michael
Gardner, Melvin Sutphin, Barry Smith, Gerald Henson, Joseph Ball, Ronald
Keith Fletcher, Lucy Connor, Clara Thomas, Mary Perry, Barbara Bunch,
Sharon Vater, Sharon Foster, Elizabeth Shelburne.
The Eastern Choir
Adding to the cultural development of Eastern students
while building a sound musical background, the Eastern
Choir makes its place as ^n important part of college life.
Mr. Van Peursem, Head of the Music De-
partment, provides the capable leadership
which makes choir programs a success.
m \&
Flute: Dora Shields, Barbara Edwards. Lucille Irwin, Richard Bailey,
Nancy Polley, Sue Carole Hord, Sandra Alberg, Elizabeth Shelburne,
Margaret Hanson, Sarah Sarles, Patricia Coleman, Glenda Hewlett, Amy
Goodwin. Eb Clarinet: Barbara Dennison. Oboe: Nuna Holloway,
Sharon Dickson. Bb Clarinet: Robert Becker, Robert Lawrence, John
Freeman, Phillip Ashcraft, Shelly Saunders, Frazier McKinney, Clifford
Wallace, Arthur Walker, Carol Whitfield, Patricia Schechtcr, Neva Mont-
gomery, Nancy Shine, Carol Hill, Judith McNamara, Betty Crisp, Gladys
Crawford, Irene Carpenter. Bass Clarinet: Deborah Murrell, Don
Whi taker. Alto Saxophone: Mary Brent linger, Jenelle Carlisle. Tenor
Saxophone: Joe Ball, Terry Cayton, Sharon Foster, Melvin Harris. Baritone
Saxophone: David Good ridge. Bassoon; Larry Lusby, Barry Smith,
Barbara Banes, Mary Ann Lackey. Cornet anJ Trumpet: Gary Holds-
worth, Danny Hanson, Danny Eberlein, John Moore, Emil Clay, Carl
Banks, Rondal Jervis, Charles Basham, Karen Marx, David Osborn, Marcus
Owens, Charles Spicer, Jeff Juett, Earl Johnson, David Spratt, Henry
White, Gary Dawn, Stephen Olson. French Horn: Melanie Wood, Robert
Doekel, Patricia Van Peursem, Brenda Bailey, William Reed, Barbara
Bunch, Charolette Sharp, Richard Majancsik. Trombone: Dwight Gat-
wood, Edward Ditmer, Douglas Horn, Gene Keesy, Judith Leach, Wendell
Roberts, Ilene Carpenter, Larry True, Robert McElroy, George Giles.
Baritone: James Johnson, Michael Bowling, Hugh Bradford, Robert
Powell, William Mason, Don Barnes. Tuba: Danny Witherspoon, Michael
Gardner, Douglas King, Jerry Kays. String Bass: Arthur Eve. Percussion:
Charles Campbell, Gerald Henson, Jerry Riches, Gerald Bennett, George
Van Hoose, Alice Hall, Bruce Kulmer.
Eastern Concert Band
THl' Eastern Concert Band and the Marching Maroons
provide the college with excellent musical entertainment at
band concerts and at basketball and football games. Their
presence adds a great deal to school spirit at these activities.
Mr. Nick Koenigstein, Director of the
Band, contributes greatly to the Music
Department at Eastern.
Ron' One: Johnny Kelcmen. Roto Two: Hugh Bradford, David Goodridge, Dr
Major; Jeff Juett.
Twirlers
Joanne Conley, Glenda Holbrook, Dora Shields, and Shirley Combs lead the Marching Maroons throug
the Homecoming parade.
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First Violin— : Alan Staples, Concertmas cer; Jacquie Vanzant, Ruth
Erwin, Joseph Gatwood, Ross Stacker, Joan Livesay. Second VioLIN—
Miriam Oppek, Principal; Joanne Van Peursem, Mary Mackey, Chris
Montgomery, Connie Culver, Virginia Shepherd. Vioi a—Pat Coleman,
Principal; Dan Robinson, Emily Cooke, Janet Martin, Dee Cox. Cello—
:
"Lyle Wolfrom, Principal; Lois Vickers, Anna Merritt, Susan Lovcll, John
Niles. Double Bass—Mary Dennis, Principal; Dan Withcrspoon. Wind
Sectionals— "Harold Robison. Librarian—Chris Montgomery. Pi r-
cussion—Charles Campbell, Gerald Henson. Flute—Amy Goodwin,
Glenda Hewht, R.chard Bailey, Nancy Polley. Oboe—Nuna Holtoway,
Sharon Dickson. Fnglish Horn—'^"Harold Robison. Clarinet—Robert
Lawrence, Philip Ashe raft, Barbara Dennison, Neva Montgomery.
Bassoon—Larry Lusby, Barry Smith, 'Harold Robison. Horn—Melanie
Wood, Robert Doekel, Brenda Bailey, Barbara Bunch. Trumpet—Dan
Hanson, Gary Holdsworth, Dan Eberlein. Tuba—Donald Barnes. Trom-
bone—Edward Ditmer, Dwight Gatwood, Stephen Stigcrs. Timpani—
Jerry Riches. FIarp—Linda Wcllbaum.
Faculty
Dr. Robert Oppclt docs a very fine job in
conducting the Eastern Symphony Orchestra.
The Eastern
Symphony
Orchestra
The Eastern Symphony Orchestra is one of the most
outstanding organizations to represent Eastern. Much is
added to the culture of Eastern students through the many
concerts performed by the symphony orchestra.
PUBLICATIONS
Belles Lettres
BELLES LETTRES is a student publication sponsored
by the Canterbury Club. It is published once each year to
give deserving student authors an opportunity to present
their own composition to the public. As a publication of
student writers, BELLES LETTRES rates very highly at
many colleges and universities throughout the United States.
Editor Suzanne Hale and Assistant Editor Carole Veach proofread a short
story for BELLE LETTRES.
Circulation Manager Mary Ann Lackey prepares for the distribution of
BELLE LETTRES.
Dr. Byno Rhodes, Faculty Advisor to BELLE LETTRES, assists in the
preparation and publication.
Rnu One: Ronnie Wolfe, Linda Gassaway, Marian Bazzy, Carol Caldwell,
Jim Showalter. Ron Two: Mr. G. M. Brock, President Robert R. Martin,,
Mr. Don Feltner, Mr. J. C. Powell. Dr. Henry Martin.
Student Publications Board
Mr. Don Feltner, Director of Publicity and Publications, serves as adviser
and friend to all Publication Staffs at Eastern.
The Student Publications Board is a governing body,
composed of editors of the EASTERN PROGRESS and the
MILESTONE, the president of the Student Council, and
members of the College administration. The Board acts as
an advisory agency to help these student publications serve
the College and its community.
The success of the student publications depends
upon many factors. Without the capable direction
of Mr. Don Feltner, and the wide photo-coverage
under the direction of Mr. George Lyon, the publica-
tions could not be the successes they are. It is
essential that these publications represent Eastern
with dignity, and with this in mind, the staffs carry
out their work.
School photographers, Jeff Miller, Chester Buchanan, and Tom Coffey, provide ex-
cellent coverage of all college events.
Mr. Daniel C. Webster was responsible
the 1962 MILESTONE. He supervised
advice to his student staff.
many of the photographs in
ined, and offered professional
Joining the Publicity Department in January, Mr. George Lyon has set
up an effective photography program. Under his supervision, the student
photographers provide the photographs for both the MILESTONE and
PROGRESS.
MILESTONE
The 1962 MILESTONE began
a new era in yearbooks at Eastern.
An increase in size was not the
only improvement made in the
yearbook. This year's staff worked
diligently to make this one the
biggest success in the history of
Eastern. Long hours of hard work
and learning through doing have
been the normal rather than the
Co-editors Linda Gassaway and Carol Caldwell worked with
enthusiasm as they directed the sub-editors in their tasks
during the year. Their tireless effort and inspiration served
to guide the staff through the meeting of deadlines during
the year of preparation.
Jim Montgomery, business manager, di-
rects the business affairs of the MILE-
STONE. His ultimate aim is to make the
MILESTONE a financial success as well
as a success in the minds of the students.
The business manager's job extends long
after the last picture is taken and the
last line of copy is written.
Jim Stivers Lois Web
Organizations Classc^
Don Dix
Classes
Phyllis Fisher Alan Walters
Classes Copy
Chris Montgom
Honors
Anna Merritt
Art and Layout
Harriet Seslin
Typhi
Ann Heron
Typist
Jane Toppass Dotti Mathews
Daily Life
.-..A
Harve Turner
Military
Jim Barrett Evelyn Chafi |ohn pRA , ,
F»rn//j „,;,/ Administration Faculty and Administration
'
sports
Suzanne Marc u.\
Sports
Row One: Judy Azbill, Myrena Jenning,
Marie Ogdcn. Ron- Two: Paul Fuller,
Dianna Taylor, Nancy Prat her, Danny
Blackburn.
Capable staff workers are essential to the
success of every yearbook. Row One:
Virginia Cowan, Patti Byrne, Emma Lee
Lakes. Row Two: Clydia Case, Carolyn
Oakes, Hugh Braford, Nettie Sue Farris,
Sharon Muscn.
The Eastern
Progress
Manun Bazzy, Editor-in-Chief, directs the PROGRESS Staff in it
weekly task.
Ron mi W'oi i i
Managing Editor
George Dopp
Business Manage
The EASTERN PROGRESS is published weekly
throughout the school year by the authority of the Board
of Student Publications under the general management of
Mr. Don Feltner, Director, Division of Publicity and Publi-
cations.
John Baldwin
Circulation Mam
James Farris
Associate Editor
The news staff supports the
PROGRESS editors with prompt,
efficient work as they strive to
make each issue a bigger success
than the last.
Seated: Berry Wiseman, Mary Ann Nelson
News Editor. Standing'. Ben Cartinhour
Bruce Gosney, Pat Grant, Eddie Fisk
Jerry Crawford.
The student body is kept abreast
with the current club activities
and social events through the work
of the organizations editor and
staff.
Typing: Rosalie Mahoney.
Standing: Melva Grooc, Or-
ganizations Editor; Sandy Good-
let, Erma Ridge, Judy Woods.
Art Bradford
Linotype Operator
k
Doug Whitlock
Sports
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• John Prat l
• Suzanne Marcum
Editors
Maroons Three Plays, 14 Points Shy of
Coach Glenn Presncll's young Maroons, picked for .1 sixth
place finish in the seven-team Ohm Valley Conference, com-
piled .1 surprising 4-5 season record and finished fourth in
the closely-contested league, only three plays (literally) from
the championship.
The fourth place finish does not indicate the closeness
of the race as the Maroons dropped their three conference
games by a total of 14 points, on three plays, and they
shattered eight modern school records, and tied another, as
thev enjoyed their most successful season since 1957.
A last-minute 22-15 loss to Middle Tennessee, a missed
two-point conversion that cost them a 16-15 decision to
\\ estern Kentucky, and a 95-yard return of an opening kick-
oft by champion Tennessee Tech, in which Eastern lost 14-8,
spelled the difference in an exciting season.
Three seniors ended their college careers, quarterback
Tony Lanham, guard Don MacDonald, and tackle David Hat-
field. Lanham broke five Eastern passing records, Hatfield
established himself as a top pro prospect and was named to
the second team All-OYC, and MacDonald ended a story
book career bv making the all-conference first team and being
elected honorarv captain of the Maroon squad, the most
valuable lineman, the best defensive lineman, and the best
blocker.
Many new faces appeared on the scene and made out-
standing reputations that will be respected for the next two
or three seasons. The young Maroons, labeled "The Iron
Men," because of their inadequate depth for most of the
season, gave football a new meaning once again on the campus.
1 \iiikn Kentucky Maroons 1 '» & 1 Varsiti Squad—Ruu One: Bill
Gocddc. Tony Unlum. George Lee, Jerry McCrady, Dannv Cotrcll. Jim
Wlmis, Todd Reynolds, Tom Slurp, Joe Youngo, Richie Emmons, Larry
Ramcr, Manager; Jimmy King, Mascot. Ron Two: Don Daly. Backfield
Coach: Ken Goodlicw. James Conard. Richard Kelley, Glen Rie'dcl. Willard
Davis, Dick Wallace. Joe Krcscski. Larry McKcnzie, Paul Fades. Elvin
Brinegar, Jimmv Outturn, Dannv Presnell, Manager; Chris Patrick,
Trainer. Roil Tbm: Glenn Presnell. Head Coach;' Fred Darling. Line
Coach; Gene Blackwelder, Harvey Yeary, Bill Elkins, Robert Thacker,
Gene Stuber, Richard Carr. Donald MacDonald. Carl Howard, Steve
Kihler. Ed Spcmk. David Hatfield, Jim Cullivan, Assistant Coach; Johnny
Morrison, Manager. Ron hum: Joe Laskowski, Ken Moore. Larry Maddox,
Bernie Fletcher, Eugene Van Hoose, Douglas Hamilton, Jim Kellar. Tom
Staple-ton, Frank Staufer. David Neff, Bob Goes, Wendell "wl^eler/David
Grim. Ledger Howard, Graduate Assistant Coach.
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O. V. C. Crown
6 Louisville 33 H
4 Murray 13 A
! Middle Tennessee 22 11
2 East Tennessee 13 A
1 Austin Peav 7 H
S Western 16 11
8 Tennessee Tech 14 A
3 Morehead A
Marshall 20 N
OVC: Won 3 Lost 3
Sfason: Won 4, Lost 5
196 1 Award Winners—Row Otic: Jimmy Chittum, Most Valuable Back and First Team All-
Conference; Tom Sharp, Honorable Mention All-Conference; Ken Good hew. Honorable Mention
All-Conference; Tony Lanham, Honorable Mention A 11 -Conference. Ron Tun: David Hatfield,
Second Team All-Conference; Ed Spenik, Honorable Mention All -Conference; Dave Grim, Hon-
orable Mention All-Conference and Most Improved Player Award; Donald MacDonald, First Team
Ail-Conference, Most Valuable Lineman, Honorary Captain, and Best Defensive Lineman; Richard
Carr, Most Valuable Freshman.
The Maroons' Coaching Staff—Seated: Glenn Presncll, Head Coach; Fred Darling, Line Coach;
Ledger Howard, Coach. Standing: Jim Cullivan, Assistant Coach; Don Daly, Backfield Coach.
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j pre-game huddle before the
The Louisville Cardinals, utilizing a versatile offensive
attack and a tight defense, overpowered the young Maroons
3 3-6 in their opener at Hanger Stadium.
After a second period touchdown bv George Lee had
brought them within one touchdown, 14-6, the big Cards
took advantage of their size and depth and controlled the
ball throughout most of the second half.
Fired by an S 6-yard punt return in the closing moments
ot the first half that gave them a 7-7 tie, the Maroons held
on for their first OYC victory over a favored Murray team
at Murray's Cutchin Stadium. Even a driving rainstorm that
hit the Western Kentucky stadium in the second half could
not put out the Eastern fire as the Maroons knocked the
Racers out of a tie for the loop lead.
Tackle Dave Hatfield booted both conversions for Eastern
and this proved the difference in the hard-fought contest as
the Maroons won 14-13.
Chittum Sparks Upset Win Over Murray
After Opening* Loss to Louisville
jimmy Chittum is off
Murray. Tom Sharp tl
s brilliant 86-yard touchdown jaunt against
the key block.
The Maroons whoop it up following the upset over Murray as they pre-
pare to board the beloved Black Brothers Bus that will take them back
to Kenlake Hotel.
"Charge," shouts the Eastern forward
wall as they make running room for full-
back Tom Stapleton, shown taking a hand-
off from Tony Lanham.
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Timmv Chittum is off on his "believe-it-or-not" touchdown run against Middle Tennessee. He is shown
being hit by two would-be tacklers, with three others coming in 'for the "kill."
"E" Splits With Middle and East Tenn.
The upset-minded Maroons paid little attention to the three tacklers to go the distance. The Maroons overcame a
press notices of Middle Tennessee and came within less than later 14-7 deficit to go ahead IS- 14, but Halliburton's great
two minutes of pulling the biggest upset of the year. A pair catch on the goal line pulled the game out of the fire for
of rangy Vol ends, George Dykes and Frank Halliburton, the Tennesseans.
out-reached Eastern's defensive backs on several occasions, the
latter catch coming with 1:51 remaining to score the winning
touchdown in a come-from-behind 22-15 Blue Raider victory.
Again, Chittum provided a lot of excitement as he
thrilled a Hanger Stadium crowd that included 2,700 high
Eastern treated East Tennessee rudely in their Golden
Anniversary Homecoming, winning 22-13 in a game that
saw "that man, Chittum," and Tony Lanham spark the
Maroons to their second league win.
The Maroons broke a 7-7 deadlock in the third period
school band members on hand for the first annual High and were never threatened thereafter. Chittum tallied two
School Band Day. The Maroons' first touchdown came on of the three touchdowns,
a beautiful 60-yard burst off tackle that saw Chittum elude
Middle Tennessee halfback Jim Nabors makes like a bird as he is hit Chittum is hit from all sides after gaining short yardage against the
by Eastern fullback Tom Staple-ton. Bill Elkins (No. 80) comes in to help. rugged Blue Raiders.
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Hatfield splits the uprights with a 31-yard field goal that
Maroons . short-lived 9-7 lead over the Western Hilltoppers.
Eastern Loses 16 - 15 To Western
The Maroons, still in the thick of the OVC race, tuned
up for their big Homecoming game with Western by striking
three times in the first period, then holding on for a 21-7
win over visiting Austin Peay's Governors.
Two sophomore halfbacks, Bill Goedde, and Chittum
(again), racked up the Maroons' touchdowns. Goedde tallied
the first two markers, one on a two yard plunge, the second
on .1 35-yard pass from Lanham. The Governors scored in
the final period.
The game was a Dad's Day and Military Day attraction.
Gambling Eastern, desperate to present about 7,000 Home-
coming fans with a victory over arch-rival Western, failed
on a two-point conversion attempt in the fourth period and
the Hilltoppers escaped with a 16-15 triumph.
Chittum scored the touchdown that brought the Maroons
within one point of the winners, but Lanham's pass on a
trv for a two-pointer was batted down in the end zone.
Sam Clark, late in the first half, gave the Hilltoppers a
10-9 half-time lead with a 23-yard field goal, after Dave
Hatfield had booted a 3 1 yarder. Bill Booker ended Western's
scoring on a 20-yard burst after the toppers recovered an
Eastern fumble.
Tlie Alumni Association campaigned for members, the Maroons for points,
as the record turnout of about 7,000 saw Eastern go down at the hands
of Western 16-1 J. Bill Goedde is shown nailing Western's Billy Booker,
with Ken Goodhew (60) and Bill Elkins (SO) prepared to assist.
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The loose football does a balancing act in this action during the Middle
Tennessee game. Larry McKenzie is nearest the ball and Ed Spenik (83)
and Dave Hatfield (71) try to outrun an opponent for the valuable
pigskin.
Bill Elkins reaches out to snag a pass from Tony Lanham in the 21-7
win over Austin Pcay.
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Guests in the President's Box at the Homecoming game included two former presidents, and first ladies,
the Donovans and the O'Donnells, members of the Board of Regents, and Miss Judy Sheehan, reigning
Homecoming queen.
Win Over Morehead Regains "Hawg Rifle"
Alert Eastern turned two Morehead fumbles into touchdowns and blanked
the Eagles 13-0, recapturing the "Old Hawg Rifle," for the eleventh time in twelve
years. Vital recoveries of Morehead bobbles by Ed Spenik and Ken Goodhew spurred
the Maroons to both their scores.
Tony Lanham capped the first scoring drive by going over from the seven and
Goodhew racked up the second six-pointer with a 28-yard jaunt with a recovered
fumble in mid-air.
The crowd had hardly reached their seats after intermission when Goodhew
added the security score for Eastern. Lanham was particularly outstanding as he
completed seven of ten passes for 74 yards. Chittum was the top ball carrier in the
game, picking up 63 yards in 13 carries.
Tennessee Tech's conference champions struck quickly to grab an early 7-0 lead
on Jim Shaeffer's electrifying 9 5 -yard return of the opening kickoff, and held on for
a hard-fought 14-8 triumph over the Maroons at Cookeville.
The talented Eagles scored again in the first period to lead 14-0 before the
Maroons could settle down to regroup their forces. From then on, it was Eastern's game,
but the Maroons could manage only one score, that coming in the waning moments of
the game on an Elvin Brinegar to Chittum 60-yard pass. A two-point conversion was
successful and the Maroons lost by six points to the team that eventually won the OVC.
Bill Gocddc is brought down after a six-
yard gain against Morehead.
Closing in for the- tackle of a Morehead ball carrier arc Id Spenik (83) Richie Emmons (40) and
Dick Wallace (52).
Trainer Chris Patrick and guard Ken
Goodhew study the tense situation closely
from the sidelines in the hotly-contested
Morehead game.
Marshall Topples Eastern
In Shrine Bowl Game
Marshall University, Mid-American Conference toughie, used the air lanes to
tally three touchdowns and hand the Maroons their fifth defeat of the season, 2 0-0,
in the second annual Shrine Bowl game at Ashland.
The passing of quarterback Ralph May and the receiving and running of half-
hack Millard Fleming combined to hand the Maroons their only shutout of the year
and. outside of a season-opening 3 3-6 loss to Louisville, their worst beating of the
season.
The brightest spot in Eastern's favor was the remarkable punting of freshman
end Gene Stuber, whose booming punts averaged over 42 vards. Three of his kicks
went over 50 yards.
This loss gave the Maroons a 4-5 season record and brought to an end their
most successful season since 19 57.
Football grew in popularity as a spectator
sport in 1961 as thousands of fans came
to Hanger Stadium to watch action such
as this Eastern-Western battle in the
Maroons' Homecoming game. The OVC
showed more top-to-bottom balance than
in any other year.
Co-captains Ed Spenik and Tom Sharp
wish "good luck" to Middle Tennessee
co-captains before that big battle.
a n. i
A familiar scene in football—Spenik is
replaced by Tom Stapleton, after receiving
a leg injury against Morehead.
I_.inh.im is touchdown-bound in the 13-0 win over Morehead
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BASKETBALL
The McBrayer Dynasty ends . .
Defeat was evidenced in this classic picture, taken at the end of Coach
McBrayer's final game at Eastern. His team lost to Western 96-92.
A master strategist. Coach Paul McBrayer was often referred to as "the
complete coach." He has been known to correct a boy's grammar before
his shooting.
Dynamic Paul S. McBrayer, who has coached the Eastern
Maroons to five OVC basketball championships and has been
credited with lifting the Maroons from small college ranks
to their present position as a major college power, ended a
brilliant career at Eastern in late January when he resigned
because of poor health.
In his sixteenth season here, "The Big Irishman" was
forced to give up his dedicated career after a losing battle
with declining health. A 1930 All-American at the Univer-
sity of Kentucky and one of the most respected coaches in
America, he had compiled a record of 214 victories and 141
losses.
One of the highlights in his career came last spring when
he was inducted into the Naismith Memorial Basketball Hall
of Fame.
He has been referred to as a "master strategist ... a
basketball fundamentalist with a genius for developing his
players into fundamentally sound teams."
Twenty-six of his ex-players are presently coaching, most
of them in Kentucky. It was fitting that one of his former
All-Americans was appointed to succeed him.
i
'Pick him up!" cries the new coach Exact instructions are given to
player . . .
Jubilation as a scoring spurt puts the game on
A New Era Begins
This suspenseful shot was taken during a crucial moment in J
head coach. The new coach and his pupil, Russ Mueller, exprc
close action during the win over Morehead.
n Baechtold's debut as
fixed emotions on the
A soft-spoken six-foot four-inch former
Eastern All-American, whose life has been
filled with unexpected happenings, was ap-
pointed to serve as acting coach the final half
of the basketball season, replacing his teacher,
Paul McBrayer. The first unexpected event
that is associated with Eastern came in 1948,
when Jim Baechtold stopped off at the Blue
Grass college to visit some friends, and he de-
cided to stay. He was on his way to play
football and basketball at a Southeastern Con-
ference school.
The second major surprise came in late
January when President Martin appointed the
modest assistant coach to fill his tutor's shoes
the remainder of the year.
"Big Jim" lettered all four years, made the
OVC team his last three years, and was named
to several All-American listings his last two
years. After a brilliant career in the NBA
with the Baltimore Bullets and the New York
Knicks, he returned to Eastern to assist his
collegiate coach.
In All-American form, he began his job as
head mentor by defeating the favored More-
head Eagles in a "must" game. The remainder
of the season had its "ups and downs," but the
young Maroons finished far better than was
expected by the basketball prognosticators,
who had picked the Maroons for a fourth place
finish.
Herman Smith and a Now Mexico State Aggie battle for a rebound in
the Maroon's M,.S4 win. Ron Pickett is set to grab the loose ball.
Ron Pickett gets a tip-in against the Aggies.
The 196 1-62 basketball season was a memorable one.
The inexperienced Maroons started fast; most of the student
body saw their team defeated on the hardwood for the first
time and Coach Paul S. McBrayer, one of the most beloved
and admired coaches in basketball, resigned because of poor
health.
Only two lettermen, co-captains Ray Gardner and Larry
Parks, returned from last year's OVC co-championship club
and three untested juniors were called upon to provide the
rest of the lineup for perhaps Coach McBrayer's smallest and
most inexperienced team in his sixteen years at Eastern. This
proved, however, to be a year of surprises.
Jim Werk connects on his favorite circle jump shot against the Racer
Rupert Stephens drives for the basket as Murray's Robert Goebel tries to
cut him off.
Jumpin' Larry Parks gave one of the most outstanding
demonstrations of basketball ever seen at Eastern when he
scored 32 points and pulled off 13 rebounds in leading the
Maroons to a 102-77 rout of Northwestern Louisiana. Trail-
ing at the half, the Maroons, sparked by Larry Parks, Jim
Werk, who finished with 2 5, and Ron Pickett, who had 20,
made a rout of it the second stanza.
Over the holidays, Eastern met the Phillips 66ers, of
AAU world fame, and fans who saw the game are still pinch-
ing themselves. The Maroons, led by Jim Werk's 28, Mueller's
22, and Larry Parks' 21 points and 15 rebounds, and Stephens'
16 points, played a "near perfect" game in downing the
visiters 105-80. Russ Mueller hit for a perfect 100',' from
the field and free throw lanes and his defense wxs called by
Coach McBrayer, "better than his offense."
The Maroons entered the New Year as the nation's
offensive leader among the major colleges and universities.
They ranked third in free throw shooting, eighth in field
throw accuracy, and Jim Werk was fourteenth among the
nation's scorers. Amidst the celebration, however, serious
consequences were in store for the Maroons.
Led by Jim Werk, the Maroons belted the New Mexico
State Aggies 66-54 to begin the New Year portion of the
campaign. Five players scored in double figures, with Werk
leading with 1 8.
Murray and a 6-8 sophomore named Jim Jennings made
history on January 8, when the Thoroughbreds dropped the
Maroons 82-80 to snap a 3 8-game home court winning streak.
It was Jennings' 2 5-footer at the horn that spelled defeat.
Larry Parks had 18 points and 10 rebounds to lead the
Maroons.
Ron Pickett's 27 markers paced the Eastern cagers to an
87-68 victory over OVC foe East Tennessee at Johnson City,
in the first road contest. The powerful Dayton Flyers, how-
ever, caught a crippled Eastern team at the U. D. Fieldhouse
ice cold, while they were having their hottest hand of the
year and smothered the young Maroons 97-66. Larry Parks
led Eastern with 21 points and 11 rebounds while Russ
Mueller had 15 points and 12 rebounds.
The Western Hilltoppers invaded the Eastern lair and
they looked every bit a champion as they took advantage of
40 of 50 free throws to win the crucial tilt 96-92. Jim
Werk tallied 21, Ron Pickett 15 and Herman Smith 14 points
in the losing cause. Eastern outscored the 'Toppers by nine
field goals.
Ron Pickett grimaces as he pulls off a
key rebound against the Hilltoppers.
Bobby Rascoe and Harry Todd are the
losers in this particular battle, but win-
ners of the game.
Western's Darel Carrier juggles the ball as Larry Parks and Ron Pickett put the pres'
fell 96-92 at Weaver Gym.
In a pressure-packed Weaver Gym battle that will long
be remembered, the Maroons, under new coach Jim Baechtold,
took a "must" victory over the Morehead Eagles, pre-season
OVC favorites. Ron Pickett had 18, Jim Werk 18, and
Larry Parks 14, to hand the "low-flying" Eagles that timely
defeat.
Sparked by the fine play of Ray Gardner, the Maroons
outlasted Middle Tennessee at Murfreesboro 64-5 6 in an
error-filled contest and kept alive their title hopes. Four days
later, Baeehtold's young charges handed tough Tennessee
Tech one of their five losses of the season 84-72, despite a
determined effort by the Eagles. Jim Werk led the way with
2 5 points and Ron Pickett tallied 22.
The Murray Racers, although outrebounded and out-
scored from the field, handed Eastern its second loss of the
season to Cal Luther's Thoroughbreds, 7 5-66, at Murray, to
dim the Maroons' title hopes. Kay Morris led the Eastern
attack with 17. A week later, Tennessee Tech's Golden
Eagles handed the Maroons a second straight defeat, 67-5 8,
in a game marred by an excessive number of fouls and an
added burden of the flu bug. With Larry Parks and Rupert
Stephens at under-par strength and Pickett playing most of
the game with a sprained ankle, the Maroons could not over-
come the many obstacles they faced.
Ron Pickett is surrounded by Morehead Eagles as he makes his move
for the basket. Noe is closest and Eastern's Larry Parks is at right.
Eastern's "Guts And Desire" Player
Larry Parks, Eastern's fiery All-America candidate, is pictured in this
sequence scoring three lay-ups, all on tremendous efforts, against Morehead.
The photo at left shows him in the clear, while the others show hii
scoring under tremendous pressure.
Jim Werk tips in a missed shot in the hard-fought
Tech. Russ Mueller sets for the rebound.
in over Tennessee Pickett gets the opening tip against Western's Harry Todd in the thriller
at the "Big Red Barn" in Bowling Green. The Maroons lost 88-74 on
a late rally at the free throw line by the Hilltoppers.
Two nights after that loss to Tech, Western wrapped the
OVC title up by trouncing Morehead by a margin of 2 6
points. The Maroons, however, continued to be an exciting
team as they romped over Middle Tennessee 113-6 5. With
seven players scoring in double figures, the Maroons hit a
blistering 60 percent of their field goal shots in setting the
season high scoring mark. Ron Pickett had 23 points, Larry
Parks 19, Herman Smith 16, Kay Morris 11, and Russ
Mueller and Ray Gardner each had 10.
Cheerleaders circle around the "Big E" in Weaver Gym. They are Sandy
Ellen Klatte, Barbara Rose, Ann Stanley Johnson, Helen Dolt, and Lesley
The Maroons next encountered the champs in the famous
"Red Barn" and were defeated in a thriller, 88-74. Starting
slow, but gaining momentum rapidly, the Maroons led in
the second half on several occasions, but the Hilltoppers hit
on 3 6 of 46 free throws to win their second game of the year
from Eastern from the charity line. Russ Mueller came
through again as a clutch player in scoring 13 points.
Herman Smith and Jim Werk each had 12, and Rupert
Stephens, Kay Morris, and Ray Gardner had 10 apiece.
Western was again outscored from the field.
Hoff, Linda Wood, Mary
Sanford.
1961-62 Varsity Squad—Rou One:
Herman Smith, Larry Parks, Carter
Rupert Stephens, Roy Fannin,
randenburg. Rou Tuo: Coach
lack Upchurch, Jim Werk. Ron Pickett, John Gripshover, Manager; Russ
Mueller, Ray Gardner, Coach Jim Baechtold.
Five players scored in double figures ro lead the Maroons to a
whopping 9 5-74 victory over East Tennessee to set the stage for the
showdown battle for second place in the OVC two nights later. Parks'
22 led the Maroons, followed by Werk with 19, Gardner with 18,
Pickett 14, and Stephens 12. The Maroons' shooting percentage was
46.3 for the home finale, and the final college game to be played
in Weaver Gym.
Magnificent sophomore Herman Smith came off the bench to
score 17 points, all in the second half, to lead the Maroons to a
come-from-behind 68-66 triumph over Morehead and gain ? three-
wav tie for second place in the conference. The Maroons twice trailed
bv 13 points in the important clash that saw the Eagles bowing for
the second time to the Baechtold-coached Maroons. Werk led the
scoring with 18. Gardrfcr, Parks and Brandenburg ended their college
careers with this big win and Jim Baechtold finished with a fine 6-3
record since assuming the acting head coach post.
We Opponent They
87 Transylvania 78
102 Northwestern Louisiana 77
10! Phillips 66ers 80
66 New Mexico State 54
80 Murray State 82
87 East Tennessee 68
66 University of Dayton 97
92 Western Kentucky 96
93 Morehead State 85
64 Middle Tennessee 56
84 Tennessee Tech 72
66 Murray State 75
58 Tennessee Tech 67
113 Middle Tennessee 69
74 Western Kentucky 88
95 East Tennessee 74
68 Morehead State hf.
Season Record: won 11, lost 6
OVC Record: won 7, lost 5 (tie fo
second place)
Frosri Show Promise
The young Maroon yearlings, six-strong, compiled a
record that was neither impressive nor outstanding. How-
ever, flashes of brilliance were shown throughout the season
as the "Baby Maroons" defeated a talented Morehead team
on a foreign hardwood and narrowly lost to the Cincinnati
freshmen, one of the top frosh squads in the nation, in some
of tjie season's highlights. Manv of the faces will be remem-
bered during the next three years as varsity players perform-
ing in Alumni Coliseum.
Jack Upchurch, former Maroon star eager, assumed the
coaching duties in February, following the elevation of Jim
Baechtold to the acting head varsity coaching post.
Julius Fey and Wayne Morris jump high in the air to tie up Cincinnati's
Gene Smith, as the "Baby Maroons" lost by 12 points.
1961-62 Freshman Squad—Row One: Manager Ken Roy, Wayne Morris, Bradley, Coach lack Upchurch.
Bob Vickers, Larry Lucas. Row Two: Warren Hull, Julius Fey, Dennis
is* (m
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"Turkey" Hughes Field, home of the Maroons, was appropriately named
by the Board of Regents last spring for Coach Hughes, director of
athletic? and head baseball coach since 1942.
Maroon's Baseball
Superiority Ends
Eastern's superiority in the Ohio Valley Conference
ended last spring as the 1961 baseball Maroons dropped to the
second division for the first time in compiling the losingest
season under Coach "Turkey" Hughes' tutorship.
After opening the season with an impressive two-game
series with Indiana University, of the Big Ten, ranked among
the nation's top ten clubs, then nipping a good Toledo Uni-
versity team, and a strong East Tennessee, the Maroons "hit
the skids" in dropping 9 of their last 12 games. This losing
skein included 7 of their last 9 OVC games.
The Maroons handed the Hoosiers a 4-3 loss in the opener,
then lost 7-5 in a hard-fought 10-inning contest. Thev
downed Toledo 4-2 and East Tennessee 13-7. This early sea-
son success highlighted the entire campaign.
Outfielder Bill Curry, who led the team in batting, with
a .3 3 3 mark, was named to the Eastern Division All-OYC
first team for the second consecutive year. Pitcher Dave
Quick, although only 1-4 for the season, also was named to
the first team. Others mentioned on the balloting were Bill
Goedde, Heber Dunaway, and Earl Campbell.
First sacker Heber Dunaway crosses home plate in a 4-3
Indiana.
'Gus" Bell holds a Centre runner close, as ^ce Ken Pigg sets to pitch.
'.*f ^^:-J^V^th
Eastern Kentucky's 1961 Baseball Maroons—Row One: Earl Camp-
bell, Chuck Hayslip, Frank Jones, Jim Bird, Ted Onkst, Brandt Coleman,
C. T. Hughes, Head Coach. Row Two: Maurice Payne, Manager; Milton
Newman, Scorer; Carter Brandenburg, Bob Heady, John Coleman, Mike
McPhail, Eddie Joseph. Row Three: Ron Noel, Bobby Reetz, Dave
Quick, Bill Curry, Philip Garner, N'eal Garrett. Row Tour: Ken Pigg,
Jim Bell, Heber Dunaway, Dan Woods, Bill Goedde.
Coach Hughes concentrates as things go against the Maroons in a game
at "Turkey" Hughes Field.
Ernie Dalton clears the cross kir in .1 UH' : 10 2* 1
Georgetown Tigers. He placed first in the event.
Manager Jim W
man. Ben Price.
cklish spot on ace relay
he mile relay.
Thin - Clads Record
Perfect 13-0 Season
Eastern's 196 1 track and field squad posted .in all-time
winning record of thirteen victories in compiling the first
perfect season in history. Spurred on by a tremendous team
spirit and highly competitive record-breaking performances,
the Maroons of Coach Glenn Gossett averaged over 100 points
in the thirteen regular season meets. Six new school records
were established by the '61 squad, including: Pole vault,
12'6", bv Larry Wetenkamp; Two-mile run, KJ'10", by
Ernie Brown; Broad jump, 22'6", bv Ernie Dalton; 440 re-
lav, 43.5", by Roger Kineer, Bob Scott, Richie Emmons, and
Dennis Sprous; One-mile run, 3'25", by Bob Scott, Ed
Spenik, R.iv Sen ton, and Ben Price; and Mile run, 4'34.1",
by David White.
In only five meets did the Maroons fail to top the century
mark. 1 lighlights of the season were impressive wins over
Georgetown, 105 l/i to 2V/2 , and 1 04 ' _• to 26' 2 ; Marshall
University, 10S to 19; Western Kentucky, 96 to 31; Ten-
nessee Tech, S2' 5 to 53%; and the University of the
South, 91-40.
Although they finished fifth in the Ohio Valley Con-
ference meet, Eastern led in the qaulifying rounds by placing
seven men in the finals.
Bob Scott i No. 11) is about to overtake a swift Tennessee Tech opponent
in the 440 run. Ben Price, left, came up to place third in the race.
Madison Grocery Co.
Dennis Sprou:
(No 1) place
IK
120
107' 2
89
98',::
105',
119
1 04y2
108
91
821/3
113
96
112
(No. 4) Jimmy Chittum (No. 40) and Richie Emmons
1-2-3 against Georgetown in the 100-yard dash.
1961 Unblemished Slate
Pikeville
Cumberland
Austin Peay
Union
Georgetown
Centre
Georgetown
Marshall
University of the South
Tennessee Tech
Berea
Western
Centre
Won 13; Lost
Opp.
14
28%
42
3214
2 5 Vi
17
26y2
19
40
5 3%
18
31
21
High-sailing Neal Rippy goes up and ov
in a win over Marshall.
placing first
The 1961 Track and Field Squad—Row One: James Simpson, Lowell
Acton, Larry Maddox, Jim Sampson, Dick Davis, Wayne Conley, Ed
Spenik, David White. Ron- Tito: Ronnie Cunningham, John Lowry,
Joe Kreseski, Larry Wetenkamp, Ben Price, Neal Rippy, Joe Hodges,
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Kincer, Richie Emmons. Ron Three: Coach Glenn Gossett, Dallas Van
Hoose, Dennis Sprous, Bobby Smith, Jimmy Chittum, Ray Scarton, Ernest
Dalton, John Thomas, Bob Scott, Ernest Brown, Manager Jim Williams.
1961 Maroon Linksmen—Ron One: Max Howard, Paul Van Hoose. Rou Tun: Roland Wi
Paul Motley, Freddy May, Carl Kettenacker, Coach Glenn Presnell.
Linksmen Show Strength
1 he 1961 golf squad compiled a 6-10-1 won-lost record
against some of Kentucky's top teams and some outstanding
out-of-state foes. Highlights of the rugged fourteen match
schedule were wins over Wittenberg, Morehead, and double
wins over Georgetown.
Three lettermen were included on the squad: senior
Roland Wierwille, junior Paul Van Hoose, and sophomore
Carl Kettenacker, the Maroons' top golfer
in '61. takes aim on the fifth hole at the
Madison practice green.
Paul Motley.
Coach Glenn Presnell's top golfers were freshman Ket-
tenacker, who finished with an average of 7S for the season;
Motley, a 77 average; Wierwille, a 78 average and Van Hoose,
with a 79 average.
The Maroons finished fifth in the Ohio Valley Conference
meet.
The Eastern- Cross-Cocntry Squad—Ron One: Ben Price, Bob Scott. .
lack lackson, Mike Felts. Run Two: Ernie Brown, Charles Shengledeckcr,
Irvin Lewis, John Thomas, Coach Dennis Sprous. Not pictured: David
White.
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Runners Compete
In its second year of intercollegiate competition, the
Maroons' 1961 cross-country squad featured some outstand-
ing runners, including lettermen Ernie Brown, Dave White,
and John Thomas. In 1960, their first year, the runners com-
piled a 5-4-1 record that included two victories over the
University of Tennessee, and wins over Cumberland College,
Bellarmine and Villa Madonna. Highlight of the early portion
of the '6 1 campaign was an impressive win over a strong
Morehead team.
1961-62 Eastern Kentucky Tankers—Row One. Josh Portmann, Ron Rogowski, John Vetter, Jacob Blackburn, Coach Donald Combs. Row
Arnd Rehfuss, Bob Goes, Dick Sullivan. Row Two: Forrest Osborne, Three: Dan Morris, Bob Eatmon, Dave Weisinger, James Mitchell.
Mermen Rebuild After Strong Season
Coach Donald Combs' Eastern tankers, after several years of dominating inter-
collegiate swimming competition in Kentucky and holding their own with outstanding
teams throughout the South, faced a rebuilding year with just four lettermen on hand.
The Maroon mermen had an ambitious ten-match card and participated in the Ken-
tucky Intercollegiate Invitational Swimming and Diving Championships at the Uni-
versity of Kentucky in March.
Josh Portmann appears to be headed for a "belly-buster" as he, and other
Maroons, practice.
Coach Combs watches as Ron
Rogowski executes a perfect dive.
Men's Intramurals
m>
Mr. White
the "Turkc
presents a bewildered to
I Run."
turkey to David Jones,
An attractive eight-sport intramural program was put
into high gear this year by Mr. Jess White, new director of
intramural sports. Sports that began in the fall and will con-
tinue through next summer were football, volleyball, bowling,
basketball, Softball, tennis, track, and cross-country.
The purpose of the intramural program is to provide a
variety of sports activities for all students through which
they may benefit from healthful exercise, while enjoying
wholesome recreational activities and developing permanent
interests and skills in sports.
Champion of the football title was "The Leftovers,"
captained by Louie Vaughn. Volleyball champ was the
"Satchwells," captained bv Bill Satchwell; David Jones copped
the "Turkey Run," held just prior to Thanksgiving. Printing
deadlines prevented the listing of other champions.
"Perfect" form is demonstrated at Maroon
lanes by Bill Gocddc.
Bill Burchwell, |errv Brown, Bob Bailey, and Denny Reck warm-up for a doubles match on the new
"split-level" courts.
'
.
Johnny Brown spikes one in leading his team, "The Satch wells," to the
tourney championship.
Caprain Ken Pigg looks on as his teammates battle for the rebound in
intramural cage action.
WOMEN'S SPORT
The Department of Physical Education for Women pro-
vides many recreational opportunities through intercollegiate
and intramural sports. The intramural program is presented
through team sports—tennis, bowling, and ping-pong. High-
lighting the intercollegiate sports were the hockey victories
over the University of Kentucky and Berea.
In addition to participating in team sports, proficiency
in individual sports: tennis, bowling, swimming, ping-pong,
badminton, and archery are encouraged.
The women's locker room wichout Mr
playing hockey without a stick.
Hood and Stony would be like
Row One: Carol Roberts, Judy Justice,
Rubena Ryan, Faye Garner, Selma Siek-
man, Pat Taulbee, Judy Vickers. Row
Tit o: Sharon Musen, Sheila Gilreath,
Nettie Farns, Muff Jennings, Jackie
Howard, Anita Yaden, Gaye Danford,
Phyllis Robinson, Helen Ryan, Jackie
Whalin, Rou Three: Judy Campbell,
Myrna Young, Linda Spalding, Jetta
Stamper, Judy Burks, Tyrona Doneghy,
Norma Preston, Phyllis Pratt, Barbara
Sammons, Wanda Davenport, Pam Oliver.
Row Four: Judy Azbill, Barbara Seevers,
Joan Maggard, Kay Whitaker, Nancy
Tarter, Joyce Potter, Fran Stock, Shirlee
Bates, Virginia McQuerry, Peggy Creech,
Carol Skaggs. Row Fire: Sue Marcum,
Patsy Rice, Sue Hobbs, Bonnie Bon field,
Connie Moore, Glenda Vaughn.
Women's Recreation Association
Judy Campbell shows good form in executing the "front scale" on the
balance beam as Myrna Young spots for her.
The Women's Recreation Association encourages interest
and participation in physical activities for recreation, as well
as furthering the idea of good sportsmanship. The WRA
sponsors both the intercollegiate and intramural sports pro-
gram. Outstanding achievement is recognized at the annual
banquet, when awards are presented for points earned for
participation in intramurals, individual and team sports, inter-
collegiate games, clinics, and sports days.
Kappa
Kappa
Sigma
Mary Carol Welch dives into a star forma
tion formed bv other KKS members.
i't drown—let go and "swim."
Kappa Kappa Sigma has as its major activity
the presentation of the annual spring swim
show. New members are selected each year
by trying out before the present members. A
scholarship award is presented annually to help
send a deserving student to aquatic school.
President Anne Stanley Johnson conducts the usual
business meeting before swimming.
Joan Maggard and Betty Hancock take
time out from practice and just "goof
off."
Hfi TV
Fran Stock and Jackie Howard work to elude their guards, Barbara
Sammons and Shirlee Bates.
Basketball Myrna Young gets the tip from Connie Moore as her teammates wait
for some action.
lasketball attracts more participants than anv of the
other sports. After conditioning and drilling on specific
skills for a few weeks, they have the long awaited "first
scrimmage." These scrimmages prepare them for the inter-
school schedule, which is highlighted by the annual battle
with arch-rival, U. of K.
Row Our: Nettie Farris, Gave Danford,
Sandy Lovely, [ill Turner, Alice Adkins,
Sheila Gilreath, Debbie Murrell, Jackie
Howard. Row Two: Barbara Sammons,
Anita Yadcn, Jetta Stamper, Sue Hobbs,
Carol Roberts, Myrna Young, Faye
Garner, Sharon Musen, Phyllis Robinson.
Row Three: Judy Burks, Wanda Daven-
port, Judy Vickcrs, Joan Maggard, Shirlee
Bates, Joyce Potter, Kay Whitaker, Sue
Marcum, Norma Preston. Row Four:
Linda Spalding, Barbara Secvers, Jackie
Whalin, Pat Taulbcc, Sclma Siekman, Fran
Stock, Judie Campbell, Connie Moore,
Nancy Tarter.
Softball And Volleyball
The volleyball season was highlighted with victories over
Lee's Junior College, Morehead, and Berea College. The girls
participated in a sports day at Centre College, where after
several exciting games, they were finally eliminated by
Georgetown College.
When Softball season rolls around, everyone is anxious
to get outdoors in the sunshine. It could be that thev like
to be out "where the boys are."
Sharon Musen gets ready to spike the ball as Barbara Se>
Maggard go up to block.
Sharon Musen scurries to first base as Pat
Potect stretches for the throw on a close Umpire Pat Poteet watches closely as Linda Spalding awaits the first pitch to Nettie Farris.
play.
INDIVIDUAL
SPORTS
**"
Individual sports—archery, swimming, badminton, ten-
nis, ping-pong, bowling and others—are participated in at
one's leisure for fun and enjovment.
P.u Poteet serves co Sharon Musen in a tennis match on the old courts.
Archery ace Barbara See vers demonstrates ex- ludv Burks concentrates on the "birdit
cellcm form as she eyes the target. during a badminton game.
Pat Taulbee enjoys bowling at the new-
Maroon Lanes, ^'ill she strike or miss?
The action gets fast and furious as Shirlee
Bates and Gave Danford take on Pat
Poteet and Nancy Tarter in a ping-pong
match.
Volleyball
The Round Robin Tournament
in volleyball showed exciting ac-
tion. By cooperating in strategic
plays, the skillful players gave
their all to win.
\Chitaker, Selrr
"High Jumpers
Siekman, Jackie Howard, Linda Spalding and Shirlcc Bates helped bring victory to
INTRAMURALS
Kay Whitaker
ball from the
of the winning "High Jumpers" successfully recovers the
net while co-captain Linda Spalding is anxiously waiting.
Anita Yaden and Kay Whitaker "bully" for the b.
Sue Hobbs, Alice Adkins, Anita Yaden, Jetta Stamper, Fran Stock, Debbie Murr
Linda Spalding are happy about their team's victory.
ill to start the
, Kay Whitake
Hockey
Hockey intramurals lasted
through rain, sleet, and snow. En-
thusiasm was great, and partici-
pants didn't seem to mind the
weather. Every team played their
heart out for fun and of course to
win.

Military
Harve Turner
Editor
The primary mission of the ROTC is to produce junior
officers for all components of the United States Army. A
vital secondary mission is to impart citizenship training, to de-
velop leadership potential and to motivate the student for
future useful service in behalf of the nation in whatever
profession he chooses.
ROTC is under the guidance of Col. Joe M. Sanders,
who is serving in the U.S. Army Infantry. Male students who
are physically and mentally able are required to participate in
the basic program, which lasts two years. From the basic
course a select group is chosen to continue the program with
advanced courses. These students attend a six-week summer
camp between their junior and senior years and upon gradua-
tion from Eastern are commissioned second lieutenants, either
in the Reserve or Regular Armv.
Colonel Joe M. Sanders
Professor of Military Scienc
R. O. T. C. - First to follow, then to lead
Cadre Staff
l
: r,,m left: SFC Rafiel Amu, S/Sgt. Willis Brickey, SFC Carrol Kenney, Col. Joe Sanders, Capt. William Smith, Capt. Carl Espy, Capt. Edward
SFC Virgil Auterson, M/Sgt. George Sumption, M/Sgt. John Bonner, Queeney, Capt. John Simpson, Capt. Donald Jordan.
-
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R. O. T. C. at Eastern
1
In 1936
an artillery program.
The changes are obvious since the ROTC progran
was begun in 1936, with 125 cadets in the cade
brigade then, compared to the 1961 brigade, num
bering nearly 1,000.
From ROTC cadet in 1938, to Brigadier General
in 1961, the Eastern Outstanding Alumnus Award
was presented to General Adriel' Williams.
From a cadet the first day.
To the last day, a second lieutenant.
Brigade Staff
Colonel Harvf. Turner
Commander
Colonel Evelyn Craft
Sponsor
Lt. Colonel Jim Farris
Executive Officer
Ma ior Allen Coleman
S-l
Major Harry Campbell
S-2
Major Ron Wallace
S-3
Major Jim Montgomery
S-4
M/Sgt. George Beckett
S,?/. Major
The Brigade Staff is inspected by the CO.
M fe^
First Battalion in mas:
First Battalion
ft
Lt. Colonel Jeanie Sanders
Sponsor
Major Joe Barnett
Executive Officer
Captain Don Hetmsley
S-2 -S-3
Lt. Colonel George Dop
Commander
Captain Ellis Helm
S-l -S-4
M/Sgt. Joe Engle
Sgt. Major
Company MA"
Captain* Margaret Ball
Sponsor
Captain Jim Barton
Commander
1st platoon
nd Lt. Robert Holtzclaw
Company ffB"
Captain Linda Wood Captain Paul Combest
Sponsor Com manJer
1st PLATOON
«B iW35J5aS^?* ll!5!.i4V:*»r'«i?.-«J-^i.V-- . .'
Hj :jp?5/g^^p^/1^
1st Lt. Robert Ma
2nd PLATOON
2nd Lt. Melvin Amundse
3rd PLATOON
2nd Lt. Charles C
Company "C
Captain Carol Brown Captain Gerald Osborne
Sponsor Commander
1st PLATOON
3rd PLATOON
nd Lt. Donald McDonald
&$& il) ^ *>•"# j^iffR 2nd Lt. Wayne Hatch
Second Battalion
Lt. Colonel Conni ll Robb
Sponsor
Lt. Colonfl Ralph NewMaj
Commander
Major John Osborne
Executive Officer
Captain Fred Parman
S-l -S-4
Captain Cletis Richardson
S-2 -S-3
M/Sct. John Morris
Sgt. Major
Second Battalion, All Present.
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Company "D"
Captain Judy Ken dee
Spnmor
Captain John- Tribble
Commander
1st platoon
as -^;--:^T,
1
.
.4.--" ^"3^V-"-",*u:_^f,
nd Lt. Tommy ^'hitaker
2nd Lt. James Rawlings
Company "E"
Captain Nancy Hill
Sponsor
Captain Charles Snowden
Commander
1ST PLATOON
1st I.r. Morris Taylor
2nd PLATOON
I'l \Ti >OX
M/Sct. Bob Nordhiim
Company "F"
1st PLATOON
Captain Melva Linville Captain Dallas VanHoose
Sponsor Commander
1st Lt. Sam Po
2nd PLATOON
•.'d Lt. John Peters
3rd PLATOON
M/Sgt. John Hani.on
Band Company
Captain Glynda HoiBRooii Captain Jeff Juett
Sponsor Commander
BRIGADE HONOR GUARD COLORS ON PARADE
Row One: Commander Tom Henderson, Jim Salyer, Jack Hibbard, Jii
Hughes. Row Tito: Charles King, John Holland, Don Sanders. irigadc Color Guard marches in Shrine parade in Ashland
Military Day
V
The Brigade marches on the field at
Eastern's First Annual Military Day.
w-:m
#1
The Pershing Rifle Drill Team perform
during half-time ceremonies.
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AUSA
The John N. Combs Memorial Company of the Association of the
United States Army is an organization which strives to attain the aims
and objectives of the Army through the exchange of ideas and informa-
tion on military matters and by fostering the legitimate and proper role
of the Army of the United States.
_ gade Sponsor Evelyn Craft and Cadet John Parrish
ride the ROTC float in the Homecoming Parade. The
float is sponsored by the AUSA.
The club officers, Harve Turner, Harry Campbell, Ronald Wallace, George Dopp, and
Jim Farris meet to discuss plans for the Military Ball with Capt. Queeney, the club
advisor.
The John N. Combs Memorial Chapter of the AUSA.
Distinguished Military Graduates
Distinguished Military Graduates-
Colcman, Harve Turner, and George
-left t,
Dopp.
right: John Osborne, Ron \l"a
Not pictured: James Farns.
Ralph Newman, Alan
The Badge of the D.M.S. is
awarded to the cadet designated in
his senior year by the Professor of
Military Science for outstanding
achievement during the preceding
three-year period; he has an oppor-
tunity to apply for a Regular
Army Commission. This oppor-
tunity is extended only to those
students of high leadership poten-
tial and who stand academically
in the upper one-third of the ad-
vanced course. It is the highest
award given by the ROTC De-
partment.
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Outstanding Freshmen—Kenton Moberly, Dwight Short, Robert Outstanding Sophomores—Robert Thomas, James Houston, William
Vickers, Richard Laughlin, William Brown. Eddins, Robert Leigh, James Hughes.
1961 - 1962 Outstanding Cadets
Outstanding Juniors—John Morris, John Hanlon, George Beckett, Outstanding Seniors—Alan Coleman, James Farris, George Dopp, Ralph
Stephen McMillian. Newman, Harve Turner.
P. I. o.
The Council—Roil' One: Bob Leigh, Tom Henderson, Joe Engle, Bob Casey. Rou Two:
John Morris, George Beckett, Harry Campbell, Bill Lovcall. Not pictured: John Parnsh, Wayne
Richards.
Corps Period
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He couldn't take it. Raise guidons.
The Public Information Office
publishes "Eyes Right," the weekly
newspaper and voice of the Bri-
gade. This office is responsible for
securing and publishing all news
items pertaining to the Corps.
P.I.O. Chairman Harry Campbell and as-
sistants, William Blount and Tom Isaac, re-
view "Eyes Right" with Captain Espy.
Rifle Team
Annually one of the nation's outstanding teams, the
Pastern firers placed second in the national final Postal Shoot-
off last year to cap a 10-3 season. Under the direction of
Sgt. Paul Jouvre, who was responsible for the stepped-up pro-
gram, the Pastern team has compiled an envious record during
the past five years. This year's team was expected to be the
finest in history with five bulls-eye lettermen returning. Sgt.
Wiihs Brickey is m his first year as coach of the team.
IOUVRE RANGE is dedicated by President Martin and Col. Sanders in
honor of the retiring coach, Sgt. Paul Jouvre.
Many long hours are spent in practice
sessions in preparation for record firing.
The Rifle Team—Rou One: Bobby
Cornett, David Seiter, Dudley Rodmen,
Don Estes, Neil Ray. Row Two: Coach
Brickey, Elmo Evans, Jerry Met-
:alf. Bill Loveall, Harry Campbell, Joe
11.
Rifles
The Pershing Rifles Officers—Row
One: Evelyn Craft, Harve Turner, Ralph
Newman, Londa Lewis. Row Two: John
Hanlon, Bob Leigh, Jim Barton, Leon
Rice, Jim Montgomery. Row Three: Bob
Nordheim, Bill Loveall, George Beckett,
Harry Campbell.
-- P. R. Activities
P.R. Rifle team members Estcs, Cornett,
Evans, Lovcall, and Campbell proudlv dis-
play the 1 960-6 1 trophies with Coach
Brickcv.
P.R. Drill team, famous for executing
precision rifle movements while marching,
won the award as the best drill team at
the MMI Homecoming and highlighted
Military Day at Eastern with an outstand-
ing exhibition of movements.
P.R. Company R-l.
I am a P.R. pledge, si:
Lancaster
House
The Lancaster House was given to the
P.R.'s in February of 1961. It is the
center of all P.R. functions and is the
only organization on campus to have their
own house.
P.R.'s Elmo Evans and Charles King find time to play some selections The P.R. pledges perform one of their many work details during initiation
on the stereo, which was won in a campus cunt est. period.
Mouse members Bob Cornett and Hershel Hisel spend Thursday night
getting ready for Friday Corps Day. P.R. pledges keep the House yard "squared away" during Pledge Period
which lasts for one semester.
Corps Sponsors
The Corps Sponsors arc the pride of the ROTC Depart-
ment. The girls learn the basic fundamentals essential for the
first year cadet which include marching, saluting, recognition
of rank and military courtesy.
The Sponsor-; stand beside the plaque of
Daniel Boone, the symbol of the Eastern
ROTC crest.
Military Royalty
The candidates for queen of the Military Ball, Judy Kendle, Linda Wood,
Jeanie Sanders, Mclva Linville, Connell Robb, Nancy Hill, Londa Lewis,
Margaret Ball, pose with Queen Athena of 1961, Evelyn Craft.
Queen Athena, 1962, Miss Jeanie Sanders,
and Queen Athena, 1961, Miss Evelyn
Craft.
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Underclasses
Don Dix
Phyllis Fisher
Lois Webb
Editors
*J*
V f^
II ^fe^ **
— ^.
John Vettcr, Vice President; Mary Beth Hall. Secretary; Dr. Qucntin Keen and Mrs. Daisy French.
Sponsors; Don Schercr, President; John Thomas, Treasurer (absent).
Junior Class Officers
Thomas Michs el Adams
Salyersville
Phyllis Lorraine Alexander
Pine Ridge
D. Herbert Aiigel
Harlan
1 null 1..'. \r nsperger
Covington
Verda Lee As hby
Wooton
David Everett Atkinson
' \ rit hiana
William Even tt Baber
Winchester
Wanda Alene Back
Monticello
Brenda Kay I ailey
Demossville
Anna Frances Baker
Louisville
Charles Edd I aker
Annville
Darrell Cranst on Baker
JUNIORS
Donald Irvine Bake
Hi. Im
Sally Crane Baker
Covington
Charles Earl Baldwin
Richmond
John Rodney Baldwin
Winchester
Margaret Jean Ball
Harlan
Barha
imi-i... Indii
Cecil Rav Barger
Cumberland
Carolyn Fave Harnett
Campbellsville
Ruby Jalette Barnett
Mt. Vernon
Shirlee Ann Bates
Harlan
Betty Becker
Crestwood
George Thomas Beckett
Carolyn Begley
Hyden
Virginia Dare Begley
ISooneville
Delma Louise Bennett
Richmond
Joe David Bmnett
Jamestown
Marshall Henry Berrvn
Winchester
Honsel Curtis Biliter
Fishtrap
Buford Bingham
Karbourville
Jane Gavle Black
Harrodsburg
Dannv Rav Blackburn
Russell
Tommy Leon Blankenship
Gary Patterson Blount
Beattyville
Donna Gayle Booth
Beattyville
Bonnie Bonfield
Richmond
Joseph Jerome Bonno
Fort Mitchell
Patsy Estes Borgomaii
Beattyville
Man- Sue Bottoms
Winchester
Willard Ray Bowling
London
Arthur Earl Bradford
Cincinnati. Ohio
Marv Lvnn Brentlinger
Jeffersontown
David Wavne Brewer
Frankfort
Geri Lou Brinegar
Lexington
Carolyn Sue Brittian
cey
James Larry Brock
London
Earnest Lowell Brov
Ashland
James Clayton Brow
Albany
Thomas M. Broyles
Science Hill
Phil Brvan
Frankfort
Bennv Lee Brvant
Rogers
(iina Hollist Buckner
Evarts
Mary Charlotte Burdette
Brodhead
Judy Ann Burge
Frankfort
James Roger Burke
Frankfort
Judith Lynn Burks
JUNIORS
Linda Jane Cahoon
A lk-a
Don Edward Cain
Buckhorn
Arlene Mae Calico
Davton. Ohio
IVilliam Clinton Calv
Maysville
Jerry Winston Carev
Barbourville
Jenelle Carlisle
Carrollton
Mary Long Carpenter
Shelbyville
Joyce Lorraine Carrigan
Betsv
Emmett B. Cartinhour
Lawrenceburg
Bohby E. Casey
Shelbyville
Zelma Nadine Casteel
McKee
James Donald Chittum
Lexington. Virginia
Mary firace Caudill
Whitesburg
Paul Daiid Christian
Harlan
Julia Mae Clos
Falmouth
Wendell B. Coffey
Russell Springs
William Donald Coffe
Richmond
Mildred Irene Cole
McKee
Ann Combs
Lerose
Clarence Combs
Jackson
Margie Lee Combs
Orkney
Marie Combs
Hazard
Freddie Lewis Compton
Phelps
Frederick Ronald Compton
Wi W. V:
t.eraldine Lind Compton
Cumberland
Barbara Lou Conley
London
Jo Ann Conlev
Paintsville
Janice Dean Cooper
Science Hill
Joan Cornell
Cuthbert Cornette
Sassafrass
John William Cottongim
Dora Karen Cree.
Somerville
Betty Lou Crisp
Allen
Much Marshall Crombie
Paris
Carolline Cummins
Mt. Vernon
Kenneth ('arson Cundiff
Liberty
Carl Cene Cunna K in
McKee
Lanna W. Cunnacin
Jenkins
Ronnie Mae Cunningham
Frankfort
Ernest Courtney Dalton
Dayton, Ohio
Jennings Kay Daniel
Brutus
Huherl Lynn Davidson
Quicksand
George Randolph Davis
Danville
Warren Davis
Pineville
Anne Lawrenee Dean
Frankfort
JUNIORS
James E. DeForest
Albany-
Russell Harold Dejai
Richmond
Danny Hays Deyinc
Louisville
James Stuart DeVire
Gerald Wayne Drydet
Mt. Olive
Vicky Sue Drve
Bradfordsville
Cail Lee Duckworth
nth
Sha
ate
Rose Dueerer
Joseph Owen Dunkuu
Richmond
Cordon Rohert Dunni
Robert Karl Durham
London
Donald Milton Dykes
Winchester
Erwin Daniel Kherlein
Lot
Willi!
ville
I Ray Eckerle
Ingram Edwards
Richard Kutrene Kmmons
Ft. Thomas
Richard William Ernest
Ft. Thomas
Betty Lou Kversole
Louisvilll
\n EvMai
Booneville
Joanne Lucille Kwi
Liberty-
Roberta Lee Faesy
Lexinpcton
Ira Wehster Fannin
Frankfort
Elsie Marie Karris
Richmond
Sue Carolyn Feck
Lexington
Wilford Fee
Columbus. Indiana
Bonnie Irene Fields
Catlettsburg
Janet Dale Fisk
Independence
Janice Fave Fleenor
Whitesbmg
Ronald Keith Fletrhe
Middlesboro
Linda Clay Flora
Irvine
Sandra Sue Foster
Henrv Gerald Frazier
Whitesburg
Althene Smith Fredei
!:. idt
Le«is Benjamin Fugate
Paris
Paul Allen Fuller
Covington
Harvey L. Gaines
Frankfort
Pimald W. Garner
Nancy
Emma Louise George
Carlisle
Pccgi Ann Gibbs
Garv Tinlev Gibson
Danville
Michael Edu in Gibson
Drv Ridge
David A- Glenn
William Joseph Goedde
Cincinnai, Ohio
Jovce (...„din
\\ ebb 5 Cross Roa.ls
Robert Dudley Goodlett
Lawrenceburgr
JUNIORS
Dai id Clore Coodridge
Hebron
Bettv Gayle Gorlev
Gravel Switch
Jerry John Grabinski
( Lousville
Jack Coleman Graves
Frankfort
Bettve Joe Guthrie
Mt. Sterling
Mary Elizabeth Hackworth
Judith Lawson Hall
Louisville
Lerov Kenton Hall
Heattyville
Man Beth Hall
Hebron
Silvia Eloise Hall
I:. ..
William F. Hamlin
Whitley Cits-
John Frederick Hami
E itl shore
Jerrv Wa\ne Hamir
Heidrick
Louise Fay Hamon
Donorav Hampton
Somerset
Bettv Jo Hancock
LaGrange
James Daniel Hans(
Lexington
Gerald F. Harris
Newport
Juanita Harrison
Richmond
Rulh Ann Harvey
B. i lie
Miracle Harville
Middlesboro
Janet Gail Hatfield
McCarr
James Redmon Havdon
Owenton
Charles Randolph Havslip
Maysville
EMts Serivner Helm
Richmond
Thomas Beverly Henderson
Bethlehem
Oliver Dudley Hendricks
Richmond
Eldridge Brenton Henson
Mt. Olivet
James Peyton Heth
Stearns
Joseph Franklin Hicks
Williamsburg
James Fred Hines
Marilyn D'Anne Hinkle
Richmond
Carolyn Hisel
Hisel
Carol Sue Holhr.iok
Gary Louis Holdsworth
Southgate
Nancy Sharp Hood
Harrodsburg
Paris Hopkins
Harlan
Sandra Lea Hoskins
Middlesboro
Alan Jay Host
Ashland
Hetty June Howard
I ;i in :i li'i
Billy Ray Howard
Cumberland
Donna Sue Howard
Hulen
Elizabeth A. Howard
Ki.-hn :>nd
Judith Anne Howard
Prestonsburg
Ronnie Lee Hubbard
Jackson
Noah Hughes
Russell Springs
JUNIORS
Lillian Janice Ingram
Mt. Olivet
Lucille Irwin
Richmond
Tom How Isaac
Danville
Henry Harrison Ison
Cumberland
Hugh Allen Jenkins
LaGrange
Norma Dell Jenkins
Richmond
Herbert Thomas Jenning
Shelbyville
Charles K. Jett
Winchester
Carol Jeanette Johnson
Prestonsburg
Herman Glenn Johnson
Tyner
Linda Ruth Johnson
Ashland
Phil D. Johnson
Monticello
Ruth Ann Jones
Mt. Olivet
Tommie Sue Jones
Richmond
Wanda Kav Jones
Cynthiana
Jerrv Edward Jovner
Danville
Edward Frederick Jury
Joan Rita Justice
Lick Creek
Judv Ellen Justice
Russell
Greta Elaine Kavanaugh
Richmond
Sara Margaret Kays
Lawrenceburg
Antoinette Mary Kelemei
Lvnch
Carol Marlene Kelly
Paris
Tom Durand Kelly
Lexington
Susie Ann Render
Phelps
Estalene Mae Kennedy
Burnside
William Stephan Kibler
Ft. Thomas
Paul Kilhourne
London
George Edward Kilt-ore
Wallins Creek
Jim Kinccr
Neon
Eileen King
Frankfort
Kav Howard Kniflci
Camrbellsville
Evalee Dolson Kruse
Preslonsburg
Ronnie Wavne Kuhl
Lacke
Gary Wendell Lake
B. rea
Joseph Phillip Layman
Ashland
Johnn\ Sett Ledford
Crab Orchard
James R. Lewis
Covington
Sylvia k. Lindon
Campton
Lvnnette Long;
Loyall
Viola Kathrvn Long:
Eastwood
E. Lvnn Lone/street
Ft. Mitchell
Charles Lootens
Hazard
Nell Lee Lovett
Whitley City
Elizabeth I'earl Luca:
Whitesburg
Charlene McCauley
C'ynthiana
JUNIORS
Charles 11. MeCoraas
Russell
Wendel Aaron McCourt
Frankfort
David Hiram McCrosky
i Burgin
Pan W. McDonald
Mt. Sterling
Jo\ce McKerhnie
Cincinnati. Ohio
Larry K. McKenzie
Paul Freddy McKinley
Rn Springs
Stephen Brown McMillii
Springfield
Janet Elaine Macke
Covington
Ruhv Lois MaRee
London
Joan Frances Magirard
Mt. Vernon
Terry Edward Manausa
South Ft. Mitchell
Phillip Douglas Mansfield
Glasgow
Janet Martin
Louisville
Sharon Ruth Martin
Florence
William M. Mann
Harrison, Ohio
Jewell 1). Mathews
Liberty
George Winford May
Belfry
Bobhv Lowell Mayes
Booneville
Ilonnie Acnes Maynard
Met a
Sallv Joe Meadors
Williamsburg
Linda Kav Meadows
Russell
Peggy Ann Meyers
ille
Harold Iiruce Milhurn
Junction City
Gary Dean Miller
Middleburg
(larv Ewan Miller
Richmond
Jan Rose Miller
Hai Ian
l.arrv t.ene Miller
Middleburg
Maria Elana Miller
Ft. Myers. Fla.
Martha Ellen Miller
Lexington
Hell..' Lou Mitchell
Richmond
William E. Moddeman
Covington
James E. Mollev. Ill
Lynch
Farccl Moore
Ashland
Linda Cavle Moore
Danville
Itclh Ann Morehead
II bron
Nancy Grace Morehead
Hebron
John Floyd Morris
Salyersville
Johnnv E. Morrison
Mt. Sterling
I).. Ian Nelson Mot lev
Richmond
Paul Clay Motley
Richmond
Russell Kdward Mueller
Erlanger
(Vienna Marie Mullins
Newport
Stanley Nelson Mullins
Corbin
Eddie lirure Murphv
Harrodsburg
eph Plimmer Murphv
I..
JUNIORS
Richard Lte Murphv
Madiera, Ohio
Linda Carole Napier
Frankfort
Wallace Neice
Hindman
Ruev Alton Newson
Robinson Creek
Kula Noble
Thomas E. Norman
McCarr
Katherine Marie Nunn
White Stone. Virgin
Rubv Jovce Oakes
Lancaster
Carole Anne Odle
Portsmouth, Ohio
Kdvvin Merle Odor
Williamstown
Evoria Ann Owen
Louisville
Hrenda Lee Owens
Versailles
James Lawrence Pacev
Charlestons, Indiana
Huford Shannon Parkerso
P.rodhead
James Frederick Parman
London
John Carroll Parrish
Frankfort
Bettv Jovce Parrott
Cranenest
Linda Caroje Pa
Suzanne Courtney Pclsor
Harrodsburg
James Tandv Penislon
Turner's Station
Marv Beth Perrv
Middlesboro
Mvrtle Evelvn Perrv
Wallins
Sue Carolvn Perrv
Whitlev Citv
Judith Claudelte Peters
Harlan
Cordon Philpot
Teges
Marilvn Jovce Price
Hodgenville
Pannv Joseph Pr
Richmond
lol
*llv Jo Proclo
Versailles
he ,1
Hollo
an Rachfo
William W. Rams,
Whitlev Citv
John J. Rankin
Ivoltvo Javne Kav
Louisville
Kmesl Lee Rav
Lancaster
Neta Kay Ravmer
Earnest Paul Rector
A Ibany
Robert E. Kifkin
Dayton
Arnd Maurer Rehfuss
Covington
John Richard Reed
James Leon Ric
Falcon
William Wayne
Chaplin
O'Hrene Richarc
Wagersville
JUNIORS
Marcella Roark
Mozelle
Mary Sue Roark
Kingsereek
Judith Merle Rohcrts
Thomas Jefferson Roherts
Middlesboro
Karen Josephine Roederer
Middletown
(iary Hume Rogers
Reattyville
Hertha Lou Rogers
Richmond
John D. Rogers
Somerset
Larrv Pershing Ropers
Louisville
Barbara Sue Rose
Lee City
William Jackson Rowe
Pikeville
l.ela Joann Russell
London
James W. Russell. Jr
Verda
David Harold Rust
Covington
Jeanne Gayle Sanders
K). lin .nil
liervl Dennis Satterlv
Grayson
William S. Satterlv
Selma Ann Siekman
Hebron
Lena Mae Shouse
Lawrenceburg
Larry Douglas Short
Allen
John Lester Sh
Frankfort
Patricia Jo Sherlock
r.l
['at
(iary Lee Stephenson
Walton
Hrenda Arlene Skelton
Louisville
Judith Alherta Shcehan
Ashland
( harolelle M. Sharp
Williamsburg
Henny Wayne Shadoan
Somerset
Lionard Wilson Sears. J
Somerset
A >L Jil±
ia Ra
.lisle
i Scott
lion rv Nel
ffersoi
son Schooling
ltown
Ju.li Hi R. Sehncblc
1): lyton. 1,1,,.
Donald Thomas Scherer
Ci iifinn.-: li, Ohio
Rai ml scarlon
Mi is, ml,. iv n. Pa.
.loan Ram,;cr Silk
Hi chmon d
Jorrv Way no Simps,,,,
W allins
Johi Davi i Sims
Mi . Oliv
.1 ,1,1 is Fra nklin Sizemor
Mi inches t fi-
Don Wold, in Skinner
Co vineto
riiit <in Ha rry Smith
Now All any. Indiana
Joyce Doanna Smith
JUNIORS
Milford L. Smith
Harlan
Ronald Glenn Smith
Cynthiana
Shirley Ann Smith
Smith
Robert Marion Snawdor
Louisville
Barbara Ellon Sowders
Richmond
Norma Sue Spoars
Pikeville
Rebecca Joaninc Spurlin
Richmond
Robert Ravmond Stanifoi
Richmond
Elizabeth (and Stephens
Frankfort
Harold Stephens
Cindy, Ohio
Lois June Stewart
Hlackey
Harhara l.avon Stidham
Colson
Darrell Stidham
Colson
Franeette Fave Stock
Stanford
Sallic Ann Stuhbs
Now Richmond. Ohio
Larry Sublett
Lynda Sue Sullivan
Vanceburg
James Russoll Summer
Paris
Dortha Ann Swinford
Berea
Jenny Lou Tallent
Winchester
Billie June Taylor
B redhead
John Rex Tavlor
Ha
Jeralvn Thomas
Ashland
John t'harles Thomas
Geneva. Indiana
Janice Carol Thurston
MoOII,
1!,. Lee Tolli'
L. C. Tudor
Crittenden
Ruth Elizabeth Turne
Buckhorn
Helen .In.in Twenties
Jacqueline Eve Vanzam
Louisville
.L.,k Windsor Vauehan
Ashland
.Marianne Yauphan
Pennington Gap
John David Vetter
Walton
John K. Vires
I.ova 1
1
Carol Jean Walker
Ft. Thomas
John Larry Walker
Coliin
Martha Helle Walker
Louisville
Alhert Lee Wall
lln lonville
Glenda lllanrhe Walla
JUNIORS
Richard Edward Wallace
Newport
llerhv Lynn Washburn
Carrollton
Patricia Watson
, Salversville
Judy Ja Weav
Jeanette Gay Webb
Mi Sterling
Patricia Nadine Webb
Whitesburg
James fi. Welch
Erlanger
Raymond Charles
(',.
Larry Joe Wells
West Van Lear
Jim Werk
Camden. Ohio
Gerald Douglas While
Hamilton. Ohio
Carol Ann Whitfield
Louisville
Robert Rohhv Whitis
Manchester
Charles 0. Wiedenhoefe
London
Wendell Rav Wiley
Paintsville
Duane Ellen Wilkinson
Clens Fork
Boyd Wavne Williams
flerea
Charles James Williams
Marshes Sidine
Russell W. Williams
Salyersville
Anna Francis Wilson
London
Cnzettc Wilson
Janet Carl Wilson
Irvine
Judith La>ne Wilson
Imoiiene Witt
Winchester
Ronnie (ilenn Wolfe
Falmouth
Linda Carol Wood
Austin
Melanic R. Wood
Louisville
Gladys Marie Woods
Manchester
Nancy Ellen Works
Cynthiana
Peecv Marie Wvles
Cynthiana
Myrna Lee Young
Cincinnati. Ohio
Gary Maynard, Vice President; Susan Congleton, Treasurer; Marsha Miller, Secretary; Sandra Nunnelly,
Class Reporter; Robert E, Spurlin, President; Miss Willie Moss and Dr. John Rowlett, Sponsors.
Sophomore Class Officers
SOPHS
Lowell Wavne Acton
Troy. Michigan
Helen Kae Adams
Brodhead
Calvin Gary Adkinson
Frankfort
Ernest Mason Agree
Kirksville
Sandra Louise Alberg
Louisville
Mary Alice Allen
Prestonsburg
Kliznheth Bcntlev Allison
Harrodsburg
Frederick W. Allison
Lexington
Johnnc Franklin Amhurgc
Ml.
AndrWilliam I r
Shelbyville
George Ronald Arnold
Judith Ann Azhill
Richmond
Larry Wynn Hack
Hail,
Jacks
Charles Wallac
Hazard
Barbara Ann Baker
* Ft. Thomas
Ronnie Ncwland Bake
Richmond
Stella Marie Baker
Monticello
Mary Emilj Hall
Shepardsville
Robert Allen Barlow
Cynthiana
Don \V. Barnes
Charleston, Indiana
Sharon Nell Barnes
Mt. Sterling
Avery Franklin Harnett
Monticello
Charles R. Basham
Pleasure Ridge Park
Lloyd Keith Hastin
Yosemite
I.arrv Douglas Hates
McDowell
Marian Rose Bazzy
Lexington
Thomas Nicholas Bean
Maysville
Sammv Wavne Beasley
Somerset
Gary Mac-Arthur Belcher
Parksville
Norma Lee Henton
Irvine
Edgar Lewis Herrv
Cvnthiana
Richard Chaffee Herrv
Ft. Knox
Marsha Klaine Bickford
Pikeville
Jane Carroll Bicknell
Barrv Lee Bingham
Crittenden
Ruth Annell Bingham
Richmond
James Byron Bird
N, wport
Will.am Duncan Bishop
Lexington
Harold Wavne Black
Winchester
Janet Marie Blackburn
Canada
Jeanettc- Blackburn
Pikeville
Ruth Blanton
Oil Springs
Linda Flo Bledsoe
Manchester
Patricia Ann Bogie
Frankfort
William Walton Bogcss. Jr
Ft, Kno>
Frank Morris Bolin
111
SOPHS
Martha Lucille Booth
Wallins Creek
Holly Fern Barger
Si/,c Rock
Judv Gayle Bottom
Russell Springs
James Kenneth Houtcher
Crestwood
Malcolm Wavne Brashears
Frankfort
Alice Catherine Brent
Stanford
Russell Gene Broughton
Frankfort
James Brown
Robinson Creek
Ruth Brown
Beattyville
Sandra I.ee Brown
Ft. Thomas
Tommv RoE er Brown
Hardy
Gary Eucene Brummett
Stanford
Man Lee Bryan
Frankfort
Barbara Haves Bunch
Harlan
Georgia Mae Bundy
London
Billy Wavne Burrh
Barbourville
Melvin Clay Burnette
Loyal]
James Allen Bush
Louisville
Reatha Lois Bush
Winchester
Janet Elizabeth Bivens
South Portsmouth
Willard Howard Cain
Loyall
Willard Camp
Pikeville
Harold Raymond Camphell
Jewell Camphell
Rowdy
John I). Camphell
Lexington
Jovce Callahan Camphell
Booneville
Beverlv Jane Carnes
Richmond
Ilene Carpenter
Janel Cave Carter
Pikeville
James Holton Cartmel!
Carrollton
Patsy Louise Cassady
Inez
Janet Ann Catlelt
Ha •dshurg
rrv Catron
Cynthiana
Charlotte Ann Chambers
Junction City
Barhara Ann Chandler
Middletown
Evelvn Wells Chapman
Louisville
Jo Ellen Chilton
Campbellsburg
Marv Prudence Childers
Jenkins
Joe Bill Clark
Benham
Judith Evalyn Clark
Eliiah Hadvn Clarke
Hindman
Danny W. Click
Richmond
Sherrill Clen Clifford
Cvnthiana
Barhara Jane Clos
Fain nth
Wavne Cole
Irvine
John Leslie Coleman
SOPHS
Patricia Lou Coleman
Lexington
Nicholas Allen Colvin
Germantown
I.lovd Garrett Colwell
Yerkas
Wanda Hardin Combest
Liberty
Jacqueline Combs
Taint Lick
Donna Bowles Congleton
Richmond
Susan Colvin Congleton
Barbourville
James Martin Conkwright
Winchester
Sharlene Conley
Russell
Lucy Jo Conner
New Albany. Indiana
William Porter (onover, J]
, ,.:,;nil..a
Emily Rose Cook
Whitesburg
llrent Delayne Cornelius
IV, |,
James Rohert Cornett
Paint Lick
Louis Edward Cosby
Richmond
Patricia Ann Cosby
Rl.-hn ind
James W. Cottongim
London
Joyce Cottongim
Chde Donald Counts
Raceland
Virginia Ann Cowan
Middlesboro
James Herland Cox
Mt. Vernon
Janice Lee Cox
Jellico. Tennessee
W ilma Roberta Cox
Richmond
Rose Melinda Craft
West Liberty
ce Cress
•dHa
Patricia Ellen Cress
Danville
Sharon Sue Crum
Wurtland
Jovce Lucile Crumhacke
Louisville
Charles Ronald Crume
Bloomfield
Paul Vernon Cupp
Corbin
Maurice Anthony Daile.
Ashland
Edward Lvnn Dance
Walton
I arollton B. Darland
Springfield
Wanda Sue Davenport
College Grove. Tenne!
Gwendolyn Sue Davies
Louisville
Beulah Frances Davis
Pineville
Carolvn Sue Davis
Paintsville
Marjorie Lea Davis
Anchorage
Pat R. Dean
Caw 1
Wilma Jean Deaton
Richmond
Ilarhara Carolyn Dennison
Claudia Janet Diamond
Eubank
Stephen Dickison
South Shore
Judy Brown Dillon
Rebecca Eave Dixon
Hazard
Donald Ha, Di/ne,
Lynch
Rohert Carl Doekcl
r"t. Thomas
SOPHS
Helen Estellc Dolt
Louisville
John Joseph Donovan
Carolyn Dorayne Dotson
Mt. Olivet
James D. Dotson
Phelps
Judy C. Driskell
Sinai
James Raymond Dudley
Sioux City. Iowa
Vietor Orville Duncan
Georgetown
Joan LeVaughn DuPuy
Portsmouth, Ohio
Micheal Rav Dve
Hebron
Edgar Emerson Dyer
Louisville
Donald Campbell Dykes
Richmond
Garv Lvnn Edwards
Corbin
Steven William Elam
Richmond
Wayne Richard Eldridge
Science Hill
Arvil Lee Elliott
Pineville
Gloria Jeanne Elliott
Springfield
Larry Marcus Elliott
M.i Chester
Edward Darrell Ellis
Gravel Switch
Larry Richard Ellison
South Ft. Mitchell
Marv Lou Elza
East Bernstadt
Donna Lee Ent
Lawrenceburg, Indiana
Thomas Rruce Erwin
ville
Donald Lee Estes
s- set
Elmo Wade Evans
McKee
Kenneth Earl Eversole
Mershons
Bruce James Farley
South Williamson
Edward Neal Farmer
Corbin
Lynn Davis Farris
Lebanon
Gerald Raymond Faulkner
Williamsburg
James Thomas Feagan
Covington
Mary Rose Feltner
Hazard
Joyce Evelyn Ferguson
Manchester
Barbara Fields
Combs
James Henry Flaig
Ft. Thomas
Carroll C. Floyd
Yosemite
Karen Wesley Flynn
Irvine
Gerald Eugene Foley
Gray
Dana Sue Frame
Mavsville
Kidd Stallen Fugate
Hazard
Lula Mae Fulton
Maysville
Scotty Davis Fulton
Maysville
Mary Louise Gahbard
Buckhorn
Danna Lee Gambill
ille
Ann Gamboe
Rose Jane Gandolfo
Richmond
Michael Neil Garrett
Hamilton, Ohio
SOPHS
James Edwin Gash
Salvisa
Divieht Dean Gatwood
Richmond
James T. Gilbert
Stanford
Mieheal Roland Gilbert
Pineville
Beverly Jean Gillis
Lau-renceburg
Connie Jackson Goldston
Danville
Ann Marie Graham
Campton
Myra Sue Graham
Benham
Jerry L. Green
Corbin
Terry Arlin Greer
Virgie
Cecil William Griffin
Jackson
Wayne Talley Griffin
Somerset
Patrii Ann Griffith
Kimper
Ronald Lee Grimsley
Cincinnati. Ohio
John Gripshouer
Cincinnati, Ohio
Wendell Wayne Gritton
Harrodsburg
Melva Lee Groot
Louisville
Terrill Jean Groves
Louisville
Lois Lauranne Grimm
Louisville
Carolyn Sue Haag
Louisville
Peggv Ann Hacker
Bvbee
Phvllis Ann Halbleih
Kisherville
George Walter Hall
Medora. Indiana
Jimmv Rav Hall
Hazard
Joyce Imogene Hall
Beaver. Ohio
Tommy Craiir Hall
Louisville
Donald Carroll Hamilton
Valley Station
Elizabeth Wagers Hamilton
Richmond
Allen Jasper Hamon
Margaret Baird Hanson
Le '.--•
Arthur Lynn Hardy
Lexington. Tndian
Shelvie Jean Harlow
Harrodsburg
Edmond Francis Ha
Cincinnati. Ohio
Edna Wilmot Harri>
I! : • :
Barbara Ann Hart
Louisville
Herschel David Harvey
Booneville
Levera Sheralvn Hatfield
Louisville
Arthur Louis Hausberger
Cvnthiana
Robert Thomas Haves
Pineknot
Joyce Ann Hazard
Covington
Ellen June Heilman
Cvnthiana
Charlotte Rose Henderson
Paint Lick
Charles Pittman Hensley
Miracle
Gerald Wayman Henson
Buena Vista, Georgia
Judith Lvnne Hesselman
Covington
Jack Hibhard
Pineville
Don Roland Hicks
Albany
SOPHS
Ernest Lee Hill
Evarts
Peggy Elaine Hill
Louisville
Chester Dawson Hillard
Frankfort
Melinda Thornton Hines
Son rset
William Winfred Hines
Soto. 'I -.'I
Hershel Hisel
Sand Gap
Riehard Lee Hite
Middlesboro
Carolyn Sue Hohhs
Beattyville
Susan Arville Hochnei
Frankfort
Pattie Jean Hodges
Richmond
Patricia Anne Huffma
Louisville
t;lenda Rae Hnlbrook
Carol Bernadette Hullon
Manchester
Sandra Kav llollan
Ashland
John Anthony Holland
Georgetown
Gareth Rav Hollar
Eminence
G. Robert Holman
L.iuisville
Joan Lester Holton
So,, set
Deloris June Hopkins
California
Sue Carol Hord
Richmond
Lindscv Thomas Horton
Goshen
Lennie Gene House
Nicholasville
James Allen Houston
Cynthiana
Julie Phyllis Houston
Earl Maxwell Howard
Frankfort
Mary Jane Howard
Florence
David Parker Hughes
Naomi
Jimmy Wayne Hughes
Winn Varnon Hutchcraft
Paris
Raymond Ellsworth lies
Milford. Ohio
Joyce Ann Ingram
Olin
John Eddie Ishcll
Son set
Virginia Reid
Opal Lou Jackson
Evarts
Samuel Glenn Jcfferies
Hustonville
Wanda Fave Jenkins
Cynthiana
Kenneth Coleman Jones
Jeff
Paul Leslie Jones
Louisville
David Henry Johnson
Middleburg
Orris Joseph Johnson
Shelbyville
Sally J. Johnson
Russell
Mary Frances Kallam
I.o I'lo
Peggy Ann
Donna Sue Karsner
Frankfort
Jerry Douglas Kays
Harrodsburg
SOPHS
Kenneth Layne Kearns
Richmond
Janice Elaine Keeton
Monticello
Linda Jean Keith
0* tit.-n
Carolyn Vinson Kelley
Winchester
Gerald Thomas Kemper
Monterey
Brenda Jovce Kendrick
Tikeville
Carl William Kettenacker
Edgewood
Judith Bradley Kidd
Stearns
Robert D. Kidd
Richmond
James W. Killiam
Irvin
Linda Sue Kincer
Ne
Henrv Gordon King
Paint Lick
James A. King
Egypt
Bob Kendall Kingslev
Louisville
Kenneth Lester Kirby
S . i - 1 Gap
Carolyn Kay Kirchoff
Ft. Thomas
Mary Josephine Lafuze
Richmond
Rickv Joe Lake
Mackville
Joseph Myron Lakes
Richmond
James A. Lambert
Mount Vernon
Sue Ann Lankford
Caywood
Jerry Gilbert Lansdale
Mt. Sterling:
Ronald Cloyd Leach
Stanford
Robert Marvis Leigh
Danville
Londa Leah Lewis
Tyner
Linda Louise Light
New Richmond. Ohio
Jack Leslie Lighthiser
Dayton, Ohio
Jane Carolvn Lindsev
Carrollton
Terri Lee Loar
Ashland
Marv George I^ockard
Pineville
Sandra Lou Lovely
Salyersville
Rose Ann Lowe
Middlesboro
John A. Lowry
Lexington
Lawrence Lee Lushv
Ft. Thomas
Janice Theora Lvle
Louisville
Doris Fave McC'ord
Richmond
(harlene Sue McCormack
Falmouth
Shirley Louise McCov
Ransom
Elizabeth Ann McGinnis
Hum "Nl.urg
Donald Rav McKcnzie
Russell
Norma Jean McKinnev
Ashland
Shirley Faye McKnight
Richmond
Michael Thomas McPhail
Ft. Thomas
Vernon Berrall McQuearv
Liberty
Macke
Lou ille
James Harry Mahan
Jenkins
Stella Kav Dann Mahan
Jenkins
SOPHS
Kcnmth Davis Mahoncv
Covington
Wallace Dale Marrum
Richmond
Judith Ann Mardis
Louisville
John Carl Markwcll
San.lv Hook
Beverly Rose Martin
Loyal]
Linda Jean Martin
Alva
Karen Diana Marx
New Albany. Indiana
Frederick Lee May
dsto
Tommy Douglas May
Lancaster
Gary Allen Mavnard
Myra
Kenneth Roger Meade
nt-vill.
Fred F^dwin Meece
Darl Wavne Messer
Ft. Thomas
Jerrv (lark Metcalfe
Grays Knob
Marsha Swain Miller
Frankfort
Gerald Miracle
Mt. Vernon
Martha llerndon Mir
Shelbyville
James B. Mitchell
Frankfort
John Marshal Mitrhe
Smithfield
Neva J. Montgomery
Scottsburg, Indiana
Jack Allen Moore
Corbin
Jesse Paul Moore
l:. ttyville
John Howard Moore
Louisville
Phoebe Scott Moores
Fee Hohart Moreland
California
Charles Douglas Mounee
Somerset
Linda Sue Morris
Butler
Richard F:arl Morris
John Michael Morrissey
Lexington
Gail Mountford
Lexington
Roger Adolph Muething
Cincinnati. Ohio
Myron Cecil Mulberry
Bloomington, Indiana
Connie Ellen Mullins
McRoberts
Robert Donald Murphy
Cincinnati. Ohio
Deborah Anne Murrel!
Lo ille
Mary Lynn My
Marcus William Nee
Somerset
Marv Ann Nelson
Gray
Patricia Neil Nevels
Gr
Milton Graft Newman
Leisure City. Florida
Nancv Ann Nippert
Covington
Patricia Brewer Nop
Corbin
Tommy Wayne Noe
Corbin
Michael Gilbert Noland
Richmond
Sandra Sue Nunnelley
Cynthiana
Judv Lou Ogden
Louisville
Mary Betty Ogden
Campbellsburg
Gerald Eugene Orme
SOPHS
Carol Joy Osborne
Hyden
Jackie Ann Overly
Somerset
Amos Owens, Jr.
Mt. Vernon
Bill Wavne Owens
Taris
Bruce Van Owens
Livingston
Estil J. Owens
Mt. Vernon
Barbara Sue Pace
Winchester
James Daniel Pack
Wooton
Willie Joe Pack
Paintsville
Joan Marsh Palmer
Cvnthiana
Martha Inn Parker
Albanv
Don G. Parsons
Evarts
William Howard Partin
Corbin
Jean Elizabeth Patterson
Middlesboro
Franklin C. Patton
Paintsville
John Logan Patton
Lexington
Robert Payne
Hindman
Charles Edward Pembe
Covington
James Walden Penn
Cvnthiana
Tommy Penn
Frankfort
Dannv Douglas Perrv
Waddy
Shirley Carolyn Perry
Richmond
Charles Thomas Pezzai
Louisville
Bettv Sue Phillips
Phyllis
Wilma Jean Phillips
Irvine
Dora Mae Picklesimer
Oil Springs
Randall Hugh Pierce
Albany-
Coy W. Pigman
Whitesburg
Rrenda Yvonne Pinkston
Mackville
Janet Sue Poore
Middlesboro
Patricia Pope
Stanford
Joyce Ilene Potter
Flatwoods
Mitchell Howard Potte
Mt. Sterling
Gilberta Lee Potts
LaGrange
Carl E. Powell
Richmond
Ma
I. an
Franklin Po
ster
Robert C. Powell
[ ' . ;.: "
Dale Travis Powers
Gravel Switch
Gary Douglas Prather
I ; : . I . . nd
Larry Wavne Price
Nicholasville
George Earl Proctor
Richmond
Carolyn Sue Puckett
Irvine
Robert Louis Pulsfort
Bellevue
David Michael Quick
Amitvville. New- York
Donald Lee Quillen
Neon
Madonna Quillen
II.
SOPHS
Juretta Ann Raines
Brodhead
Florann Randolph
Parksville
Carol Sue Ray
Berea
Dennis Lee Reek
Piqua. Ohio
Al DouElas Reece
Tyner
Millard Filmore Reec
Ravenna
Sandra Rae Reed
Alva
William Guv Reed
Waco
Ellen Gray Rice
Lexington
(lene Charles Rice
Airport Gardens
Raymond Don Rice
Richmond
George Ed Ridings
Middlesbon,
Thomas Neal Rippy
Louisville
James Harold Risner
Louisville
David C. Roberts
Frankfort
Eddie Franklin Roberts
Harold
James Wendell Roberts
Richmond
Sue Ellen Robinson
Eva Katherine Rogers
London
Melinda Carol Rogers
Richn and
Benny Mitchell Rose, Jr.
Anchorage
Pauline Howard Ross
Richmond
ymond J. Ross
Richmond
Ma
Estus Kendall Rov
Lexington
N. Roger Rov
ngto
Mabel Sharon Rus
Feds Creek
Sharlene Russell
Liberty
Robert Watt Ryan
Vr
vie Salee
Durward E. Salisbury
Albany
James Hassan Salvers, Jr.
Salyersville
Lesley Rav Sandford
Ft. Thomas
Denny Allen Satterly
Lawrenceburg
Jelana Ruth Saunders
Troy, Ohio
Marjorie Edwina Saylor
Loyall
Mary Neville Saylor
Brodhead
Henrietta Scalf
Virgie
Marietta Scalf
Virgie
Lois King Scent
Bellevue
Stephen Bruce Schaefer
Somerset
Patricia Dale Schneider
Louisville
Thomas Richard Schoborg
Independence
Jeffrev Lee Sehrink
Seymour. Indiana
Frances Catherine Schuler
Waynesburg
Jean Ann Schultz
Elizabethtown
Robert Frederick Schulz
Covington
Ann Gordon Scott
Dover
SOPHS
Frances Lorraine Scott
Richmond
K.nncth Edward Scott
Richmond
Nancy Geraldine Sea
Lawrenceburg
Jerrv Lvnn Seav
Bloomficld
Rohert Glenn Sellers
Richmond
Barbara Ann Severs
Brevard. North Carolina
Toni Marie Sgroi
Louisville
Florence Marlcrn Shaver
Louisville
Paula Jean Shelton
Carrollton
Sharon Lee Shepherd
Mount Clemens. Michiga
Ethel Ware Shields
Louisville
Nancy Shine
New Albany, Indiana
Donald Lee Showalter
Louisville
James Raymond Simpson
Erlanger
Thomas Louis Simpson
William Ross Singleton
Frankfort
Rodney Baird Sizemore
Freeborn
Beverly Kay Skaggs
Louisville
Roger Slone
Elkhorn City
Darn I Brian Smith
Richmond
Freddie Lee Smith
South Shore
Roger Drew Smith
Harlan
Sandra Lee Smith
Thon
\-hland
Errol ith
II,William Anders
Waddy
Lillian Ann Snider
Bloomfield
Margaret Ann Snowden
Franklin. Ohio
Charles Michael Sorrell
New Castle. Indiana
Daniel Lee Sorrell
New Castle. Indiana
Muriel Delore Snwards
Gray Hawk
Sue Carol Spann
Monticello
Ann Russell Spencer
Lawrenceburg
Donald Lewis Spicer
Ravenna
Rita Elizabeth Spurlin
Richmond
Robert E. Spurlin
Richmond
Rena Kav Stallard
Science Hill
Thomas William Stark
Berea
James Thomas Stapleton
Middlesboro
Bill Morrell Stewart
Hazard
Phvllis Elaine Stewart
Blackev
William Morris Stewart
SOPHS
Cornett Story
Jamestown
Susan Stout
Raceland
Dannv Gene StreV(
Parksville
Stanley Morris Str
Parksville
Phyllis Jean Strun
B. i. a
Sharon Jill Tackett
Virgie
Thomas Winn Talbot
Pari
Gary Sydney Tatum
Elizabeth Ann Taulbei
Lancaster
David Allen Tavlor
James Allen Tavlor
Norwood. Ohio
John Owen Taylor
Louisville
Mildred Elaine Taylor
Eminence
Robert Glenn Taylor
Lexington
Sharon Virginia Taylor
Williamsburg
Wayne Thomas Taylor
Richmond
Patricia Fern Taulbee
Lexington
Dennis G. Thacker
Belfrv
Clara Mae Thomas
California
Daniel Stephen Thomas
Hvden
Edward Melvin Thomas
Bloomfield
Robert Louis Thomas
Richmond
Emma Lou Thompson
Biggs
Sue Ellen Thompson
P.l '. il .
Walter Lee Thompson
Tori, in
James T. Thornberry
Newci imb
Mary Sue Tinch
Franklin. Ohio
Doris Anne Tipton
Ravenna
Phyllis Ann Tirey
Independence
Jamie Caperton Todd
Richmond
Robert Lee Tolan
Cedar Lake, Indiana
James Duane Trachsel
Waverly, Ohio
James Edward Trivette
Virpcie
Sharon Sue Vanhook
Stanford
Edgar Willis Vanhoose. Jr.
Louisa
Robert Bryan Van Hoose
Paintsville
Patricia Anne Vahle
Stearns
Sharon Elvse Vater
Alexandria
Lonnie Dee VaiiEhn
Dayton. Ohio
Judv Marshall Vest
Cvnthiana
SOPHS
John E. Wallace
Somerset
Charles Wayne Walters
Pineville
Robert Allen Walters
Newport
Beverlv Sue Warren
Pineville
David Coulter Warren
Danville
SCella Keece Watkins
Richmond
Eugene Watson
Irvine
Diane Wearen
Harrodsburg
Nile Sue Wehh
Smith Shore
Lynn Allen Webster
Grata
Mary Carol Welch
Lexington
Carl B. Weirs
Pleasureville
Geraldine Wells
Owingsville
Hilda Kay Whilaker
Cynthiana
Jamie Cornelison Whitake
Richmond
Shirlev June Whitaker
Roxana
Man llee White
Jimmie Ronald Whitis
Fern Creek
Elizabeth Ann Wilhers
Dayton
David Lee Wiley
Paintsville
Roberta Virginia Wilkersnn
Louisville
Douglas Holmes Wilkinson
Richmond
Charlie Kenneth Williams
Fairis Morgan Williar
Richmond
Jack Darrell Williams
Ashland
Barhara Lee Wills
Carlisle
Barbara Ann Wilson
Richmond
Ilann > R. Wilson
Shelhvville
Mary Ann Wilson
Butler
Cecil H. Winders
Louisville
Dannv E. Witherspoun
Cincinnati. Ohio
Wilbur Anton Witten
Ashland
Jack Elmer Wolfer
Cincinnati. Ohio
John Ralph Wood, Jr.
Ashland
Linda Codhev Wood
Ashland
Jane Lee Woodall
Somerset
James Russell Wooton
Hazard
Custer Lee Wright
Corbin
Anita Fain Yaden
Bardstown
Nola Rose Yates
Dorothy Jean Yount
Louisville
Jacqueline Ann Zimn
Springfield. Ohio
Mr. Alvin McGlasson, Sponsor; Judy Jones, Secretary; Jon Anderson, President; Marda Dean Helton,
Vice President; Vada Biliter, Treasurer; Mr. Ben Flora, Jr., Sponsor.
Freshman Class Officers
Mafrev Abner
Foxtown
Rila Lee Ahrams
Lawrenceburg
Ival F.ugene Acra
KIsmere
John William Adams
Cynthiana
Brenda Lou Aldington
Elizabethtown
Alice Fay Adkins
Monticello
Ronald Lee Adkinson
Harrodsburg
Victor Lamoin Adock
Louisville
Ftrmin Edward Akers
Pre tonsburg
Harry Duncan Alexande
Mo
Kenneth Elwood Alfre
Worthington
George Wayne Allen
Judith Anne Allen
Shell, iana
Paul Yireil Allen
Oneida
Wilbur Allen
Hamilton
Eleanor Anderson
<;.rald Lee Anderson
Nicholasville
George Robert Anderson
Elkhorn City
John Grant Anderson
Prestonsburg
Jon Cooper Anderson
Ashland
Laneita Jovce Anderson
Wilmore
Thomas Eugene Anderson
Kern Creek
Gaylord Douglas Antrim
Grayson
Louis Jordan Antic
Jamestown
Gary Clinton Arnelt
Ernest O. Arnold
Beattyville
Victor Kdnard Arnold
Louisville
IMenna Alice Asburv
Monticello
Phillip David Ashcraft
Winchester
Charles Larry Atwnnd
Versailles
Richard Eugene Avera
o. Jr
riiicviih
Howard Michael Haile
FRESHMEN
John William Bailey
Louisville
James E. Baird
Stanford
Ava Lurav Raker
Louis1 ill.'
Billy Brooks Baker
Gene Raker
Pineville
Ronald Iluane Bakei
Berea
William Ray Bakei
Billy Eugene Ball
Harrodsburg
Carl Hennett Hank
Whitesburg
Emma Jean Hanks
Whitesburg
Hitter Ann Hanks
Sandra Lee Hanks
Carrollton
FRESHMEN
Richard Thomas Bannister
Paris
Andrew Arnold Marker
llerca
Rheta Alwyn Barndollar
Flatwoods
Jimmie Lee Barnes
Cynthiana
Patricia Ann Barnes
Mt. Sterling
Melvin 1>. Barnett
Mt. Vernon
Charlotte Kay Barnette
Mt. Vernon
Ronald Berry Barnhill
I,. rg. to
Jefferv Lynn Barrett
Bellevue
T.im Fredrick Rartlctt
Cleveland, Ohio
Norma Louise Hartley
Middlesboro
Wanda Fay Harllev
Middlesboro
Donald Verl Barton
Charlestown, Indiana
James Layne Bales
Harlan
Virgil Ray Bates
Nicholasville
Jefferv I.amar Baugher
Danville
Anne Adelvn Bean
Maysville
Th.,mas II,.ward Beeson
.loan A. Belchl
Charles Micha Belden
Stanford
Janet Louise Bell
Vallev Stream. New Yn
las Edward Bent,.
Ann Berlejung
Jack Baker Bickford
Berea
Jeffrey George Bilgcr
Lmii \ ill.-
Vada Flo Bililer
Michael Dale Birth
Willisburg
James Wallace Blaek
Owenton
Douglas Paul Blakenship
Argo
Juanita Blanton
Patsy Lou Blevi
Versailles
George Thomas Bolt.eh
Cumberland
Billy Jean Bogard
Mt. Washington
Molly Mae Boers
Whitesburg
Harold (iihson Bogie
Richmond
William Lee Bohaning
Louisville
Virgil Hunter Holer
Winchester
Robert Cable Boots
Lexington
Patricia Ann Borders
Ashland
Michael Bowline
Paul Monroe Bowling
Danville
Donna lave Bowman
Jeff Rav Bowman
Tyner
Constance Ann Bradley
Ashland
Dennis Bradley
Lexington
Linda Lou Bradley-
Ashland
Peggy Anne Bradley
William Franklin Bradle
James Richard Bragg
Charlottesville, Virginia
Wilma Sue Brandenburg
Beattyville
David Earl Branscum
Russell Springs
Robert L. Brashear
Irvine
Douglas Kent Braun
Newport
Lttitia Ellen Brewster
Frankfort
Gary Robert Bricking
Bellevue
Joseph Stephen Bridges
Ft. Thomas
Ronnie Heber Bright
Lebanon
Andrejs Bringis
F"t. Thomas
John Henry Brock
Dayton, Ohio
Keith Edward Brock
Taylorsville
Svlvia Jane Brock
Pineville
David Lee Brooks
Mt. Sterling
Millard F. Broughton, Jr.
Billy Clarence Brown
Crah Orchard
Carolvn Mary Brown
Laconia. Indiana
Cerald Edward Brown
New Albanv. Indiana
Isabelle Brown
Oneida
James Thornton Brow
Versailles
Marcia Ann Brown
Mt. Sterling
Marilvn Ann Brown
Crab Orchard
Saundra Jean Brown
Union
Virginia Lee Brown
Brodhead
Wanda D. Brown
Bardstown
William Marshall Browr
Versailles
Thomas Rav Bruce
South Lebanon
Edythe Ann Brumback
Erlanger
Beverly Ann Brumfield
Wilmore
James Fredrick Brvan
Lexington
Bryant
William Robert Buchana
Richmond
Cordon Wayne Buckler
Mt. Olivet
Christine Buell
Shirlev Louise Bunch
Barbourville
David Clifton Burberry
Lexington
Lenora J. Burchett
Coalgood
William J. Burchwell
Seco
Harold Keith Burdine
Lexington
Charles W avne Burge
Frankfort
* m i
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Ellen Joyce Hurkharl
Junction City
Carol Ann Burney
Florence
Wilma Jean Hurt
Viper
Patricia Ann Burton
ngton
James Raymond Butler
Louisa
Frank Dwayne Byrley
Wavne E. Cabral
West Pittston. Penn.
Ann Cillis Caldwell
Manchester
Carohn Rae Caldwell
Wavnesburg
Orian Clvde Caldwell
Burnside
Thomas Marshall Calvert
Tollesboro
Cecilia Elizabeth Camarho
Lynch
Charles Oscar Campbell
Campbellsburg
Dennis Lee Campbell
Dayton. Ohio
Donald Charles Campbell
Dayton
Wendell Douglas Can
Manchester
Russell Douslas Carr
pbe
Russell Carroll
Charles Sidncv Carter
Cnrbin
James Joseph Carter
Prestonsburg
Michael Lee Caruther:
Eliiabethtown
Merle Lvnne Casada
Sloans Valley
Clydia Anne Case
Covington
Donald Joe Catron
Monticello
liillv Caudill
Hazard
Jannv Grav Caudill
Lexington
Donna Lee Cayton
Covington
Patty Lou Chaffins
Garrett
Clifford Donald Chambers
Berea
Gary Lee Chapman
Robert Allen Chappell
Lebanon Junction
Sally Carole Chesnut
East Bernstadt
Charlotte Ray Chinn
Wurtland
James Dwight Chinn
Russell
Bohbv Cene Chowning
Bloomfield
Joyce Chowning
Bloomfield
Lvnn Marvin Christie
Williamsburg, Ohio
Jill Bennett Clark
Frankfort
Judith Ann Clark
Radcliff
Merle Clark
Danville
Ronald Rav Clark
Richmond
Brenda Joyc. Clay
Sandra Gav Click
Martin
James Howard demons
Mt. Sterling
Michael Dean Cobb
Dayton
Clifford Cocanougher
Lancaster
Thomas Henderson Coffey
Lexington
William Fuller Coffev
Danville
Shirley Jean Collier
Erlanger
Gary Douelas Collins
Louisville
Allen Evans Combs
Winchester
Greta Gail Combs
Paint Lick
Karnest Harold Combs
Butler
Mareella Combs
Garrett
James Glenn Conard
Coshocton, Ohio
Fannie Belle Conyers
Cynthiana
Marion C. Conyers
Louisville
Sharon Kav Consleton
Richmond
Tommv Jav Consleton
Richmond
Barbara Ann Conley
Mousie
Jo Anne Conrad
Falmouth
Daniel Carl Coomer
Anna Fave Coons
Louisville
Sandra F'aye Cope
Benham
Sharon Ann Cope
Hazard
Diane Cordell
Somerset
Grover Cleveland Corev
Pineville
Patricia Earlane Come
Richmond
Etla I'arolvn Cornett
Greenville. Ohio
James Douglas Cornett
Whitesburc
Tommie Lou Cornett
London
Jo Ann forum
Lebanon Junction
Glenna Sharon Comette
Banks
Ronald Maurice Cosby
Harrodshurc
Chery> Jane Cottongim
Berea
Ronald t halmer Couch
Jeff
Wanda Rea Couch
Hazard
Anna R. Cox
Smithfield
Beverlv Ann Cox
Louisville
Janice Marie Cox
Gray-
Judith Lynn Cox
Nicholasville
Cecilia Ann Craft
Cumberland
Scott Stewart Craft
ritsv
Di.
Diana Gail Crawford
Stone
Gladys Marie Crawford
Versailles
Phyllis Fave Crawford
« n Stanle
Bob G. Creech
Cumberland
Jane Irene Creech
Somerville, Ohio
Louisville
Mary Paulette Culberts
Graydon Bradford (urn
So
Elmer Cunnagin, Jr.
McKee
Vondell Gaylc Curry
Richmond
Jerry Allen Cutsinger
Mi. i:SHME?
ille
mm «*
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Betty Jean Dance
ill.
Gay Rac Danford
Lawreneeburg
Akger Thompson Daniel
Mt. Sterling
Burr Gardman Daniel
Frankfort
William Cecil Daniel
Dayton, Ohio
Bess Joyce Daniels
Duluth
John Francis Daniels
ilk-
Joan A. Darnall
Fleminpsbure;
Raymond Carl Dauenhauer
Louisville
Marilyn Helen Davidson
Covington
Russell F. Davidson
Gashen
Walter Lerov Davidson
Middletown
Donald Eueene Dai
Russell Springs
Patricia Ann Davis
Corbin
Ralph Booton Davi
Prestonsburg
Raymond Hueh Da
Sta iford
Terrv Joseph Dayis
Corbin
Nan Harbersih Dav
Versailles
Dawn Maria Dav
California
Charles Thomas Dean
Harrodsburg
Jerrv William Dean
Dayton
Ethel Deaton
Leatherwood
Ronald EuRenc Deaton
Ne .•port
Tommy Pat Deaton
Blanche Emma Delk
Cain's Store
William Demetrician
Scranton. Pa.
Rohirt Brian Dernier
Bellevue
Jackson Lee Denham
Somerset
Sherrie Lou Denham
Florence
Mary Louise Dennis
Fern Creek
George Eldon Depew
London
Frank Derossett
Prestonsburp;
John Green Detheraee
Barbourville
Keith Allen Devault
Buckhorn
Ray L. Devault
Buckhorn
Mary Larene Dickie
Louisville
Viola Sharon Dickson
Sellersbure;
James Robert F. Dlsnev
Frankfort
Tvrona Bell Doneghy
Richmond
Robert Gene Dnnlev
Covington
James Elvin Donovan
Cattellsburg
Robert Mark Donovan
Cvnthiana
Brcnda Joy Dowdle
Evanston
Linda Carole Dowdle
Evanston
Patricia Gv.cn Downey
Jellico. Tennessee
Bernice Kay Drury
Willisburg
Joyce Ann Duane
Louisville
A lire v Bart Duff
Tilfort
Freida Gale Duff
Georgetown
Linda Allen Dunavan
Pleasureville
Eugene Dunaway
Louisville
Angeline Duncan
Lawrenceburg
John Henderson Duncan, III
Rus !. 'I
Wendell Rav Dunn
Williamstown
I.on Micheal Durham
Covington
Robert Joseph Durham
Joseph M. Dunn
Richmond
Olella Doris Dritton
Jamestown
David Gavle Duty
Portsmouth, Ohio
Marilyn Ann Fads
Windson
Virginia McKinnev Fades
Waco
Penny Lou Ebert
Newport
William Curtis Eddins
Frankfort
Doris Jean Eden
Berea
Susan Kay Eddleman
Louisville
Theodore Anderson Edmonds
Guerrant
Bonnie Sue Edwards
Louisville
Martha Fave Edwards
Danville
James Derriel Elam
Grayson
Emil Lawrence Elliott
West Liberty
Gerald Wayne Ellis
Frankfort
Shirlev Ann Ellis
Smithfield
Marv Lou Ely
Louisville
Thelma Jean England
Shelbiana
Lonnie Joe Engle
Corbin
Margaret Ann Ernest
Danville
Judith Clarie Ertel
Covington
Ruth Ann Erwin
Lexington
Henry Gilhert Estridge
I.eatherwood
Rohert L. Ethridge
Warsaw-
John Cowell Evans
Somerset
Rohert Wavne Evans
Bradfordsville
Vance Reid Evans
Mt. Sterling
Sandra Mongan Eversole
Hazard
Ann Marie Fagan
Richmond
Helen Teresa Fagan
Richmond
Suana Farris
Maysville
Ivan Cicero Farmer
Louisville
James L. Farmer
Somerset
John Randall Farris
Lawrenceburg
Larry L. Farwell
Walton
Elmer Gerald Faulkner
North Middletown
Michael F. Felts
Garden City, Michigan
Lois Jean Ferguson
Prospect
Julius Christ Fev
Cincinnati, Ohio
James Martin Fields
Uerea
FRESHMEN
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Jovce Ann Fields
Thornton
.Marsha Gail Fields
Sadieville
Sandra Lynn Finnell
I n:" n
Prentice Rav Fish
Inez
Kenneth Lee Fitzpatrick
Hazard
Larrv Kvle Flanary
Iienham
Jovce Hahette Fleckiger
Addyston. Ohio
Barhara Ann Fleenor
Whitesburpr
Ronnie Lee Floyd
Somerset
Pam Holten Foley
Cynthiana
Carroll Robinson Foster
Danville
Mo
Douglas Foste
i Jane Foster
New Albany, Indiana
Saundra Evelyn Fraley
Wayland
Roger Dale Frazier
People
George Louis Freibert
Louisville
Samuel Delbert Fritz
Richmond
Velma Joann Fulkerson
Valley Station
Mary Margaret Fulley
llobert Fyffe
Tony Gabbard
Gray Hawk
Barbara Louise
Sheila Ann Gallimnre
Carrolltown
Micheal Dean Gardner
Maysville
Michael Ray Gardner
Medona. Indiana
Gary Hughes Garner
Nancy
Ruth Christine Garner
Somerset
Carl Francis Garnett
Waddy
David Hart Gaunce
North Middletown
Linda Ann Gay
Brutus
Beverlv Frances Gerth
Walton
Carol Faye Gibson
Dema
Goldie Marie Gibson
Premuim
Jason Carl Gibson
Danville
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Marvada Ruth Gibson
Russellville
Londa Fave Gidean
Danville
Marie Bernadette Gieszl
Corbin
Mary Lou Gilbert
London
Cvnthia Sue Giles
Versailles
Marv Nash Ginn
Frankfort
Thomas Park Ginter
Mt. Sterling
Anna Rosezell Glover
Somerset
Cecil Goff, Jr.
Elihu
Jerrv Ann Gonyer
Winchester
Ed Gooch
Waynesburg
Ronald Gene Goodman
Prestonsburg
Elaine Thomas Goodrich
Frankfurt
Amy Kav Goodwin
Lexington
William Wavne Gorlay
Gravel Switch
Patricia B. Gorden
Lexington
Bruce Joseph Gosney
Grant's Lick
Nancy Lee Gover
Cincinnati. Ohio
Theodore Kavanoe Grace
Honolulu, Hawaii
Sidney Aldndge Graham
Benham
Patsv Ruth Grant
Columbia
John Pherigo Graybill
Winchester
Roger Curtis Green
Shelbyville
Sidney Earl Green
Richmond
Man Lillian Griffith
Newport
Paul Edward Griggs
Rochester. New York
Doris L. Gover
Richmond
Jovce Ann Guerra
Sand Gap
Jeane Ann Guidroz
Lexington
Reva Je»ell Gulley
Maysville
Phvllis Elaine Hageman
Melbourne
James Melvin Hagen
Covington
Alice Jane Hall
Hazard
Donna Fa> e Hall
Price
James Milton Hall
Louisville
Joanne Hall
Richmond
Sara Hall
Medora, Indiana
Sarah Alice Hall
Ivel
Man Ann Hammond
Fal
Willi; oleman Hall
Warren Hamblin
Kaypton
Clarance D. Hamilton
Paintsville
Duard Coleman Hamm
Hazard
Judy Garland Hammond
Sanders
Donald Rav Hampton
Irvine
Doris Jean Hampton
Lexington
Ruth Ann Hancock
Courtland Lee Hanlon
Ghent
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John Hillary Hanlev
Frankfort
Ruth Eva Harrell
Corbin
Luther Owen Harris
Worthville
Marv Lynn Harris
Corbin
Mary Martha Harris
Prestonsburg
Melvin Curtis Harris
Hebron
Jo Anne Harrison
Sand Gap
Nancy Jo Harrison
Stanton
Geraldine Hart
Rose Hill
Marv Jo Hart
Richmond
Jtrry Douglas Harville
London
Marcene Hatch
Richmond
Waller Trimble Hatcher. Ill
Pikeville
Vera Dale Halter
Liberty
Phyllis Ann Hatton
Wilieh.
hristine Hawkins
Crab Orchard
Betty Jean Havs
Leitchfield
Bulb Mary Havs
Cray Hawk
Sam Searles Hayes. Ill
Danville
Donna Sue Hedirer
Dry Ridge
William Thomas Hedges
Frankfort
David Bryan Heilman
Cropper
I.ana Kalherine Helton
Whitley City
Marda Dean Helton
Paintsville
Noble William Henderson
Ml. Sterling
James Thomas Hennessey
Covington
Betty Jean Henslev
New Richmond, Ohio
Flora Deloras Henslev
Alva
(iisela Herdler
Ft. Thomas
Han, Id Ellsworth Henson
William Kay Hewitt
Son is,. I
Clenda Ann Hewlett
Lexington
Brenda Kaye Hicks
Prestonsburg
Marv Carolvn Hicks
Albany
Heverlv Ann Highley
Ml. Sterling
Charles Vernon Hightowcr
Evarts
Carol Sue Hill
Newport
Hansel I). Hill
Waddy
Johnnv Griffith Hine
s.. Ml
l.enda Lee Cisle
Mt. Sterling
Sandra Paige Hoff
Cincinnati. Ohio
Nuna Kalon Hollow
Richmond
Devola Jean Hollidav
Springfield
Johnnv Wayne Holme
I jville
Edward Karl Holsclav
Louisville
Robert Glen Holt
Corbin
Darlene Hooker
Garrard
Leland Hooper
Paint. ill.
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Thomas Franklin Hopewell
Midway
Doris Faye Horn
West Irvine
Betty Gayle Hoskins
Hyden
Charles Stephen House
Manchester
Rav Gilbert Houser
Corbin
Pauline Howard
M:, cho-stor
Frank Scolt Howell
Frankfort
Bobbv Gene Hubble
I.inda Sue Huffman
Ashland
Darrell I. eon Hughe
Irvine
.Max Elton Huehes
Nolan Thomas Hughes
Springfield
Sammie Carol Huguely
Richmond
Anna Lee Hulette
Frankfort
Larry Gene Hull
Tollesboro
Warren Viershncr Hull
Dayton, Ohio
Omer Hume
Richn
Connie Stewart Humphrey
Cynthiana
Jennings Edwin Humphrey
Cynthiana
Bonnie Lee Hupp
Bloomfield
Ronald Ferrell Hurst
Harrodsburg
James Lee Hutchcrson
Louisville
Melinda Sue Hutchinson
Frazier
Theodore Allen Hutton
Lawrenceburp
Janice Colleen Ingram
Cynthiana
Samuel Coe Irwin
Richmond
Jack Jackson
Dayton, Ohio
Teddv Lee James
West Point
Jane Carolyn Jenkins
Richmond
Jerrv Wavne Jenkins
New Boston. Ohio
Gladys Reeves Jennings
Berea
Mvrena Sue Jennings
Richmond
Randal Lee Jervis
Corbin
David Lee Jones
l; !:•>
Ion,
Judith Lee Jones
Louisville
Larrv Gene Jones
Crittenden
Merle Joan Jones
Barbourville
Rohtrt Bruce Jones
Danville
Roger Harold Jones
Ashland
William Duke Jones
Lexington
William Gerald Jones
Prestonsburg
Charles S. Johnson
Versailles
Daniel Lee Johnson
Ludlow
Evelyn Ruth Johnson
Hvden
Geneva Christine Johnson
Booneville
Lois Janet Johnson
Richmond
Marsha Irene Johnson
Lexington
Pameia Haydon Johnson
Versailles
Patricia Lee Johnson
Allen Park. Michigan
Jerry Lynn Juett
Owenton
William Robert Jurv
New Haven
Judith Ann Justice
Pikeville
Danny Everett Kays
Lawrenceburg
Janice Sue Keck
Gray
John Moblev Keck
Sandy Hook
Patricia Ann Keeling
Willisburg
William Curtis Keene
Winchester
Beverly Jo Keith
Corbin
FRESHMEN
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Mary Diane Keith
Louisville
Charles Estelle Keller
Ml. Sterling
Patricia Ann Keller
Cincinnati, Ohio
Ruth (arlene Keller
Eubank
James Wayne Kellev
Paris
John Elliott Kellev
Ju.lv Ann Kellv
Harrodsburg
June Annette Kelley
Jonesville
Leroy Edward Kennian
Highland Height"
Jesse Thomas Kennison
Wilmore
Lawrence Read Kessler
Louisville
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IN RETROSPECT
While the student body is busy at work and play, the 1961-62 school year
swiftly comes to an end. Perhaps you are not aware of the elements of time, of
change, of happiness, and of sorrow as you have busily prepared yourself for
classes, for the big ball game, or for that special someone, but they have all made
this year. Now these events are memories. As you leave Eastern, you will take
them with you, and as we leave, we highlight some of these memories . . .
The Traditional—The tower clock, symbolic
of the passing of time and of the Eastern
we have come to love
The Man With The Horn
That memorable evening with Ralph Mar
tcrie
The Twist
. . . Mud And Mortar
A new era in basketball began when Jim Baechtold
celebrated ins first victory as head coach after the
Maroons iud responded with a victor;' over Morehejd.
Jesse Stuart's Autograph Party
Over seven hundred students received per-
sonal inscriptions and autographs from a
weary, but satisfied Jesse Stuart.
PROGRESS Recieves First Place Rating
Marion Bazzy, Editor-in-Chief of the EASTERN PROGRESS, receive
her award tor guiding her young staff to a first place rating from tin
Columbia Scholastic Press Association.
Founder's Day
"Only Yesterday" was the subject of Professor W. L. Keen's address
at the Founder's Day Program which commemorated the founding of
Eastern fifty-six years ago.
Recognition. . .
Collegia te Pentaclc President, Barbara Ed-
wards, presented to retiring Dean of Wo-
men, Mrs. Emma Case, a silver tea serv-
ice, climaxing the fifteenth annual
Honors Day for Women.
The Queen of Scholarship and Court . .
Queen of Scholarship, Mrs. Margaret Barc-
zuk, center, and her court. Miss Mary
Catherine Thomas, Mrs. Jean Silk, Miss
Myrna Menninger, and Miss Sandra Nun-
nelley received highest honors on Women's
Honors Day.
Florida
Bound . . .
Spring vacation and a week to play
Eastern's students headed for
Florida.
Tougher
Exams
Many hours of study and preparation are
climaxed bv the inevitable final examina-
'
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As in the beginning, in the end there was thought
—
thought as to what the future holds, where our friends
will be, and when we shall return to Eastern.
At this moment, the events of 1961-62 are vivid
memories. Yet as time passes, each one will grow
dimmer. In presenting the 1962 MILESTONE, we
have sought to portray a picture of the year as we
saw it. Our purpose will be accomplished if, as you
glance through its pages in coming years, you will find
this book to be a guide in refreshing your memories of
college days.
Each of us will leave a part of our "happiness,"
"despair," "love," "laughter" at Eastern. However, we
realize that we cannot stay here forever.
As we have seen the year change, we look forward
to the future as our lives continue ... in Transition.
Unl -4"^- £
urn
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Editor's Note
A lot of people are involved in making a successful year-
hook. The work cannot be done by a small group. However,
with the cooperation of many people, we hope that we have
presented to the student body a book that will be treasured.
On this page we express our sincere thanks to those persons
who are responsible for making this, the 1962 MILESTONE,
a success.
Billy Davis, LOUISVILLE COURIER JOURNAL, for
color photographs, pp. 9 and 15.
George Lyon, Osborne Photo Lab, Cincinnati, Ohio, for
underclasses and military group pictures.
Steve May, Osborne Photo Lab, Cincinnati, Ohio, for color,
pp. 1, 2, 3, and 8.
Stanifer s Studio for seniors, graduates, and faculty photo-
graphs.
State Police Lieutenant Spercel Fayne for color photos of
Governor Combs and President Martin, pp. 14-H.
Chester Buchanan, Jeff Miller, and Tom Coffey, for Stu-
dent Life and organization photos.
Special Photos and General Photographic Supervision,
Daniel Webster and George Lyon.
Other Photo Acknowledgments, THE LEXINGTON
HERALD-LEADER, J. F. Mullaney, Osborne Photo Lab.
Bob Walter, Publisher, S. B. Newman Printing Company,
Knoxville, Tennessee.
We also express our sincere thanks to the members of the
MILESTONE Staff, who have worked many long and tiring
hours to put this book together. Finally, we thank Mr. Feltner
for his patience, for his guidance in planning the book, and
for his advice.
The Editors
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